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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 21, 1940

Vol. CVIII; No. 12

American Legion FOURTH MONDAY
IPIRST AID COURSES Phillips One of Here Are-the Officials Who Let the Contract
to Hold Meeting
Opposing
WILL BE OFFERED Three
At Pine Bluff PRIZES DONATED
House
Bootlegger Bill
Court
the
County
for
Calloway
Present
TO COUNTY GROUPS
BY BUSINESSMEN
Certificates Are Awarded to
Persons Upon Satisfactory
Completion
THREE COMPLETE FREE
COURSES ARE OFFERED

Members of American Legion
Post No. 73 will hold their regular
Thursday evening,
meeting on
March 28, at 7:30 o'clock at Pine
Bluff.
Otis Eldridge, Legion member of
that section was in town and
hinted that a fish supper might be
in the offing. Plans are being
made for an interesting and entertaining program and every exservice man in the county is invited to be present.
A number of very enjoyable
visits have been made to the various, sections of the county during
the 'past fear months and all of
the gatherings have been both instructive and entertaining tb those
who attended. Recently a number
of ex-service men has shown their
appreciation for the services of the
legion by paying. their. 1940 dues.
A final round-up Of members in
order to reach the quota set by
the State department is under way
under the leadership of rommapder W. B. Tolleye-•• All ex-service
men are urged'aand invited by
Commander Tolley to help in making this year a great year in the
history of the Post.

V. A. "Bill" Phillips, Senator from
the Third Senatorial district comprised of Calloway. Trigg,Caldwelaa..
and Lyon counties was one of the
three senators who voted against
the bill popularly dubbed the
would
"bootleggers bill", which
have permitted wholesale liquor
dealers to sell their products to
persons holding Federal license and
living in dry counties of this and
other states.
Although this bill passed both
houses of the legislature by an
overwhelming majority. Governor
Johnson responded to the vigorous
protests from officials of Tennessee,
Indiana and the • League .of State
Governments and vetoed the bit.
Senator Phillips is to be commended upon his stand on this bill,
since it is unquestionably a piece
have
of legislation which would
placed Kentucky in ill repute with
neighboring states.
Mr. Phillips.is a son of Dr. and
Mrs. Rufe Phillips of Almo.

Beginning Monday, April I, the
Calloway County Red Cross First
Aid Corps will open to the public
classes in three First Aid courses,
according to Ralph Wear, chairman of the local Red Cross First
Aid committee.
Courses will be offered to any
gronp• in any part of the county
as long as there are at least 10
in each class. Wear said. "We
would prefer having 25 persons in
each class, but we will organize
and furnish instructors to groups
with as few as 10 members."
Classes will be taught in schools.
churches and private homes. It
is the first time in Calloway that
these courses have been made
aVailable to all persons 12 years
of age and up. "It is the desire
of the American Red Cross to give
to the people a knowledge and
skill needed for the proper immediate care of the injured pending medical care and attention.
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C. of C. Will Hold
Election of New
Directors Mar. 26

Methodist Ladies
To Serve Chicken
Dinner Mule Day

Mayor Welcomes Out-of-Town People
To Fourth Monday Trade Day
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elf

Father of Murray
Residents Dies in
Bradford March 12

over to you for a day of trading' an enjoyment.
• The business men of the city have cooggrated
generously in providing funds for thenprizes that
are to be awarded.

Funeral services for Lon W.
Crider. 68,- who died at his home
in Bradford. Tenn.. on Tuesday,
March 12, after an illness of six
weeks, were conducted at the
Bradford Baptist Church on Friday morning.
Of the 10 children survived by
Mr. Crider. three are residents of
Murray. They are Mrs. T. C. Collie, Ernest Crider and Tom H.
Crider, who IS connected with
•
Superior Laundra,

We want you to feel at home in Murray, for
we know that the support and cooperation of the
farmers of this community are absolutely necessary
to the growth and advancem—ent of Calloway
county.
Ladies and gentlemen from out-of-town, THE
CITY IS YOURS!
GEORGE'HART, Mayor.

Rainey T. Wells
Is Guest of Club

Special Offer of 2 Years for $1.00
Closes After Fourth Monday, Mar.-25

Training School, Hazel and Lynn Grove
Advance to Finals Before Elimination .
in District Debate Tourney March 15.16

Three of Calloway's six schools
in the District Debate Tournament
at the college March 15-16 ad'vanced to the second-day finals before elimination.
School defeated
Hardin High
Benton High in the final debate
of the tourney. Both winner and
runnerup will be entitled *to compete in the state tournament in
Lexington.
The following teams advanced
to the "finals" by winning as many
as three out of four debates In the
first round: Tilghman. Lone Oak,
Reidland, Murray Training. Benton, Beelerton, Hardin, Hazel.

Lynn Grove. Tilghman and Beeterton continued to the finals before their defeat at the hands of
Hardin and Benton.
Other teams in the first district
were
entering the tournament
Heath. Lowes, Wingo, Faxon, Ban-dana. Kevil, Almo, Aurora, Murray High, Mayfield. Kirksey.
The question for debate was:
Resolved, that the federal government should own and operate the
railroads.
Last year in the district tournament LaCenter defeated Murray
Training School in the finals at
Murray.

If you have not already taken advantage of this exceptional
newspaper offer by bringing your subscription up to date, or
by subscribing if you are not at present on the list. we suggest
that while you are in town Monday you come in and avail
yourself of this unusual bargain.

May we. remind you again that there will positively be
extension of the special offer after Monday. March 25.

FARM MEETINGS TO BE
HELD IN COURT HOUSE
Judging for the prizes to be
awarded to the Mule Day entrants
on Fourth Monday will begin
promptly at 2:30 o'clock, according
to Mayor George Hart, who announces the following cash prizes.
In an effort to create county-wide
interest in this event and to make
it one long to be remembered the
classification has been extended to
include both horses and mules.
The committee in charge is striving to make this Fourth Monday a
day of genial Competition among
neighbors and friends in Calloway
county and.ato promote a greater
interest' in livestock in general.
Giving- the choice space of the
town over for the benefit of tha"
traders 'and excludine all
auto
tratic fur this area, the city official, and tradespeople of Murray
offsring ample incentive to all
citizens of the county to be on hand
for the big day. .
Shops and stores will offer a
wide variety of merchandise for
the benefit of the visitors on this
occasibn.
A county-wide farmers meetine
will-be held in the Court House at
1:30 o'clock, at which time W. 0.
Parr of Paducah will speak.
A meeting of all Calloway countians interested in the growing of
tomatoes for shipping purposes will
be held in the Court House at 1:00
p. m.
Frites to be offered, which have
been contributed by 'the businessmen of Murray. are as follows:
Best Pair of Mules, any age: First
prize. $10.00; Second prize. $5.00.
Best Mule. any age: First prize.
$1.00; Second prize, $2.50.
Largest Mule: Prize, $5.00.
Smallest Mule: Prize. $5.00.
Best Pair Horses or Mares: First
prize, $10.00: Second prize, WOO.
Best Horse or Mare, any age:
Prize, $5.00.
Best Saddle Horse or Mare: First
prize, $10.00: Second prize. $5.00.
Best Stallion: First prize, $10.00;
Second prize, $5.00.
Best Mule Under 2 Years: First
prize, $5.00; Second prize. $2.50.
Oldest Man or Woman: Prize. $5.

DA,

HOSIERY MILL HAS
INCREASE IN SALES
Manager Fenton Reports Upswing
In Business During Citrrent
Year'
Business conditions in Murray
appear to be on the upswing judging from the sales of the Murray
Hosiery Mills reported by manager
Harry Fenton to the Chamber of
Commerce in making a survey of
business conditions.
The Murray Hosiery Mill reports
for the month of January a gain
of $11.361.67 over January of 1939.
while February shows a gain of
$1,948.61. The first two weeks of
March this year nearly equaled
the entire month of „March, 1939.
For the year they show a gain
over the same period in 1939 with
two more weeks of March to be
added of $4.229.45 sales. .
This is a very good indication
of better business which ultimately means that the employees will
make more money to produce this
told
merchandise, officials
the
Ledger & Times today.

Clyde H.Bagwell
Buried Saturday
Funeral services for Clyde H.
Bagwell, 70. who died at his home
South of Murray Friday afternoon.
avere conducted from the Churchill funeral chapel Saturday afternoon, March 16, at 2 o'clock. with
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins and Rev.
Sam P. Martin in charge.
Ahr, Bagwell, wha boa -bassi—ia
bad health for a number of years.
is survived by three daughters.
Mrs. Mayme Dent. Miss Myra Bagwell and Miss Bobbie Sue Bagwell, and two sons, Clyde Ed Bagwell and Harland Bagwell, all of
Murray. and two grandchildren.
TOMATO

We are truly grateful to the many hundreds ..ho have
responded to our reduced rate. As an expression of appreciation, we pledge our very best effort to give you the best
Weekly Newspaper in the country.

of

Amount and Number
Awards Announced
by Mayor Hart
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According to County Agent John
T. Cochran, a meeting of all persons intersted in the growing of
tomatoes for shipping purposes
will be held in the Court room at
1 o'clock on Fourth Monday
.Mr. Cochran urges all person interested in this phase of farming
to be present for the meeting.
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Fern Creeta, both seniors-were in
mental cause: was
Farm Equipment Company
sentatives in the. lower house were
West Main. See John Ryan or the Glasgow hospital for treatment built. He seldom had plans, speci- Carlos. Pitman, Calloway county successful in introducing a bill
Versailles which was awned in 1919. sorption by growing plants until
tictaions or blue prints to offer to farmer, was sentenced to one year
In eertienenang on the war. one is it' his, been made soluble by FOR SALE-One
lc for cuts and shock but were re1935 Model C.,C. call 99-3,
.
passed
was
by
both
the contractor. For this reason in prison by a jury in Circuit which
ported not seriously hurt.
:aced Immediasety with the quee- S"atri! er -artificial; Water.
Case tractor with plow and di*.
branches of the Legislature and
when he received his bids they
tion why the document from which
This product is a practical fer- on steel or 'rubber tires. Thor- TOR SALE-1 Used Hot Point , Dr. Foil and the students were were often so far apart in price Court today on a grand larceny approved by the governor.
so attIeb geod was etcpaceed helped tilizer that produces remarkable oughly . reconditioned. Priced Range.
Table top.
In good returning from
Campbellsville that he wondered if it was the charge.
Governor Johnson, according to
to aste&see this emend world con- results. In many eases it has ac- right. McKeel Farm Equipment shape. A 'jai buy. Big reduction where Dr. Ford spoke to a ParentPitman is alleged to have stolen
same house upon which the conMr. Curd, is a statesman of the
flict.
lc in price. E. S. Diuguid & Son. lc ' Teacher meeting.
tually reduced the maturity date Company.
tractors were bidding. Shinn after a Set of harness from a "Grave,s highest order and possesses great
It should be remembered. first of in many varieties of flowers, veget
Sheriff Pullian said the accident selection of Ms builder things elfteis county farmer, Sam Boyd.
executive ability. Mr. Cord was
all, that the treaty is criticized .too able, fann mops and fruit trees to Ft)R SALE one 1939 Model R. C. WE HAVE 2 Of 3 Small Farms I occurred on a straight stretch of went wrong. The things they bad
Pitman came into court last
?tech since it is made th -nand for lees than two-thirds of their non- Case two-plow Tractor with motor well located. ' nicely hnproved,a read. The Ford automobile, he talked about were misunderstood. year after a grand jury had indict- particularly . impressed with.* the
the spirif-of hatred Whicia_maske met-- growing eeasori.-life, cultivator and corn planter. which we want to Sell at once.. said, struck the triad( body and, Wrong materials were shipped en ed his brother. Roscoe Pitman and eireellent, yet liberal, leadership
A-1 Prices right. easy terms. Posses- both landed in the ditch on Dr the job and costs mounted far be- •told the. court' that he, not his of the governor in „,clealing with
he attitude of. Eurepean nations
Disk and plow on rubbei
If has been, proven Chat Fly-Teous condition
after 1919 It is possible that if a
A steal at 61050.00. alert now
See them with us Ford's side of the road_ Head in- yond the first estimates. It was brother, got the harness. The in- the! Legislature.
spiral of conciliation
had been germinates seeds faster and . the McKeel Farm Equipment Com- Calloway Co. Land Co., W. H. juries, the sheriff added, caused the truly a bad situation.
dicment against his brother was
,
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present in post-war Europe. peace distributors claim that ,it is ideal pany
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_Ic professor's death.
"Such is not the case toclay", dismissed and Carlos was indicted.
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SHIRTS BY MANHATTAN
and the loss of the German colonies. called by the editor. John Mac Me-- other Interi-implements Also 1500 LSTREAMLI:=1169 arMSCIMR & Son* furniture company on .TuesNew etadpreent. *- day afternoon, March 26.
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also (sem Field Seeds.
Mr and Mrs. Mizell Jeffery upon
reduced prices on Jap seed. Have
else _good used Plymouth car,'No. the birth recently of an 8. pound
!I condition We have sense good son, who was born in a Greenville.
work mules. Taylor Seed and Im- Ky.. hospital. Mrs. Jeffery was,
lc before her marriage, Miss Marie
plement Co. South ! 4th St..,
Phillips.
LAND FOR SALE:---87 acres, 2
miles elNeeth of Lynn Grove, Ky.
Tenant house. 2 barns. stable. This
can be divided into 2 farms with
nice building placer: . If you .areinterested, -see Hardy Adamsewho
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show :you the land, or write rite
at Crutchfield. Ky. G A. Atkins. le
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Pitman Sentenced
in Mayfield, Ky.
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Miss_Harris to
Conduct School
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CORN-AUSTIN CO.
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ATTENTION FARMERS!
-USE

HY-TROUS

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
ti Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

On Your Tobacco Plant Bed for
. Quieker Germination - Rapid Growth
Will Not Burn

4

Align Front or Rear Wheels
'Correct Tire Wear, Shimmy or Wander

Futrell-Shackelford Co.

ALL WORK DONE TO FACTORY SPECIFICATIONS AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY BACK.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CASH PRIZES!
Best Pair of Mules, any age
Best Mule Under 2 Years
Best Mule, any age
Largest Mule
Smallest Mule
Best Pair Horses or Mares
Best Saddle Horse or Mare
Best Stallion

Factory than will he here 10 dlys or two weeks.
Come in now for free checkup or wheel lialanci.

Distributors: West Ky.,-West Tenn., & So. Illinois

DEALERS
N. P. Hutson Seed Co.
T. J. Smith, (',rocer.
%%alb, &

I meilein c eit ce:

L. _"/Sat -"•••'.

RAY CABLE GARAGE

Money for Prizes Contributed by Business Men of Murray

South Side"of Court Square,
A

55.00 :-

Fun ... Entertainment
Music!

•

, COUNTY
Grogan, Shiloh
II W. Wrye, Pettertown
& (to., )elctei
W*R. Young et son. New Concord
Revel Haneline, Coldwater
Carlin Riley. K1rkses
Noel Warren, Warren, Curve
Turnbow Drug C.. Hazel
B. V. Hawks. Harrel
Gturin & Farris. Cherry's Corner ,

1st Prize 2nd Prize
$10.00
$5.00
$ 5.00
$2.50
S 5.00
$2.50
S 5.00
S 5.00
S10.00
55.00
510.00
S5.00
$ 5.00
$2.50

--: OLDEST MAN OR WOMAN ..

FIRST 1.0 CUSTOMERS COMING FOR COMPLETE FRONT SYSTEM -CilECKING JOB WILL
RECEIVE FRONT WHEEL BALANCE .
-FREE.../.
Weight Not included
Balance
4wasikamraf

'MURRAY

A

Bring your mules, jacks, horses, pocket knives, and what-have-you and swap, trade
or sell. COME EARLY AND STAY LATE. Judging and selection of prize winners starts promptly at 2:00 P. M.on the Court Square.

IT'S HERE NOW!
THE MASTER EQUIPMENT TO
STRAIGHTEN AUTOMOBILE
FRAMES AND AXELS

Bialoilis‘Grocery
(an Moore - live Point;
I. I Thermend Feed (
esseeeeliToadeti need

IN MURRAY
Monday, March 25th.
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MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor

Imembers and three visitors, Miss
Ruth Richmond, Mrs. C. McDevit,
and Mrs. John Whitnell.
•••••
UDC Chapter Entertained
At Waldrop Home
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Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
'afternoon each week.
Book and Thimble
Club Meets

Missionary Circle No. 3
Met Tuesday

Mrs. Boyd Gilbert opened her
home to members of the Book and
Thimble Club on Wednesday afternoon, March 13.
Needlework was enjoyed by the
embers and two''guests, Mrs. Irve
Brewer and Mrs. Cletus Ward,
present.
The hostess, served a beautiful
ice course, carrying out the St. Patrick's day motif.

Circle No. 3 of the Methodist Missionary Society met Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. P.
Phillips lin North 4th street, with
Mrs. M. T. Morris and Mrs. Will
Dulaney assisting the hostess.
The business session was preided
over by the chairman. Mrs. C. A.
Bishop, and Mira. Alice Waters conducted the devotioinal exercises.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley reaa a topic
on Creative Living and the program, which was, contributed to by
Mts. W. A. Bell and Mrs. L. R. Putnam, centered around the life of
Isabella Thoburn. 1,
The meeting closed with prayer
by Mrs. Mecsoy.
Following the program, the 'hostesses served to the 26 members and
two visitors, Mrs. Phillips of Almo
and Mrs. Porter Linn, present. Mrs.
Lawton Alexander was welcomed
as a new member.
•••• •
Circle 2'of Missionary
Society Meets

li

Lynn Grove Young People
To Meet Sunday

Social Calendar

Thursday, March 41
The Home Department of the
Woman's Club will meet at 2:45
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop, Mrs. Luth- o'clock at the home of
Mrs. Autry
er Jackson and Mrs. Fred GingleS Farmer.
entertained the J. N. Williams Chapter of UDC at the Waldrop home
Saturday, March 23
on Wednesday afternoon, March 20,
Mrs. James H. Richmond, Mrs.
at its regular monthly meeting.
F. D. Mellen, Miss Bertie Manor
Mrs. E. J. Beale reviewed the and Mrs. G. T. Hicks will enterpopular novel, "Gone With
the tain the Alpha Club at 2:30 o'clock
Wind" and led the round table dis- at the home of Mrs. Richmond,
cussion of it and the current picture based on the book.
Monday, March 25
Delightful
refreshments
were
Monday Bridge club will meet
served at the close of the program. with Mrs. Charles Hire.
Mrs. John Patterson of Paris, Tenn.,
Tuesday, March 26
was a guest.
• •-• ••
Cooking. School to be held in the
Mrs. Hughes Entertalgs
Morris Building on West side of
Bridge Club
Court Square. Hour: 2:30 o'clock.

Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes was
host to her bridge club Wednesday afternoon, March 13, at Collegiate Inn.
.
High score prize Was won by
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell, second high
by Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes and
low, Mrs. Roy Stewart.
At the conclusion of the play a
delightful party. plate was served
to the members and one guest,
Mrs. Marvin WhitnelL_

PAGE TFIREE.

Warning Given to Boys and Girls
Not to Play With Blasting Caps
efforts are being made
RENEWED
this spring. In a country-wide
campaign, to protect children from
the dangers of playing with blasting caps. Surveys made by the
Institute of Makers of Explosives,
an organization composed of leatliMg manufacturers of commercial
explosives such as dynamite arid
blasting powder, disclose that these
accidents to childreu begin to in-

Adrian McDay.
Mrs. Trousdale, an attractive
brunette, was attired in a street
model of grape-wine woolen with
navy blue accessories. Mrs. Trousdale is a senior of the 1840 class of
Lynn Grove High School and she
plans to continue her school work,
while making her home with her
parents on Lynn Grove Route I.
•••••
Music Club Meets
With Mrs. Richmond
Mrs. James H. Richmond opened
her home to the members of the
Music Club on Tuesday evening,
March 19. Mrs. Everett Derryberry
and Miss Ola Brock were co-hostesses.
Following a short business session the Faculty String Quartet of
Murray State College furnished a
program consisting of five numbers.
the dainty color scheme of pink
The spring idea was reflected in
and green used in the party plate
served.

"I'

Thursday, March 28
Magazine Club will meet with
Mrs. L: E. Owen, North Twelfth
street, at 2:30 o'clock.

King-Sills Marriage
Is Announced

•

The Sulphur Springs Society elected Miss Montgomery delegate to
the annual conference to be held
in Mayfield in April. The Martin's Chapel group will name its
delegate at a later date. Mrs.
Conn Moore discussed the painting
of the parsonage.
,
All enjoyed the program whigh
was presided over by Mrs. Young
of New Concord.
Mrs. C. B. Ford and Mrs. Lax
served refreshments to the group.
•• • • •
Mr. And Mrs. Pat Rowland
Entertain With Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Rowland had
as their dinner guests at the noon
hour Sunday Mr. Rowland's, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Rowland,
his brothers, Carl, Pliny, and W.
C. and their families and Richard
Hamlin and Miss .Frances Abernathy.
At the noon hour a delicious
three-course meals was served by
the hosts, The afternoon was
pleasantly spent in conversation
and a motor trip was enjoyed in
the late afternoon 'by the group.

lar young man and is associated
with his father in the management of their farm.
"For the present, they are at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Sills."

Queen Mary of
Scotland Brings
Court to Murray
The much talked of play, "Mary
of Scotland." showing the queen
with all her ladies-in-waiting and
courtiers, and the bearded mem
will be staged at the College Audi-,
torium tomorrow evening at 8:14
o'clock.
The Sock and Buskin Club which
presents the play has done extensive research over a long period of
time to insure authentic details of
costume and scenery and recommends that every high school and
grade child see the performance,
which is both entertaining and educational.
Those in the cast are:
Jamie. a guard, George Speth;
Monk, a guard; William MacMurray: John Knox. Joe Fitch; Tammas. a guard,„Xlienver Ervin: James
Hepburn, Ear of Bothwell, Charles
Stamps; Guard. Charles Darnell:
Guard, Wm. Hutcbenson: Guard,
Will Cannon; A Page, Joe Patterson; Duc De Chatelherault, Bob
Arnoldi; Chatelard, William Wetherington; Mary Stuart, Ruth Nall;
Mary Beaton, Bradford Smith; Mary
Seton, Emma Sue Gibson; Mary
Livingstone., Marjorie, Price; Mary
Fleming, Charlotte Owen Taylor;
Elizabeth Tudor, Martha Beaman;
Lord Burgley, Robert St. John;
Lord Darnley, William Martin;
Lord Douglas. Jean Yarbrough;
David Rizzio, Tom Blazier; James
Stuart. Earl of Moray. William Utley; Maitland of Lethington, William Pollard; Lord Huntley. Paul
Lemons; Lord Morton, Lawrence
Thompson; Lord Throgmorton,
James Stevens; Lord Ruthven, Jess
Hahn; Lord Gordon. John Gilliam.

Announcement of much interest
here is that of the marriage of
Miss
Meths King of Cadiz, Ky.,
The Limn Grove Young People's
to Marvin Sills, Jr., of Linton,
organization will meet Easter SunKy. The bride is well known
day evening at 7:00. The subject
here, , having attended
Murray
for the evening willbe "Victorious
State College and being a daughLiving" and the leader will be
Mrs. Houston Host To Sew
Barbaranelle Harris.
Top—Actual size, one type of blasting cap designed to be exploded by ter of Commonwealth's Attorney
The following program will be
And So Club
sparks from a fuse. Lower cap—Metallic cylinder varying in dimensions John T. King. She is a cousin of
given:
and color, with wires attached. Small amount of current, even from Mrs. Errett Gardner.
Mrs. Joe Houston entertained
Prelude, Beethoven's Hymn to
Ordinary flashlight battery, is sutfic;ent to explode such a cap. Both
The following clipping from Use
the Sew and So Club at her home
Joy, Emma Douglass.
types sensitive to impact from hammer or stone or to fire.
Cadiz Record gives an' account of
on Olive Street Thursday afterScripture Reading, Luke 24:1-12,
the
wedding:
crease in early spring and continue
Warnings concerning these dannoon, March 14.
Maxine Crouch.
"Mr.
and Mrs. John T. King anto
a
high
point
in
July
and
August.
gers
are
broadcast continually by
The afternoon was spent informLord's Prayer in unison. '
Circle No, 2 of the Methodist Mis- ally.
Last year approximately 200 chil- the Institute of Makers of Explo- nounce the marriage of their
Sunshine gifts were exHymn, Christ the Lord is Risen
sionary Society held its regular changed.
dren were injured by accidents sives, and notices on every box of daughter, Miss Martha Burnett
—Today.
meeting at the 'home of Mrs. Wilcaused when they found blasting blasting caps specifically call atten- King,'to Mr. Marvin Sills, Jr., son
Introdbetion by the Leader.
A delightful party plate was
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
liam
Purdom
with
Mrs.
Autry
.Vocal Lob, Odine Swann.
caps and attempted to explode them tion to the danger of allowing them
served to:
of Linton. Kentucky. on Saturday;
". Talk, A Sense of Progress, Jose- Farmer and Mrs. Fred James asMrs.
Tom
Turner,
Mrs.
Herbert
by
picking,
hammering,
or
throwing
to
lie
around where children may March 9, at Dover, Tenn.
sisting Mrs. Purdorn as hostess.
.
phine Crawford.
Dunn,
Mrs.
Ardell
Knight,
Mrs.
them
in
bonfires.
theta.
get
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger conducted
"The ceremony was
Hymn, Up From the Grave • He
Carney
Hendon,
Mrs.
Max
ChurchApproximately
85
percent
of
the
the Bible study, which was the
Children should be warned not
Arose.
the home of the officiant,
perfomdat
the
ill, Mrs. Ottis Valentine, Mrs.
accidents occur in country districts. to touch one of these
Easter lesson.
objects, say Rev. Parker, pastor of the ChrisAnnouncements.
George' Overbey, Mrs. Freed CothMiss
Catherine
Purdom
spoke
on
Blasting
caps
are
necessary
in
the
the explosives manufacturers. They tian
Benediction.
Church. Their . attendants
-The. Life and Work ,of Isabella am and the hest.
use of explosives in roadbuilding, should be told to notify immediate- were Mr. and Mrs. Homer Sills,
Thoburn".
blasting cl!tches. quarrying, remov- ly an officer of the 'law or a
re- Wimberly.
Delightful refreshments, empha- Mrs. Orr Entertains Club
New Hope Missionray Society
ing stumps, and other construction' sponsible adult
so that the danger
"The bride is an attractive blond
sizing the Easter motif, was served
Holds Regular Meeting
work,
and
in
mining
of
all
kinds.
host
to
the
Mrs. V. A. Orr was
of charming personality_ and is
during the social hour to the 27
may be removed.
Sometimes
they
Thursday
are
left
lying
careStitch
and
Chatter
club
The New Hope Missionary Socie- members present.
The campaign to reduce the ac- quite popular among the younger
afternoon, March 14.
lessly about, or are dropped, or
ty met for an all day meeting Tuessocial set. She is a - graduate of
cidents, which has been sponsored
The
afternoon
was
spent
in
thrown
away
after
blasting
operaday, March 19, at the home..of Mrs. Mrs. Siresa Entertains Her Club
the Cadiz High School, has attendneedlework and conservation and Maupin-McClure Marriage
nonsense completed. It is then that by the explosives manufacturers, Is ed Murray State College, and the
Charlie Waters.
Is Announced
being participated in by school Business , University at Bowling
Mrs. D. H. Siress was hostess Sunshine gift were exchanged.
The regular monthly program was
children find them.
A delightful salad plate, carrying
given in the morning with Bible to the Monday evening bridge club
They are particularly dangerous Authorities In every state, by de- Green.
Announcement has been made
study in the afternoon. At a short this week at her home on West out the St. Patrick's motif, was of the marirage of Miss Hattie since they are loaded with a sensi- partments and divisions of the
"Mr. Sills is a bright and popuserved to the twelve members Ma-ye Maupin and W. T. McClure.,
business session. Mrs_ Lee Lassiter Olive street.
tive and powerful explosive and, United States government, the Na•
_
elected
clelegate"Atr
the
-annual
present.
wa
Engaged in the play ,,were three
"which took place in Paris, Tenn., when detonated, scatter fragments tional Safety Council, Boy Scouts
co ference to be held at Mayfield tables and high score prizes were
on Friday, March 1. They were of metal in all directions. In some and many other groups. Newspapers
in April. Mrs. Myrtle Farris was won by Mrs. Wells Overbey and Mrs. Hart Guest At Luncheon
accompanied by Miss Joe Lee cases, these accidents cause chil- are lending their help. It Is hoped
chosen alternate.
George Hart.
Mrs. George Hart. secretary of Gordan and Wayne Clark.
dren to lose their eyesight; hands that through these combined efforts
Potluck dinner was served to the
A delightful party plate was
Mrs. McClure is the daughter of and
engin members and two visitors served at the conclusion of the Murray College alumni association,
legs are injured; and occasion- the number of accidents will be
Mr.
and
Mrs. Bub Maupin and a
present
attended a luncheon given Saturally death results. In many in• reduced this year, or entirely elimgame.
senior
at
Faxon
High
School. Mr.
day, March 16, by the Trigg Counstances, boys and girls are rendered inated, thus saving many boys and
ty Alumni chapter at the Cadiz McClure, who is also a member unfit for useful work in later life. girls from serious harm.
Sunshine Bridge Club
of
the
senior
class
at
Faxon,
is a
Hotel. Other guests from Murray
Holds Meeting
who attended were Leon Grogan son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton McMrs. Porter White was hostess to and Joe Youngblood, college pho- Clure.
AM...1W Book Group
that school. After various games
the Sunshine Bridge Club Saturday tographer.
Mrs. Pennebaker Honored
Met Monday
were played, ice cream, cookies,
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar- afternoon. March 16th, at her home
The Trigg County alumni chapWith
Lovely
Tea
and 'apples were- served.
thritis or neuritis pain, try this sim- on Twelfth street.'
ter, whict has been sponsored by
Group of AAUW met
The
Book
ple* inexpensive home recipe that
Mrs. Everett Ward Outland was Byron Pennelsaker, principal of
Those present were as follows:
One of the delightful parties of with Mrs. Rob Mason Monday evthousands are using. Get a pack- winner of the high score prize.
Miss Rema Farris, Richard Nesthe Cadiz graded school, is the first the spring season was a tea given ening. March 18, at the National
age of aid relisble Ru-Ex Compound
At the conclusion of the game a to show 100% enrollment for any Friday afternoon, March 15th, by
bitt. Miss Eupal Erwin, Cleo ScarHotel.
today. Mix
, ith a quart of wat- delightful ice course was served to county for 1940, according to Mrs. Mrs. F. D.
brough, Miss Brenda Lawrence,
Mellen, Mrs. G. C. AshMiss Lillian Hollowell led the
, add the juice of 4 lemons. It's the members and one guest, Mrs. Hart.
craft, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin and discussion on "The Sister of the D•sn.Grogan, Miss Dorris Coles, W.
sy. No trouble at all and pleas- Johlt Whitnet I .
The short program held in con- Mrs. G. T. Hicks, at the home of Angels" by Elizabeth Goudge and M. Cunningham, Miss,Sue Undernt. You need only 2 tablespoonsful
nection with the luncheon included Mrs. Cutchin._somplimenting Mrs. Mrs. E. S. Diugeid, Jr., discussed wood, Carlai Steele, Miss Ila Nell
two times a day. Often within 48 Mrs. Wallis Entertains
Nesbitt, Joe Rex Jackson, Miss
musical numbers and round table Gordon Pennebaker.
"Escape" by Ethel Vance.
Bridge Club
hours — sometimes overnight —
The guests were greeted at the
discussions. A photograph of the
A delightful party -plate Was Mary Steele, Elwin Freeland. Miss
splendid results .are obtained. , If
Mrs. Gngles Wallis entertained group, which included all mem- door by Mrs. F. E. Crawford and served to the 12 members present. Laura Osbron, Miss Walena Parks,
the pains do not quickly leave and
Miss Beatrice Frye and presented
Miss Gwendolyn Hawks, Miss Jimif you do not feel better, Ru-Ex the Tuesday afternoon bridge club bers but one, was made at Trigg to the hostesses and the
honored Missionary Society Meets With
my Key, Miss Evelyn Wilson. Billy
County High School following the
will cost you nothing to try as .it is street.
guest,
who
was
lovely
in
a
sprigged
Outland, A. E. Roane, Tommy Taymatch.
Miss Mary Reed
sold under an absolute money-back this week at her home on Olive county spelling
When Written by.. .
• • • • •
taffeta frock of Gone With the Wind
lor, Joe Alderson, James HernThree tables were engaged
in
guarantee. We recommend RU-EX
design
with
a
corsage
of
sweet
the
peas
Society
of
Missionary
The
play.
Mrs.
Waylon
don,
and- Mr. Parks.
Rayburn was Mothers Club Hog Meeting
rompound.
and roses.
Kirksey Methodist charch was en,winner of the high score club prize
Mrs. Charles Hire and Mrs. A. B. tertained at the -home of Miss Mary
The seventh and eighth grades
land Miss Ruth Richmond won high
Austin
invited
the
ladiesinto
the Reed and her mother Saturday Guthrie-Trousdate Marriage
of the Training School were hosts
visitor's prize.
Is Announced
Refreshments were served to club to the Mother's Club which held dining room where tea %vas served afternoon. March 9.
its regular -meeting on Wednes- from a table covered with an imwas
program
interesting
very
A
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Glithrie
ported cut work cloth. Daffodils
INSURANCE AGENTS
day afternoon, March 13:
given by Miss Chrystel Palmer. announce the marriage, of their
Gatlin Bldg.
The program for the afternoon and trolin in a low silver bowl Mrs. R. F. Blankenship gave a daughter, Martha Larue to. Mr.
Phone 331
formed
the
center
piece. Tall white
included three numbers furnished
discussion of the life of Isabell Macon Trousdale, son of Wallis
Casualty
Bonding
tapers
Fire
were
used.
Spring
colors
in
by the music department, a talk,
Trousdale of Paducah, Ky. The
light yellow, green and white were Thohern.
"The Duty of Parents in Religion" carried
At the close of the meeting, de- single ring ceremony was quietly
out in the cakes, sandwiches
"It Does Make a Difference Who
by Bro. Howell Forgy and a short and mints.
served
refreshments
were
licious
solemnized by Rev. A. McDay of
Writes Your Insurance"
discussion on "Library Projects"
Presiding at the tea table during by the hostess. s
Fulton, on Saturday. February 17.
by Rev. A. V. Havens.
the afternoon were Mrs. James H.
Several members and three vist- Attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Following the program the hosts Richmond, Mrs. John Miller,
Mrs. ors, Mrs. A. T. Waldrop, Miss Emserved delightful refreshments to Hall Hood and Mrs. R. A. Johnston. ily Waldrop, and Miss Effie Billthe 25 members and guests presMrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. L. D. ington, all of Kirksey, were present.
Hale, Mrs. T. W. Crawford. Misses ent.
Ruth Richmond, Mary Mellen, Mary
Mrs. Selma McCuiston Is Host
Clark Carman, and Helen Hire as- Mrs. Patton Entertains
To All-Day Quilting
sisted in the dining room.
A spring like atmosphere prevailMrs. Ottis Patton entertained her
Mrs. Selma McCuiston of Bran- ed throughout the rooms with vases Sunday School class with a predon, entertained with an all-day full of jonquils sent from Oak Hill Faster party on Saturday evening
Wednesday, March 6. in Georgia and Meadew Woods in at her home near Kirksey.
quilting
There were twenty-two present in Mississippi. Branches of bloomAfter a very enjoyable, social
and two quilts were quilted.
ing forsythia added a note of spring hour dainty refreshments' which
Mrs.
Agnes
present
were
Those
to the hearth.
carried out the Easter -motif; were
Thurman, Mrs. Charity Falwell,
One hundred twenty-five guests served to the following members
Mrs. Lola Barnett, Mrs. Grayal called during the afternoon.
and friends:
•••••
Smith, Mrs. Ada Smith, Mrs. VerGIVER HER A CORSAGE OF
Agnes Greenfield, Jackie Treas,
de Dunn, Mrs. Verner Winches- Maupin-Anderson Wedding
Rob Marine, Irene Morgan. Ralph
Camellas
Is Annoanced
Gardenias
ter. Mrs. Clara Hutchens, Miss
Myer s,
Gingles, Angie Dean
Roses
Orpha Mae Tucker, Mrs. Rixie
Orchids
Announcement is made of the Charles Marine, Mildred Marine,
Thompson and daughter, MarMartha
Galloway,
Harold
Potts,
marriage of Miss Bertie Maupin to
jorie Sue, Mrs. Flossie Coleman.
Henry Anderson, which was sol- Gene Potts, Marcile Riley, Harold
Mrs. Winnie Kline, Mrs. Pearl
emnized Saturday evening, March Lawrence, Neva Sanders, Edwin
Byerly, Miss Lucy Rowlett, Mrs. 16, at 7:30
o'clock in the study of Greenfield, Wilma Jens. Jones,
North 4th St.
Eathel Coleman and daughter, Elder C. L. Francis,
Phone 188-J
the, officiating Ted Potts, Lauraine James, and
Lula Anne, Mrs. Edna Lax, Mrs. minister.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Patton and
Armstrong, Miss Inez Finney, TreMrs. Anderson. who wore a gown Zann.
1 man McCuiston, and Mrs. Selma of rose crepe with matching accesMcCuiston.
sories, is a daughter of Mr. and Hazel Students, Are- Honored
Mrs. Jess rMatesin of Hazel. Mr.
With Party
Miss Breckenridge Entertains
Andersen is a well known young
•
trainer of Calloway county.
- On 'Mbriday night, March 18, at
Visit the New
Miss Tennie Breckenridge enter- - The couple was attended
IV the Hazel High school auditorium,
tained members of her bridge Misses Martha Anderson and Helen Prof Carmon Parks sponsored a
club and guests at the home of R Maupin.
party for the eighth grade class of
E. Broach, Friday evening. Maroh
15.
Three tables, were engaged in
AT YOURSElir
the play and at the conclusion of
(Formerly Jean Weeks)
the game the hostess served a pretty party plate, carrying out the St.
Our New Prices Go
Patrick's motifs, to the following:
of
Mrs. A. Carman, Mrs. R. A.
Into Effect March 25
Johnston, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. Erre'tt
Shampoo & Wave 35c
Robbins,
Gardner,- Misses Floy
35c
Jane Haselden, Beatrice Frye, BerManicure
tie Manor, Lora Frisby, and Etta
s
Machineles.s
Beale Grant.

Not EveryDody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads 01

In

SUNSHINE _or RAIN

--__
-Lemon Juice Recipe
Checks Rheumatic
• Pain Quickly ,

YOU'LL
NEED

PROTECTION

a
Prompt, Courteous Service
- Is- a Part of Your Policy

liF

muck,Drew'

Frazee & Melugin

.•

Gladys Scott's
Invites All
Out-of-Town
People to Take
Advantage of Our

FLOWERS — THE PERFECT GIFT

MRS. A 0 WOODS

Special Prices

BE "PRETTY AS A PICTURE"

Trade Day Only on:

Velma
Beauty Salon

ANNOUNCING
OPENING

LOOK

DRESSES

HATS — COATS

E. HAGAMAN
BEAUTY SHOP

Permanent .... $3.50

Martin's Chapel And Sulphur
Springs Societies Hold Meeting

Machine
Permanent ..-.. $2.00
•

The Martin's Chapel and Sulphur Springs Missionary societies
held a joint meeting last week in
the home of Mrs. 14. L. Lax with
fourteen members and two visitors
present.
Sulphur Springs' society was in
charge of the program. Each society held its business meeting St

Phone 314 — Peoples Bank Bldg.

VELMA BEAUTY SALON.„
Velma McCage, Owner-

Myrtle

— See Us Before You Buy

Modern Egttipment
Expert'Service

SPECIAL FOR EASTER
Permanent Waves — 2 for $3.00
Shampoo and Set 35c
Permanenr Waves $2.00 to $10.00

Gladys Scott's
East Side of Square

•-

PHONE 21

Next to Jones Cleaners
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"Lonely Little Lisa Lou'
and sophomore
The freshman
classes; are presenting "Loney Little
Liza Lou." Saturday night. March
Provided the State Tax Commis- j week. Monday.. Wednesday and Fri- 23.' This play is being directed by
Sion does not step in with a blanket i day. all of them over the Veal floor. Miss Brandon. The cast is as folmise on-'the entire assessrnent, Cal- I
lows:
lawas- county's state and county I'. Two years after he died dealerMrs. Denman, Cordelia Burkeen;
luster
add
wauld
to
he
ing
1
the
than
year
this
less
taxes a ill be
they were last yeaaa. Figures corn- , name of his family. Nathan a Clarice-Mayne. Margaret Roberts;
Billy
Wilcox, Eugene Chaney; Liza
jailed by the County Board of sup- 1Stubblefield will be hailed as inma isors. who finished their work 1 ventor of the radio when -a marker Lou Wilcox, Eulala Hale; Pete,
Mae last week, and on tile in the Its erected in his memory on the Itobert Hall; Fred Norworth, Joe
county court clerk's office show a !Murray State Teachers College ,R u b Houston; Elmer PL-cting,
James McDaniel; Lady Juliet Stannet decrease of 5.66.980.6o in assess-icampus..Marche28.
ton. Florence Billington; Lord
---.
ments.
Dee Drinkard, one of the county's James Stanton. Elmo Boggess; LouBids for the construction of the 1 most prominent 'farmers, died Sun- den, Coffield Vance; Nibby, Ruby
night at the Mason Memorial Boggess.
day
boys' dormitory and library building I
at the Murray State Teachers. Col-Hospital here after a lingering LIM
This is 1he week for six weeks
loge will be opened here April 10th ness of stomach trouble. He suffer--a-stest and everyone is busy preparit is anitaanced by the president i ad a serious attack Sunday morningj and was brought to the hospital tag for them.
and the board of regents.
, for an operation but nese': recovThe grades were out last week
It is expected that a contract can ered from .his attack and died bebe let at this lime and the work Ism fore reaching the operating table,
and there are only seven more
gotten under way immediately with
a for the high school. We
week
,
completion within a. year.
Gov. Sampson last night signed have mach to do in these few
the gross sales tax bill that will weeks.
Funeral and burial services were bring ansesranated annual revenue
afternoon
Thursday
here
conducted
of $1,000.000 to $8,000.000 into the
for Oscar Holland, Jr.. prominent state u.eaiary.
Ethel Childers, Murray; Mrs. Evan
young merchant of Denver, Solo.,
Garrett. Murray; Paul Williams,
arid natitm of Murray, who sucMurrsry; Mrs. K. G. Dunn, Hazels
eurabed in Denver last Sunday evHarry .Bradley, Feria. Tenn.; Mrs.
ening after a long illness of asthma
J. R. Ours'. Murray; Mrs. Frank
and complications.
Itudgens, L'nion City, Tenn.
The following patients were ad- j Patients discharged during the
Mr. Holland, who was the son of
Oscar Holland. Sr., **of Murray. mated to the William Mason Mem-1 past week are as follows:
leaves •his widow . and baby. his oriel Hospital during- the past 1
Warren Swann, Murray;
father,, one sister. Miss Mary MarI Mrs. Ray Bowlin. Gleason, Tenn.;
,
garet Holland. and two brothers,
Mrs. Ray Bowlin, Gleason, Teno.; , Mary Frances Williams, Murray;
and
Preston Holland of Murray
Fred Holland with sVhbin he was Laura Bell Kardner (cola, Mur- 1 Hazel Newton. Gilbertsville; Rita
lay; Dr. E. D. Fisher, Murray; Tibbetts, Washington, D. C.; Miss
associated in business.
Mrs. Vascoe Simpson, Fulton; Ola Brock. Oakland, Ind.: Roberta
A total of 2Eha70 pounds of tobac- Judge John Clopton. Murray; Ro- Dollar. Metropolis, Ill.; Willie Midco was mild here Wednesday for an berta Dollar, Metropolis, Ill.; Rita yett, Benton; Mrs. Evan Garrett.
average of $10.89." Loose floor sales Tibbetts„ Washington, D. C.; Miss Murray; Judge John Clopton. Murare now cut down to three days a Ola Brock. Oakland. Ind.; Mrs. ray. '
t roma Our I am
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A Worthy Cause

Tlhe citizens of Calloway and Murray will have opportunity this' weekend' ti Curitribu,te to what we term our
most laudable and irancane -pfogram. The Kentucky
Crippled -Childrens Commission has done a splendid job
- braces, and etc., for a
. of examining,'treating, provirliiag
great number of unfortunate children considering the
modest amount of money it has - had- on which to operate.
When you purchase a lily frontone of thelloy Scouts,
or an Easter seal from one of the cottnty's school children
this week, you will be helping to make it possible for some
little cripplezrtot to receive necessary treatment which
may greatly- alleviate, if not remove entirely a serious
handicap. Your donation, even though small, may be the
means of bringing joy and sunshine into a little life that
has hitherto been sad and gloomy.
The,, Crippled Children's Commission has been very
during _the_. period
eonsiciarata- offrom January .1935 to September 1939 this county had 79
exarninations,snade with 30 children receiving treatment.
There are some who confuse the campaign conducted
• in January to raise funds for victims of infantile paralysis
with the drive to get money to support tire crippled childrens program. These are -two separate programs entirely.
_Half of the money raised by the infantile paralysis campaign in January was retained to be used in aiding victims
of-paralysis only.. The other half was Sent to the National r
Foundation to finance research largely. While the money
secnred in the present drive is. to he used in providing ;
examination. treatment, and braces for all crippled child,ren irrespective of the disease or reason responsible for
their unfortunate condition. There should probably be
some coordination of these two programs. but for the
present,..t.4o, ate both splentild organizations that. merit
the support of everyone.
-
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Hospital News

Lynn Grove
President Mac Wright called the
Lynn Grove Chapter of the FFA
to order on Wednesday night,
March 13.
program committee had
Our
prepared the following program.
Mr. Grogan gave a talk on the
field day to be held at Sharpe.
chapter
quartet sang "A
Our
Psalm of Life," arranging their
own tune. Gene Ed Watson gave
two harmonica selections, "In The
Sweet By and By" and "Freighttrain Blues." Jukes were enjoyed
by the assembly. Barkley Jones
gave a hamponiea selection.
Refreshments were served consisting of hot chocolate, apples and
mixed candy.
Besides routine business brought
up, the chapter passed a motion
to initiate those who were not
here for the first initiation. An
initiating committee was named
by our president. , Those on the
committee were Hassel Miller. L.
D. Warren and CT. W. Woods. A
motion to make Vernon Jackson
a honorary member of our chapter, was passed unanimously. A
committee to select any other
honorary or associate members
and to present their names for acMembers
ceptance was named.
being appointed were Mr. Grogan.
Watson Arnett and Merritt "Marine.

School chapter are working very
hard on their events for the annual
F. F. A. Day.
We will present a chapel program
March 25. The program will consist of the following numbers.
A seven-minute speech on"lt Still
Pays to Farm Well in Kentucky."
im Herman K. Wicker; Chapter
quartet, W. D. Adams. Paul Bailey.
J. H. Theobold, and Wade Graham:
Opening and closing ceremony:
president, Ralph Gingles, vice president. James Washer; secretary.
Wade Graham; reporter. Herman
Wicker; treastirer,' Clifford Jones;
and Adviser, W. 11. Brooks; Orchestral instrument, Wade Graham;
novelty instrument. Paul Bailey;
chapter business, Craig Bratton,
Fred Atkins. Harold Doran. Buran
Richerson, Ralph Gingles, Clifford
Jones, Randolph Story, James Newpore Paul Haley, and Billy Cahoon.
We are making plans for the
Father and Son Banquet. This will
be given about two weeks after
the F. F. A. Day.—By Herman K.
Wicks-is

president; Frank Cochran, vicepresident; William Adams, treasurer; Hubert Hendon, secretary;
and Calvin West, reporter. Joe
Parker will give a vocal solo;
James Overcast, piano sole; FFA
quartet, Ordest Erwin, Earl Cooper, Wyvon Holland, and Purdom
Parks; Carlos Steele, soils; Robert
Hendon, farm management; Harold
Grogan, swine; James Overcast,
hogs and pasture; Frank Cochran.
tobacco; Joe Pat Lamb, farm shop,
Earl Cooper, home beautification;
Charles B. Starks, sheep; William
Adams, poultry; Robert Craig.
dairy; Bill Ed Hendon, beef; Calvia West, corn; Herman Ellis, intpromptu speaking; and Will Frank
Steely, public speaking.

Hamel
The Hazel Future Farmers are
busy this week preparing for the
FFA field day to be held at Sharpe
High School Saturday. March 30.
The following boys will -represent
the. chapter: The executive officers
will have charge of the opening
and closing ceremonies and parliThese ofprocedure.
arnentary
Training School
The members of the Training icers are; James Hugh Grogan,

TeaOa

agriculture classroom is beMg used each Tuesday and Thursday night as a place for the Farmers ofstale community to meet and
discuss various problems regarding Farm Management. This week,
the subject is the kind and amount
of fertilizer to use. Next week we
plan to ,talk about the kind and
number of livestock that should be
kept on a farm.
bad
and
weather
Inclement
roads have caused our group to be
to
hoping
were
rather small, but
have more of the farmers and outof-school boys now that conditim
are favorable.
The boys who are giving the
radio program Thursday, March
28, at 1:30 p. m., over WPAD, are
and
numbers
their
practicing
parts this week.
studying their
Also the contestants in the Future
Farmer Day are preparing for a
good program at Sharpe High
School, March 30.

o ponsor Hotpoint CookiniSchool
45

Unusually Attractive

,
We note witir.a great deal of pride that Murray,
stores have an unnsually large and' attractive stock of
--spring- merchandise this year. In our oPinion, a trip
through the Murray business house's will convince you
that the local merchants have a wide selection'of-therchandise just as new, bright, modern. and stylish as that found
in any city.• Also, prices appear to be. extremely reasonable.
In view of the fact that your local merchants are
called upon to support the civic., religious, social, and
. educational cirgianiTotions of the connnunity coupled with
the fact-that they are adequately- stocked to serve your
needs and .desires, it seems ,they are....,due your first consideration.
The interest of the farmers and Merchants•of Calloway c'ounty.are rpeual and inseparable, and the cooperation. and support each group ON-Ts-the other deterznines
in a large measure the progress and prosperity of all.

THE SPILLWAY

The E. S. Diuguid & Son Furniture Co.
Will Sponsor a Cooking School

Tuesday Afternoon,
March 26
2:30 o'clock in the Morris Building on the
West Side of the Square.

at

Miss Bess Harris, home economist (pictured
at the right), will" conduct the cooking school.
Her wide experience qualifies her for the demonstration of cooking and food preparation that
she will give, using Hotpoint Kitchen equipment.

te

ii

BY WAYLON
If mere is a quest.on in anyone's
Callowaya share of the funds exmind regarding tne importance of pended on highway construction
the residence of the State Highway
Commissioner and - the Advisory'. and reconstruction during this perCommissioner, we refer you to the fect amounted to 5185.923. Only
report on the allocation of State sthree coMnties, Lyon. Crittenden.
Highway funds in the 14 counties, and Carlisle. received a smaller
conapaising .the First District dur- stun than did Calloway.
ing the Past 'four years.
1 This report should be of partieta
•
The 'record discloses that Graves. tar interest to all -citizens, in view
•
the home of State HighWay Corn- of the.fact that an Advisory C
miasioner,. Hebert 'Hurnphreys, was missioner will probably be app •.. • allowed10105.047 for -highway eaa_ ed within the next few weeks t.
structton and reconstruction. and serve the First District during Ma
,Christiart the county in which lived . coming.four years.
the Advisory Cpirmissioner. Tort-'
•
The Hatch bill may Ems. a p sr..•
Paraue. received $819,144 for like
it hatchpoliticiansamshile
of.
group'
parpose during period from 1914 to
1939. The other 12 counties in the - es-.14Pa*-rlew set••••
district received sums ranging from
$85.738 for alsyon to $589.045 for' The worst • enemy of -good govn-411i iismot the opposite poleernBallard. Praeacally all of the fund'
received tl,S. .Ballard was used in.sicsiemsams but the dishonest people
,
the consametirm Of the levee op-..a in all parties.
-proach to Ira Onio bridge that
t
•
crossessthc Ohm laver.
aWe're in the Movies- April 15 •

fa

The School is Open to All. Persons interested in ranges, refrigerators and modern
kitchen methods are especially invited to attend.

Hotpoint Electric
Refrigerators

ELECTRIC

ted#ear
awee/
*
WITH

FEATURES

and
.eN
ONLY
on

50 1
up

TR ADILEI-O.N.S.,OF
THE 01,D. KENTUCKY
—
HOME

Hotpoint oilers you a
bettcalcleaner, safer
way to cook plus
these great features:

Electric Ranges

1 All porcelain enamel inside and out

at

Z/Veiv

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

2 One piece top of
stain-resistant enamel.

DRUID'S

are ever P.4).-rved in the Service, Comfort
aryl Convenience of the

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
WITH

Neasurel7eti4fta0
CHECK THESE FEATURES

Newe4 and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
ReasOnable Rates

Six -Way Cold StoragesCompartmant with MEASURED HUMIDITY d Glass'
Topped Hi-HumidityiCompartment with MEASURED HUMIDITY for keeping
fruits and vegetables fresh • Vacuum Sealed Thriftmaster • Adjustable
Height STAINLESS STEEL Gliding Shelves • Pop-Ice Trays • Illuminated
113-Point Temperature Control • And thirty more important soave •
features that spell VALUE. THRIFT and LONG LIFE.

Write TeRNElt MILAII, Manager
for Reperyation:$

•
.
• ...1.

-

--mr,rnerer-ar

sma_.

-

'1

I
•

-

'
,......

:wrgyrr,,,,I
.. -,•-•• *.-.1r.r.
......---....: ...........,-

•
.

3 Three Select-A-Heat
easy-clean Ca irad units
with S measured Mats.
4 All purpose auras
mastic oven withS Muwed heats mod Interler
light.
S Five-Speed Thrift
Cooker.

E. S. Diuguid 8t Son
Furniture Company

The beautiful new ARISTOCIUM atOrlat.

Mea444444
.DOEScooFkOioRg. YOU

SimplifiesWHAT

HOTPOINT'S NEW
,CALROD IS FASTER,
MORE EFFICIENT,
EASIER-TO-CLEAN
THAN EVER

PHONE 13

1
cooks better.

2 Saveamurrent.

Saves. time. Saves
rhoney.'Saves nerves.-Saves effort.

3 Ends guesswork.
results every time.

•
-

)
Jr
RANGE

•
-

Amstar
,Perfect

S

•

(0.7
..!P•At,
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Turnover- in W.P.A. LITTLETON OPENS
COST OF GROWING
Workers in Kentucky
CROPS REDUCED BY Only
3.5 Per Cent NEWSTORE TODAY'
SOIL KNOWLEDGE The rapid rate of turnover on

, visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sook,
I formerly of Ooftewah who are
with the TVA.
t Mrs, Will Fulton of Owensboro
is visiting her daughter, Miss Ruth
Mrs. Floyd. Griffin and ' little Fulton, in the home of her sister,
daughter, Susanne of Mayfield Mrs. Arthur Farmer.
,-pent last weekend with her parMrs. John Patterson of Paris,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert. Tenn.. is spending a few days as
Mrs. Louise McGill Craig and the houseguest of Mrs.
G. B.
daughter, Charlotte Ann. of Clin- Scott.
ton, Ky., and Mrs. Helen Brown
Mrs. Jack Calhoun of Owensand daughter, Betty Lee, Salem,
boro, Ky., has arrived to spend
0., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
• CHICAGO.—Restoring "sick" soils
the Easter holidays with friends to fertility is a science that is inJohn T. Cochran, North 5th street,
and relatives in Murray.
creasing the yield of farm crops per
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Vassar and acre and lowering the cost of proG. W. Gardner spent last weekspn, Clifton, of Evansville, Ind., duction, according to a report made
end in Mayfield where he visited
aspent the week end visiting public here by the Middle West Soil
his -grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
friends and relatives in Calloway
E. Trevathan, and other relatives.
Improvement Committee.
county.
Mrs. Willie Linn, Miss Evelyn
"A century ago, man knew little
Mrs. Cozy Phillips of North 4th
Linn, Mrs. Laverne Wallis, Mrs.
street. returned Wednesday even- more about the chemical composiDelvin Langston and Mrs. Errett
ing from Greenville where she tion of the soil and its relation to
C;ardner were vistors in Paducah
has attended the bedside of her plant growth than was known in the
Friday,
time of Moses," says the report.
Mrs. Virginia Neblett of Mem- daughter, Mrs. Mizell Jeffrey, who
is ill in a Greenville Hospital.
Study Soil Structure.
phis. Tenn., spent the weekend
Mrs. Jeffrey is reported improv"Today knowledge of the soil is
here visiting her Mother, Mrs.
ing.
beComing a more exact science. Soil
Annie Wear.
is no longer looked upon as a mass
Mrs. Edgar Woodall was called
of mineral and organic matter that
to Memphis, Tenn., -last week be- Redden Child Hurt
combines in some mysterious mancause of the death of her uncle,
When Struck by Auto
William B. Crouse, who died at
At 12:15 O'clock Today ner with rain and sunshine to prohis home there Saturday.
duce the food we eat. It is regarded
Mr. irid Mrs. W. S. Baker of
Frank.-Miller -Redden, 9-year-old as a distinct body which has a form
Neshville, Term., spent Sunday in son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Red- and composition of its own,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. den of College Addition, was pain"The soil might also be likened
Smith. Mr. Baker was formerly fully injured about the face and to a warehouse in which are stored
in the wholesale grocery business body this afternoon about 12:15 plant food and water available to
in Paducah.
when he was struck by a car growing crops. Plants draw on this
Mrs. Fred Robinson and daugh- driven by S. J. Jones of Padusupply of nutrients and water.
ter, Freda Ann of Ooltewah, Tenn., cah.
"If the supply of plant food is
spent last week-end with Mrs.
The child, who is a third grade
Vera Rogers and Miss Treva Rog- student at Murray Training school, depleted or insufficient, the crops
ers. They were accompanied to was crossing the street when the are underfed and the farmer harvests a poor and unprofitable yield.
Paris 44, Miss Minnie Henson who accident occurred.
Rebuild Fertility.
He was taken immediately to the
"Herte is where science's knowlhospital, where officials there indicated his condition was not seri- edge of the soil aids the farmer
ous.
He suffered several cuts to improve his land and rebuild its
fertility. It is possible to 'test a
about- the race.
given soil in a few minutes and
In a meeting at Corydon, Hen- learn a great deal about what its
sWesen vourity; orders were .placed fertilizer ntleds may be.
for 80 tons of phosphate.
"Not only In soil testing, but in
'The electrification program in the entire field of fertilizer use,
Harrison county is being pushed progress is being constantly muleFarm machinery manufacturers are
Accurately and Carefully by a farmer-committee.
providing better machines for apCompounded of Purest
"We're in the Movies" April 16. plying fertilizer. Soil scientists of
Drugs
and 16.
universities and goverrunent departritents, county agents and teachers
are giving farmers up-to-date information on the best types of fertilizers to use. Experts in the laboratories of fertilizer manufacturers,
through constant study and tests,
are improving their product.
"Farmers generallq recognize
that the yield -per acre-of crops lathe most important factor influencing the cost of production. Higher
yields mean lower production costs.
Thus they are becoming increasingly aware that the Woe of fertilizers
is the most profitable means of increasing their crop yields per acre."

Science Learns More About
Chemistry of Land.

•

WPA rolls in Kentucky is illustrated by a report made public today by George H. Goodman, administrator
of Works Projects,
which discloses that only 3.5 per
cent of the certified WPA project
workers in January had been employed continuously for a year and
a half.
A report on assignments and separations show that 1,559 persons
were dismissed in January because of 18 ,months' continuous
employment, as required by the
WPA Appropriation Act, in comparison with an average enrollment of 44,520.
The 18-month dismissals in January represent one ifourth of the
6,524 persons who were assigned
to WPA projects in July 1938,
eighteen months prior to January
1940. The others left voluntarily
or were dismissed at some time
during the period.
In January, the report shows,
2.828 persons left the rolls while
5,239 were being added. Of separations, 59'7 were voluntary, arid
most are assumed to have left to
take private employment. In addition to the 1,559 who were dismissed under the 18 months provision, 6'72 were discharged or laid
off.

Roscoe Meadows. Powell county,
sold 20 fat heifers and steers this
month for $8.50 per cwt.

•

"We're in the Movies" April 15
and 16.

MURRAY TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
North Twelfth at Chestnut—Phone 593-J

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

"We're in the Movies" April 15
and 16.

Newest Tractor
with the

Oldest Name

CASE
Flambeau Red -

2 Used Fordson Tractors
in good condition
Your Choice for Only $25.00

We have -second-hand walking plows, cultivators,
and other farm machinery priced at Bargain Prices
COME TO SEE US WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN

Julius G. Clark. Fayette county,
has been elected a director of the
American Aberdeen-Angus Breeders' Association.

The

FOURTH MONDAY
MULE DAY SPECIALS
•

AT A NEW _LOWIRICE!

J. E. Littleton, general merchant
of Hazel, Ky., for many years, opened his new store in the Ryan building formerly occupied by the J. E.
Sparks Co. today. The doors opened at 9 o'clock with special merchandising bargains going to early
comers.
Mr. and Mrs. Littleton have just
returned from St. Louis where they
purchased a complete spring line
for this new store. Their stock
will include piece goods, ready-towear, for both ladies and gentlemen, millinery, hose and notions.
The merchandise is attractively
arranged with spring displays es,
phasizing the leading color schemes
in dress and accessories.
Miss Lucy Huie and Mrs. Sallie
St. John will continue to serve as
salesladies with this firm.

P. SI

Prescriptions

ARVEST FREEDOM

Attractive New Spring Merchandise
Offered at Reasonable
Prices

If You Sell Your Mules
Take Home a VC CASE Tractor
Price $625.00 F.O.B.- On Rubber

MdKEEL

ALLIS-CHALMERS ACTS AGAIN TO
BRINGBENEFITS OF DIVERSIFIED
FARMING WITHIN !INCH OF ALL
"Biggest harvesting news since the reaper!" That's
what they said when the All-Crop Harvester—
"Successor to the Binder"—was announced 5 years
ago. Now—it's big'newsagain when AlliltChalmers
'reduces-the price on the new, improved 1940
all the benefits of 5 years'
'model. Think of it
experience are built into this famous machine ...
experience of harvesting more than 100 diversified
crops—yet the price is lower than ever before.
Power take-off operated—you save the price of an
extra motor. Why pay threshing or
coaabin.e bills? Why wait on somebody
else? Why ask Mother to cook for
extra men? Why go through all those
Harvest Headaches when you can be
MASTER of your harvest with an
All-Crop Harvester ... at an average
saving of 10 cents • bushel. Let us
show,. you.

TRACTORS BEGIN

F. O. B FACTORY
FOR FULL 2-PLOW TRACTOR
WITH POWER TAKE-OFF
•
WHY ALL-CROP HARVESTING
DOESN'T-COST.-.-..ST PAYS!
• FULL-WIDTH CYLINDER-No slugging, bunching et
bottle-necking el wide swath tro;ii narrow cylinder.
• RUBBER SHELLING CONTACTS.- Threshes all your
small grains, beans and seeds. Lowers moisture
content of groin.
• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES -.Guide, easy adjustments
for all crops. Quiet, easier running.
•OVERSIZE THRESHING REAR -As much separating
area as other machines with twic• the width of cut.
• AIR -BLAST SEPARATION —'G•ts groin horn hoods
qurcker. Straw turns completer), over.

at $5/8 FIZAIrt
HARVESTERS BEGIN AT

$345 TWITY

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE.,
FOR AN ALL-CROP HARVESTER

•

Don't fail to see the Allis-Chalmers Tractors, Implements, and All-Crop Harvesters,
today's fastest selling tractor. We are expecting our -third carload of tractors this
week. Already have orders for part of them. Place your order now to insure delivery.

Implement
Co.
&
TAYLOR
Seed
Farm Equipment Co.
End South Fourth St.

1111111111111111111111116.

OPPORTUNITY
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ii.day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the Hardin Church of Christ with TOBACCO PRICES
Elder W. E. Morgan in. charge.
Mr. Pace had recently returned
REMAIN STEADY
from a three months' stay with
• N. G. Pace. 67, life-long resident his daughter in Florida, which was
-his one and only hang stay away Majority of Tear's Crop Has Been
Of Hardin in Marshall county, died
from his native residence.
Delivered by Greys era
Mason
Memorial
Hospital
at the
of Canty
Friday morniAg. March 15, follow trig a short llIness of complicaWith more than 90,', of the prestions.
The local WOW Camp will meet ent tobacco crop already sold and
Mr. Pace is survived by his Tuesday everimg. March 26. in the prdbability of the markets remainWidow and seven sons and daugh- Business and Professional Women's ing open only a few more, weeks.
ters, among them being Joe Pace. Clubroom in the basement of the prices showed very little decrease
bookkia,per for the Western Dark Peplos Bank Building. The meet- during the first three days sales
Fired Tobacco Association here.
ing will convene at 7:30 and all on the Murray floors this week.
Funeral services were held Sat-., members are taged to be Present. the average dropping only six
cents below that for the same
period of time last week.
The Murray, floors have paid
exceptionally good prices this year,
the average price being consistently above that paid by other
markets in this area.
The sales by the Murray floors
for Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
cif this week are as follows:
NEU IS
Association

N. G.Pace Dies
Here March 15

Has Lead in
Vagabond King

Pounds
'rues.
Wed.
look for th s
Seal of
on *he Way.. !log.

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

to help you make more
money from your chicks.
It's the

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

WAYNE

Totals

Niamey

27.480 -S 2.528.33
9 010
871.63
24.045
1.919.44
Growers
Pounds
Money
68.890
$ 5.460.88
13.010
1.183.47
45.405
3,724.81
Pounds
Money
Farris
44.075
$ 3.330-80
13.340
1.013.39
37.580
2,957.34
282.615

$22.990.10

Avg.

$9.21
9.67
7.98
Avg.
$7.95
9.10
8.20
Avg.
$7.56
7.60
2.87
$8.13

Le:

TIMM TEST
'
MEN AND MAIL
'
TO

SYSTEM
BE PUT ON SCREEN

MISS ODINE SWANN
Above is pictured Miss Odine
Swann, Lynn Grove, KY. who has
the lead in "The Vagabond King",
production of Sigma Alpha Iota
and. Sock and Buskin lit Murray
State College.
The play, based on Justin McCarthey's novel and play, "If I
Were King", a tale of the color,.
ful career Of the French poet,
Francois Villon. will be presented
in the college auditorium May 3
at 8:14 p. m. The cast of the play
will include almost a hundred students and will be directed by
Prof. Price Doyle, head of the
fine 'arts, department, and Miss
Helen Thornton. dramatics instructor. •

information and PROOF
High School and Employees of
?Gatelike To Sponsor
ROSS FEED Co'. MURRAY HATCHERY
TVA Lets Contracts
Free Movie
MIZELL & CO. Murray High School and Mur- Of $225,000.00 For
H. I. NEELY & SON
Dexter, Ky.
Hazel, Ky.
ray postal employees are sponsor- Big Kentucky Dam
ing the presentation of :the movie,
CHAS. E. LYNN, Rep.
"Men and Mail" and a short subTennessee Valley Authority
Ask us for full

Murray Hatchery
R. E. KELLEY, Owner

-_QUALITY CHICKS
From Blood-Teste-d Flocks
Murray, Ky.

Leghorns 57.50 Per 100
THE FOLLOWING CHICKS FOR

SALE

BOOK YOUR ORDER TODAY
No Money Required to Book Order
S. C. White Le9,horns l• • •
750
Barred Rocks
900
White Rock;
125
Buff Rocks
850
Buff Orpington
375
S. C. R. I. Reds
S. C. R. I. Whites

4-5
300
300
100

4-1

850
1100
• •"
525 200
1100
300 200

4-8
1150
1650
1200
300
450
450

CHICKS -Kelley

Hatches 'em!-Wayne's I Q Raises 'em!

s

The main plank in the .Warren
county live-at-home program will
be better gardenS. it was decided
at a leaders' meeting.

Highest Prices for

GUARANTEED FOODS

Sclireued
sh e
0dr 2 Ncoa
.a2:
zC. Club or
Del Monte PINEAPPLE

MRS. J. A. WASHER

10c.

2 CANS 15c
, 2 BOXES 5c

Country Club Vacuum Packed
5cT
an
TnLdIG1H
PO
FN
N
1B
CcH 3
Balg
b. 55c SP
s.
c
iaLnb
COFFEE-'2

49c

c;dClub
iC

ARMOUR'S
HAMS
STAR

I.

Kroger's C. Club
BAKING
POWDER

1 LB. 20c

PER CAN

10c

COFFEE

1

':1.%
(nEE I

-

GAL. 50c

1 ". 25c

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

C:

15
15c

Amr,' LB. 19c
EASTER HAM

4

LBS. 30c

PURE LARD
SLICED BACON

NNo°,
Z
.
.i n.lp 1 LB. 20c

ALL BOX BACON

1 LB. 257 't

ALL. CUTS K. C..STEAKS AND ROASTS
See Us for Your Carden Seed and Seed Potatoes!
•

Phone 375

Kroger's C. Club
4 Tall or
MILK
8 Small Cans

1Oc

PAAS
Pkg.

Turnip or Mustard

LOIN

20`
POUND
141/2c

ROAST

$3•29

50 lb. Can

LARD

3

25c

POUNDS

PURE PORK SAUSAGE
LONGHORN

1 Or
Lb.

F
cyreamLb. 17/
1 2c
w iasnc

C

HEESE

Kroger's C. Club
Lb. 13c

.

Half eSI°arb
W
H

WHITING FISH 3 lbs. 25c

19c
FRESH BRAINS 2 Lbs. 15c

Armour's Dexter
SLICED BACON

1
4c
PORK STEAKS Lb. 13/

Lb. 15c

Te?iaBso Szedless
7
`

GRAPEFRUIT

RADISHES Green ONIONS

5c

HEAD

JUMBO CELERY

9c

RADISHES

LB

46
Ca°nz.

29c

6 DOZEN
SIZE

LETTUCE

15c

For
10

Bu.

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

c
No
a.as2 25c

POUND

Tender Cured
Whole or Half

HAMS

LOIN
ERND
RIB O
PORK

c
25

GREENS

10c

uRB
'
S
KC
RO
CG
LE
EASTER

3

3 Bunches
,

5c

HEAD

1Oc.

POUND
10c

RHUBARB
KREYS PURE LARD

•

5e

POUND

19c

Asst. Flavors
3 Boxes

TWINKLE
DESSERT

,
LB. 15c

NEW RED POTATOES

32c

eALIFORMA
IMPERIAL VALLEY CARROTS

BUNCHES

POUND

BFurnecshh
GREEN ONIONS

15c

9c

2

2
'
25c
OLEO SWEET SIXTEEN
Bunch 5c

1Oc

ASPARAGUS

PORK STEAK
Large
BLISS or PAR COFFEE

SWEETHEART SOAP 4 Bars 19c

Prompt Delivery

I

IVORY SOAP 3

25
'
OXYDOL or RINSO Bl
ot. 20`

t

EGG 100 Lb.
STARTING
ING
FEED MASH
MASH
Bag 2•09

LB. 19`

CORN FLAKES Kellogg's 2 for 15c

Blalock's Grocery '
We Deliver,

Kroger's C. Club
PANCAKE
5 Lb. Bag
20-oz, Box 5c
FLOUR

-lELLY
BIRD EGGS

EGG DYE

FRESH RED TOMATOES Lb. 20c

15c
Grape Viice, pt.
He
Qt. Goldbloom
The famous Georgia Cane
60e
Sorghum, Gallon
Half Gallon
Golden Glory Syrup, made by
48e
Karo--Red. Gallon
50c
Viailte. Gallon
Nice Cooking Apples
15c
Red or Tette*. Gallon
$3.39
50 Lb. Can Pure Lard
61.85
25 Lb. Can
4 Lb. Carton
Lux Toilet Soap
3 for 2k
Rinso, regular size
-•
16c
2k
Large size
Nice Seed Potatoes-Cobbler
or Triumphs, small, Bu.
01-10
I Lb. Box Extra Fancy Long
Grain Rice. Topmost brand
16e
Fancy Bulk Rice, Lb
5c
Fancy Small Prunes, Lb.
Larger Prunes. 3 Lbs.,
25c
48 Lbs. Good Kentucky Rom
Flour
111.3.
24 Lbs. Red Beauty now
6Sc
24 Lbs. Omega Flour
$1.10
Francis Drake Grapefruit
Juice, 46-os. Can
lk
err
Nice Spring Fryers-4tranded.Beef

25c

Fine for 1 No. 2 „t.
Water Pack
BLACKBERRIES Pies J Cans LaJ

EATMORE OLEO Lb. 10c

24-PHONES-25

WHITE SYRUP

2
2 CNans

SPINACH

15c

ozr
.gCean
25-1-a

kROGO, Pure Vegetable
3-lb can 39c
HORTENING

BACON

GREEN GARDEN PEAS

Swami's Grocery

CHERRIES

Kroger's C. Club

S

. s, Mgr.
Paul Gargu
SHOWBOAT COFFEE

1 Lb. Cello Bag

MARSHMALLOWS 10c

29c

24
Eaoczh

BOILING BEEF

LB.

Whole

Na
o.
n32'. 25c
aL
n-dV ITA 2 C
B
VrA

Embassy Brand

Kroger's Famous
AFNGEDL
CAKE

FOR YOUR EASTER DINNER

First Door South Western Auto

2 No. n21; 35c

3 blb.g 39c

PEACHESFKarn°cgyer;P

-at-

MATCHES

FaCnc

a4
acl b. 69c
KA
ALE 2
rO
BN
DD
ST
N'S 2
aa
4clkb. 95c AoV
24 lb
k. 89c LBYEO
cgierb's sack
c
Kro

FOOD MARKET

Tolley & Carson's

No. 2 9Cc
Cans Lis)

FLOUR

TOLLEY & CARSON

' Saturday 8r Fourth Monday

c
2 CNaor;s2 29

37c

STANDARD 9
J
PACK

co
a.na
2 23c
2 N

el
y s
um
b all

PEAS

46c

.10 LBS•

SUGAR

STROKE FATAL TO

11111111111101111MIIIIIME

CREAM

•

_
KROG R

1

c!ttLitag50`
GODCHAUX SUGAR - clic

TOMATOES

Bad roads have held up lime
hauling in Estill county, but still
500 tons have been spread this
year.

PRODUCE

LOOK!

1
40,'
c,L

Dr. Wells, Mr. and
Mrs. Banks Visit

Kirksey Lady Dies Suddenly
The
Vt ednesday. Funeral Services
ject at the .High School auditorium announced today award at eardradll
Will be Held Today
on Tuesday night, April 2. at 7:30. totaling approximately $225,000.
Mrs. Edna Washer, wife of John
This is a picture that will inter- - The following firms received
est every one and is highly enter- awards for material or equipment A Washer, died suddenly WednesWorden
day afternoon at 6:00 o'clock at her
taining as well as instructive. The for the Kentucky darn: the
film has been secured under the Allen Company. Milwaukee, Wis, home ,,near Kirksey following a
patvalves,
bulkheads,
will
supply
stroke of apoplexy.
direction of L. C. Hendon. local
Mrs. Washer is survived by her
post office clerk and president of terns, and core boxes for $26.952;
the Kentucky Federation of Post the Blew Knox Company, Pitts- husband, one daughter. Mrs. Winsburgh. Pa., will supply castings, ton Cole, and three sons, Jne-Car-Office clerks.
miter sills, and other materials for son. Robert Carson and Pat Carson,
Postmaster Harry I. Sled& and the lock gates for $32,300; the Lake- all of this county, a brother, Guy
Supt. W. J.. Caplinger h
- ave joined side Bridge and Steel Company. Chilchutte of Frankfort, Ia, and
in hearty cooperation to make this Milwaukee. Wis.. is to furnish ma- six grandchildren.
a Pleasant evening of entertain- terial and equipment for lifting
Funeral services for Mrs.' Washer
ment that people of Murray and towers and operating machinery *111 be held this afternoon at 3:00
Calloway county can enjoy with for relocation of vertical lift bridge o clock at Mt. Carmel church. with
admission free to all.
over the lock harbor for $42,620: Bro R. F. Gregory conducting -the
the Post Electric Company. Chica- service_ Interment will be in the"
go. Ill., will supply electrical equip- Mt. Carmel cemetery.
ment for this same bridge for $16,Mrs. Washer, who was a member
500; the Bristol Steel and Iron of the West Fork Baptist church,
Works. Incorporated. Bristol, Va.. is was a lady of culture and reflheto furnish structural steel, concrete ment and leaves a host of friends
hoppers, and hopper support for and rehatives who regret her sudden death.
Funeral
services for
Thomas $1,078.
These firms will furnish material
Jefferson "Bud" Chambers who
for the Watts Bar project: the
Campbell county homemakers
died at his home near Boatwright
Lakeside Bridge and Steel ComWednesday afternoon after an ill- pany, Milwaukee, Wis.. received a have selected rug making as a subness of pneumonia. will be held contract for upper and lower lock ject for study, considering color.
today_ at 1 Hooper's cemetery at gates and miscellaneous material weave, etc.
• 2 o'clock.
for 8.84.4. the Milwaukee Bridge
Mr. Chambers, who was 80 years Company, Milwaukee, Wis.. will
of age and had been ill for some- furnish a structural steel towing
time, leaves his widow. Mrs. Mary track for 52.004.
The Midland Structural Steel
Chambers. four daughters, three
BOGGESS
sons and three grandchildren. His Company, Cicero, fll., will deliver
daughters are Mrs. Elvin Sweeney, structural steel for a bridge across
Mrs. Odell Donaldson and Miss a diversion channel at ChickaCarrie B. Chambers of this coun- mauga dam for $9,413.
The Tennessee Valley Sand and Highest Market Prices Paid
ts' and Mrs. Magdalene Higgins of
Trigg County. His sons, who all Gravel Company, Sheffield, was
awarded contract for 15.000 For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
ill Calloway county. are:
-.5 ;'reside'
Robert, Corbet and 'Willis Cham- tons silica gravel for use by Department cf Chemical Engineering WI' Sell All Kinds of Feed
bers.
for $9.000.
Funeral services will be conPhone 44I-13th and W. Main
ducted by Rev. Lloyd Wilson. Mr.
homemakers'
Madison
county
Chambers was a member, a the clubs are cooperating in a commuRussell's Chapel Methodist church. nity park project.

Saturday & 4th. Monday _
SPECIALS
•
TOMATO-CATSUP

Exactly nine more days until
the annual Jackson Purchase Kite
conftst is to be held in the practice 'field at Murray State College
back of the auditorium. This battle of kites is being co-sponsored
by Scout Troop 45 and C. Wesley
Kemper. local supervisor of the
College Museum.
This is the second Jackson Purchase Kite Contest, in so far as
any one here in Murray is aware
of. in the history of this vicinity.
The gaining of altitudes is the
principal requisite for •earning a
prize. The highest homemade kite
gets the major prize of two dollars.
The rerhaining rewards will be
$1 each, to the highest kite of
any Make, the highest box kite.
the smallest kite, and the largest
,a-kite..
,As to the rules and regulations
for this tinkly event of March,
the contestants will he expected
to conform with the following
'rules:
.
I. All kites must be registered
'at the College Museum by 5 p. m.
Wednesday. March 27.
2. Kite must be .flying at 2:30
p. m. to receive prizes.
3. Each contestants is limited to
one kite.
4. Judges decisifons will be final.
5. There will be no entrance fee
or age limit.
6. Contestant must be resident
of.ilackson Purchase.

T. J. Chambers
Is Buried Today

s8.00 Per Hundred
"3-25

BE HELD MARCH 30
Kemper and Scout Troop 45 Are
Co-Sponsors of 'Event on
Practice Field

WOW To Meet

Mon.

I KITE CONTEST TO

-freshman brother, Fred Wells; Arthur Lewis, Geraldine's beau, Joe
MS JUNIORS TO
Pat Ward; Bert Carnell, football
hero, George Edd Jones; Miss
PRESENT COMEDY Martha Crawford, dean and matron, Brunda Sue Futrell; John
Burr McKenny, new professor of
Proceeds to Augment Fund for history, Buist
Scott;
Mildred,
Annual Junior-Senior
maid at Ashbey Hall. Martha
Banquet
Churchill; Rose McKenny, a damsel in distress, Mona Heinze.
The junior class of Murray High
School is presenting the, annual
junior class play Thursday night,
March 28. The production is a
college life comedy entitled "The
Professor Proposes." "It is a royalty play and promises real enterDr. Rainey T. Wells, Omaha,
tainment, its production having Nebr.. and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Sock
and
been considered by the
Banks and sons of Fort Wayne,
Buskin Dramatic Club of the col- Ind., will spend the Easter holidays
lege.
visiting in the home of Mr. and
The admission will be fifteen Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, North Sixteenth
Street.
and twenty-five cents and the proceeds will be used for the junior'.
senior banquet.
The 'cast is as follows:
Geraldine Flint,' a scatterbrain
junior, Martha Jo Crass; Emily
Gilmore, Geraldine's ling-suffered
roommate, Jane Hale: Betty Todd
and Belle Hadley. inseparable college pals. Irene Watkins and Jo
Farley; Bob Flint, Geraldine's

Phone 37

100 Lb.
Bag

.

SHORTS $1.55

We Have A Complete Line of Seasonable Fresh Fruits & Produce
See Your Favorite Kroger Manager For-Seed Potatoes, Onion
Sets - Onion Plants - Cabbage Plants - Garden Seeds
-
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Tells; Arieau, Joe
football
es; Miss
and mat41; John
rfessor of
Mildred,
Martha
, a damtze.

Six Pages
c
New Series No. 643

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Three Doctors
From One Home
Were in Service

Bag

1.0c

Z5`
Z5`
5c

ZS`

4:00 P.M.—Baton Twirling

THRIFTY WAY TO SE
-- SMART!
PAINT YOUR OWN FURNITURE,
WOODWORK,TOYS,ODDS AND ENDS
WITH QUICK-DRYING
SHERWIN•WSWANS

EIV AMELOID
DECORATIVE ENAMEL
• Don't dislay--nsis offal, is lirnitod to this wisok only! It's an
1111,10$1.411 donee to got this famous gulch-drying, ono-coat
doicorativo onarnol at • mat
saying. Just fill out and bring
th• coupon at rigM.
SEE our nos. and factual.*
Sh•rurin-Willions Paint and
Color Styli Guide. too. W•
promise you a +root that's th•
talk of the country right now)

Itedwor
Ssperawm-

25c
20c

MOW 49

WITil COUPON

ONLY

Regularly 79c pint

SIONTY-11111Illo COUPON,
mi. cow pow 44•4411•• bearer Si an. pint rof
Sherein-WISams Enameled at special price
of 49. pint. (Eacept Gold aid Si.)

WriLsAms
PAM AND COLO.
STYLE -GUIDE

PAINT and COLOR Headquarters for

2C

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER COMPANY

!9

a5c_

Farmers to Inspect
Cover Crops Trials
at Mayfield April 6

Chairman of
Regents

•

ITS THE

39c
?.5c

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray? Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 21, 1940

man, Mayfield, Fulton, Murray,
Benton, Reidlanel,, Trigg County
High, and Lone Oak.
All music will be judged by
Prof. C. R. McGavern, Prof. J. C.
Garton, Prof. F. P. Inglis, Prof.
Price Doyle, Prof. W. H. Fox. Prof.
Daily the list of Calloway counL. R. Putnam, and Mrs. J. N. Garton, all of the Murray State Col- tians serving their country during
the
years of the World War is
District Interscholastic Will liege music department.
lengthening. One Calloway county
Be He'd on Campus
Speech events are composed of horrie sent three tons into medical
oratorical declamation, interpreta- service. They were Dr. M. D. Ellis,
March 22-23
tive reading, poetry reading, ex./. who was two years on French soil
temporaneous speak in g, radio with the Royal Medical Corps and
EIGHT SCHOOL BANDS
speaking, and the American Legion who was cited for Distinct Service;
WILL ATTEND FESTIVAL Oratorial Contest.
Dr. A. H. Ellis, who'enlisted during
They will be the first week of the war and servjudged by various members of the ed as a lieutenant in the dental
Approximately 1000 Western college
faculty.
corps. and Dr. C. R. Ellis, who was
Kentucky high school students are
The committee: K. R. atterson, a first lieutenant and later a capexpected to enter the Kentucky
tain in the dental corps. He also
Interscholastic League contests in Mayfield; W. C. Jetton,_ Paducah; volunteered during the first week
speech and music, sponsored by and M. 0. Wrather, Murray, are in of the war.
Murray State College, Friday and charge of arrangements.
Some citizens from this area,
The following is a complete who were not accepted here, even
Saturday, March 22 and 23, Prof
schedule
of
the
various
events:
M. 0. Wrather, of the extension
went elsewhere to enlist and were
Regional Musical Festival.
- accepted. Such is the case of L.
department, 'announced -today.
being
C.
Winchester who, after
March 22
The regional league includes
nine counties: Hickman, Fulton, 10:00 AM.—Piano (boys and gen- turned down here, enlisted from
Nashville, Tenn., and did hospital
eneral), auditorium
Carlisle, 'Ballard, McCracken, Marservice overseas.
Solos,
shall, Graves, Calloway. and Trigg. 2:00 P.M.—Vocal
Little
Another set of brothers seeing
Chapel, administration buildTo date, 20 high schools have enservice in the navy and marine
ing
rolled in the various events. Those
corps were Lindsey G. Edwards and
high schools include: Lowes, Reid- 2:00P.M.—All instrumental solos, Stephen Lock Edwards.
auditorium
laod, Fulton, Trigg County, Wingo,
-Other names that were not inMarch 23
New Concord, Lynn Grove, Murcluded in previous lists were those
of Harry I. Sledd. Murray Post
ray, Mayfield, Murray Training 9:00 A.M. Auditorium
Master, David Moore Freeland,
A Capella Choir
School, Benton, Kirksey, Almo,
Bryan Tolley, and Raymond Tolley.
Mixed quartet
Sharpe, Heath, Lone Oak, HickInformation and photographs of
Male quartet
man. Kevil, Faxon, and Tilghman.
these loyal sons of Calloway for
Girls Trio
Other schools are expected to enthe files of the Ledger de Times will
roll at a later date.
be appreciated. Names appearing
Contests are held for vocal and 9:00 AM.—All small instrufnental may not include all the young men
instrumental solos, male and mixensembles, little chapel
who saw service during that conflict and family and friends of pered quartets, chorus for boys, chor- 2:00 P.M.—Auditorium
sons
whpee names have not been
us for girls, and bands and orches- " Mixed Chorus
listed will aid the paper greatly by
Boys Chorus
tras.
bringing this information to the
Girls Chorus
Eight school bands will compete
Ledger & Times.
for first honors. They are TilghMixed Choir

NINE COUNTIES TO
COMPETE IN MEET
AT MURRAY STATE

"Murray's Only Exclusive Paint, Wallpaper Store"

Phone 323

North Fourth Street

25c
15c

;V2c

7:00 P.M.—Auditorium
Orchestra
Band
All Speech Events Other Than
Debate March 22
10:00 AM.—Oratorical declamation
Sec. 1—Liberal Arts. room 212
10:00 AM.—Oratorical declamation
tee 2—Liberal Arts, room 316
10:00 A.M.—Interpretative - reading
Sec. 2—Liberal Arts, room 114
10:00 AM.—Interpretative reading
Sec. 2—Libei al Arts. room 315
10:00 AM.—Poetry
reading—Liberal Arts, room 312
10:00 AM.—Extemporaneous speaking—Liberal Arts, room 307
10:00 A.M.—American Legion oratorical Contest. Liberal Arts,
room 206
10:00 AM.—Radio speaking—Little
Chapel
7:30 P.M—Oratorical declamation
and Interpretative reading" finals, auditorium.

Notice of Settlement

HON. JOHN W. BROOKER
Above Is pictured Mr. John W.
Brooker, state superintendent of
public instruction and chairman
of the board of regents of Murray
State College.
14. He is a native of Cynthiana and
has been connected with the state
department for eight years.
'

Farmers of the Purchase counties have been invited to a meeting at the State Experiment Field
two miles south of Mayfield, on
Highway 45, April
The purpose of the meeting is to see tests
of small grains, Italian rye grass
and crimson clover as winter cover crops.
These crops are being grown on
treated and untreated land; that
is. where limestone and phosphate
pave been used, and on land that
ad no treatment whatever. Farms attending the meeting also
ill see wheat growing on treated
and untreated land, and legumes
that were seeded on bluegrass and
lespedeza soe last fall.
Barley
aid rye grass. also, are being
grown as cover crops .on tobacco
land.
In some counties locaetours will
Ise held in the morning of April
to inspect cover crops on farms.
The meeting at Mayfield will begin at 2 o'clock in the-afternoon.
Italian rye grass his done well
In most of the Purchase region
this season, despite the severe winter. Balbo rye also is showing up
extra well, and many farmers have
expressed satisfaction with both
rye grass and Balbo rye as cover
crops.

-

r

Ermine Hayes, Administratrix,
Vs.
Notice to Creditors of Final
Settlement
Heirs and Creditors of Roscoe
Hayes, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that I.
G. W. Bevins. Pike county, for
Ermine Hayes, administratrix of two months has had one of the
the state of Roscoe Hayes, do here- State's highest poultry record-24
by notify all persons having eggs per hen each month.
claims against said estate to present and collect said claims on or
before Monday, March 25, 1940,
the same being Fourth Monday in
March, or be forever barred from
asserting same.
ERMINE HAYES,
Adrninistratrix of: Roscoe
Do you suffer periodically from
Hayes, Deceased
headaches, nervousness, irritability, cramp-like pain!
If so, here's good news! These
may be symptoms of functional
dysmenorrhea due to malnutrition,
often helped by CARDUI.
'
CARDUI usually increases appetite and the flow of gastric juice;
so aids digestion and helps build up
strength, ener'gy, physical resistance. Result!or many is less periodic
distress. Or you may find this also
helps ease your periodic discomfort:
Take CARDUI a few days before
and during "the time." 50 years of
use and popularity invite your
confidence in CARDUI.

"B u Id-Up,
"For Women
Helps Avoid Distress

29c

Announcement

r

.

$1.
00 a year In Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere ia
50 the State of Kentucky.
t9 An a year to any address
`F
.
'""'''' other than above.
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Annual Music
Week To Be
Observed
The tenth annual Music Week
will be obeerved at Murray College from March 24 to March 27.
Heard that week will be numbers
by the college orchestra, 'band,
girls' quartet, various ensembles,
and the mixed 'chorus, also boys'
quartet.
The orchestra will play selections by Goldmark, Franck, and
Beethoven. Mrs. Derryberry will
be pianist for the selections by
Franck.
The girls' quartet is composed
of Miss Joyce Homier. Miss Inez
Phillips, Miss Dorothy Currier,
and Miss Odine-Swann.
The dates are: March 24, Mixed
Chorus;
March
25,
Orchestra;
March 26, Ensembles; March 27,
Band.
The boys' quartet will sing "In
the Northland," Clay Smith; and
"Old Americana," Homier.
"Requiem" by Brahms will be
the composition given by the mixed chorus.
"Rhapsody in Blue" by Gershwin will be the featured selection
of the college band. Prof. C. R.
McGavern, soloist, will be at the
piano.

Williams Child Dies
Fashion Demands
Hardin Circuit Will
Charles
Harold
Comfortable Shoe .months-old
Williams, 3son of Mr. and Mrs.
"Hand me down my boots and Howard Williams, of near Eggner's Have Easter Services
saddle"—and let the boots be com- Ferry bridge, died at the home
fortable. So declares the Ken- Sunday morning. Burial services
tucky College of Agriculture home were held Monday morning at 11
economics department—or, to put o'clock at Union Ridge with the
more seriously, fashionable Rev. W. T. M. Jones in officiating.
it
women today always wear comfortable shoes.
Et:•en when anyone weani a 9113
shoe, the foot still is small in relation to the body as a whole. Yet
The Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of
upon the feet the whole body is Hazel circuit, announces that Rev.
balanced and moved around con- C. N. Jolley, district superintendstantly. In many respects the foot ent of Paris distriet, will deliver a
is an almost fool-proof mechanism, special - Easter
dfessage at the
and needs to be, but if it is seri-- Hazel Methodist Church Sunday
ously damaged then repair it diffi- evening at 7:30. All members are
cult.
urged to attend.
No limping, agonized woman
In Knott county, 75 pounds of
plowing ahead with grim determination in an effort to walk tall black locust seed has been bought
because she wears a 31
/
2A when As part of the forestry program.
her foot is a 4IeB) looks fashion- for use on hillsides.
able. In observing her, people's
attention is drawn automatically
40 her feet. which usually
writhing around if the shoes are
much too small. A well-chosen,
tasteful outfit may be totally ignored and all because attention is
drawn from it because her leek
hurt.
If the feet are tastefully shod.
ordinarily no one looks, at themlunless the wearer's expression
causes him to do so. &shoe longer, broader, or frankly larger in
all respects will attract no attention.
Fashion-right %omen'.know that
good health and a good disposition
and style all depend in part on
good feet.

-""A•ste..`.•- - -

•••••0041..1111•111NIFIIIIKAPar

Rev, W. T. M. Jones. pastor of
the Hardin Methodist Circuit, has
announced the 'following special
Easter services:
Services will begin at Dexter at
8:30 Sunday morning, Hardin at
9:30 a. sp., Union Ridge at 11 a. m.
Palestine at 2:30 p. m. and Olive
at 7:30 p. m.
"We will be glad to have you
worship with us in one or more
of these services," Mr. Jones said.
Most all merchants handle our
REELFOOT BRAND SAUSAGE.
Call for that Brand and take no
other. Made by—
REYNOLDS PACKING COMPANY
UNION
TENNESSEE -

crry,

Wildlife Exhibits Will
Be Feature of Fairs

M CLUB FOWES
TO FEATURE NEW
GLAMOUR GIRLS

'FRANKFORT, KY., March 19—
The Wildlife Exhibit of the Kentucky Division of Game and Fish
is being prepared for displays before countless thousands of young
and old people throughout the
state during the coming summer Negro Minstrel is Added
Feature for 1940 Show
and fall months at the county fairs
and tobacco festivals, Major James
at Murray Stine
Brown, director of the division,
stated today.
ROY STEWART DIRECTS
The exhibit, has been displayed
ANNUAL PRODUCTION
over the state 'at the !airs during
the past three
years and has
Glamour in 200-pounde.packases
created widespread interest whereever shown.
and .terpsichorean grace by the
This wildlife, display is being ton will dazzle your dimmers
worked
over and will contain ,,when you see the ."M" Club Folnumerous new mounted specimens lies of 1940 in the college audiof wild birds and animals in-addi- torium on March 29 at 8 p. m.
tion to .teveral live birds and aniJakie Inman is business manamals which have been acquired reger; Bob Smith, director; Coach
cently,.especially foe the display.
Stewart. minstrel director'.
Billy Lee, conservation officer of
As an added attraction, a blackthe Division. in charge of the display, urges all ,county fair secre- faced minstrel show will share
taries that desire this exhibit to honors with the Follies for the
write in the date on which their first time. For its initial showing',
county fair is to be held. This will none other than Coach Jim Moore
make booking of fairs much easier will act as interlocutor, assisted by
and will
elimnate controversial the black-faced "end-men" Hastdates,
ings Kenney, Vic Furcillo, Dodger
Love, Delane Bottom; Fritz Weber, and Kathleen Winters. Other
"Tops in talent" selected from the
college as a whole are Mary Anna
Jenkins. Joyce Homier,' Eleanor
Gatlin. Fred Johnson, Joe Udovic,
Thelma
Marcum, Inez Phillips,
Harriett Holland, Lewis Drake,
The Murray State College deand Dorse O'Dell.
bate team will eriter the Southern
Comedy skits, tap routines. balSpeech Association debate tournalet;, and a singing chorus featurment at Chattanooga, Tenn., April
ing the scintillating stars of the
2-3-4, according to Prof. A. C.
gridiron make up the fun-filled 45
LaFollette, debate coach. The
minutes • of follies. Those song-'
question under debate will be. Rebirds Ed Chupa, Gene McGarvey„
solved: "That legislation should be
Bill McMurray. Hastings Kenney,
enacted for the conscription of
Bob Smith, Bill Carneal, Cobbie
capital in the event of war."
Mr. LaFollette said he also plan- Lee. Leslie McKeel, Bob Salmons,
make up the
ned to enter the debate squad in and Walter Wilson,
singing chorus under the direction
the Volunteer Invitational TournClaire McGavern and Gil Colaament in Jackson, Tenn., at Union of
ianni.
Uni4ersity, April 12, 13.
The high steppers in the "tap"
Those who are on the debate
Jack Haines.„Lytt Noel,
squad are 'William Allen, Floyd chorus are
Hallem
Bryant, James Rogers, Rutherford Hastings Kenney, .and
of the Seven
Morgan, Adron Whipple, J. W. Smith. "The Dance
"tantalizing `Tex',
Wilkinson, Robert Carlton, Billy Vales-, led by
"Broadway Babes"
Lipford, Ralph Crouch, and Latta Beale" and his
"Catch-all" Curran, "Ha m m
Richards.

Varsity Will Discuss
Wealth ConscriptiQn

at Chattanooga

LEAD THE CLASSIFIEDS.

oSee "M Club Follie", Page 6)

.m. OUR

ANNUAL PAINT SALE

If you are planning on buying Paint this year. . .
THIS IS THE TIME!

MONDAY, MARCH 2S
Starts
Lasts ALL DAY

ONE DAY
Sunproof Paints : Pittsburgh Varnishes - Barn Paints
Floor Enamel : Stains :
: Turpentine
All Accessories

nplete

5c

Service

10c
96
10`
20'

Let Boone's careful, experienced cleaners guard the original
luster and line of your spring wardrobe. Avoid last - minute
rush. Send your Easter cleaning-NOW!

'Boone ekeanas

Phone
234

F1.39
1.55

luce
Iion

Besides Real Bargains in Paints, We Offer This Day Only

is a matter of interpretation and in keeping
with our reputation for
rigid adherence to our
own professional standards, we choose to interpret "complete service" as meaning "everything regardless of
price."

Genuine Channeldrain Roofing
Leaf Proof
Fire Proof - Lightning Proof
AT THE PRICE OF CORRUGATED

All Items in Paint at GOOD REDUCTIONS. Prices Cash Only

Of course, the cost is
determined by your
choice of appointments.

CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER CO.

Sincerely,

I17:e

J. H. Churchil;
Funeral Home

South Side df Court Square

Just North of the Water Tank on East Walnut St., Murray,Ky.-Phone 72

Telephone 7
Murray, Ky.
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ARCH 2$„7 TRADE DAY - HAZEL
Charlton were aims. Miss Bettie Jenkins and
last week. Mrs. Atiee Jones in north
Mr. sad Mrs. P. G. Curd spent
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Hill are the
Spring has come again! It seems!
riveted parents cf a daughter born Sunday afternoon in Providence
to be the most inspiring 01•5011 of
Wall Pay
.41,11 Dina Is Given surprise
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Curd.
with
Wednesday at the borne of Mrs.
Pirthday Dinner
Mrs. K. G. Dunn is confined to the year, bringing new Me to all.1
hut s patents, Mr. and Mrs. PorNo serious Illness to report this'
n'enteres Sune;ay School ter 'Thompson. west of Hazel. The her bed this week sufferirig with week.
spsarned
ankle.
church
irm„-e
been
thadist
has
,t
ii..
M..
Stile
Miss
..nainect- Myra
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wison were
Mrs .J. H. Dunn of Paducah is
.',....• .1,..!.....'.‘ rr: Miss Arra Dunn Dell.
visitors in the home of Mr. and
visiting
in
the
tome
of
the
Dunne.
day. Marrh • AL ' and-- surMr. and Mrs. John ne.wis SolMrs. Lunie Clark Saturday afterMrs. William Maddox and daugh0 sett
her -with a nice birthday ,nen are moving to the Jim Lamb
noon.
ee and Mrs. 'Max Churchill and
,
.in n.
place in - Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Toscoe Wilson and
-nes were in Hazel Saturday to children spent Saturday night with
i his' 1,:t2Ta:Te. to enjoy the day
of Willlamstiurg.
Arthur
Denhiun
sit
their
mother
Mrs.
Bertha
,..n Miss Dulut, were Mrs. ElMr. and Mrs. Lunie Clark.
stunit a few days the last part elandox.
Scieggs, Mrs.'A. L. Platt, Mrs. KY..
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Stubble.f the wegak with .hissparents, Mr.
Phone 53
John
of
Mrs
McLeod
C
5:i
Murray
Elbert
Mrs.
-win Stubblefield.
tleld and son spent Sunday morn-aoc Ms Felix Denham in north :pew the weekend in Base]
E.
Brandon,
Mrs.
H.
ing
at the bedside of their dad,
.ealer_te.n.
a
ilazel. His nu:then Who has been -rig her son, A. hi, McLeod, and
Johnnie Stubblefield, who is ill.
al.p.h Edwards and daughter
ill, is improving slowly.
quite
Mrs. McLeod and tinnily.
Mrs. Hubert Wilson is spending
{ Marlene, Mrs. Mary Wilson. Mrs.
Homer Cole of St. Louis was In a few days at the bedside of her
Mrs. Emmert Cathcart, Mayfield,
C. E. Regard, Mrs. Jan Dunn, Pagranddaughter,
a
few
Hazel
days this week.
visiting . her
sister, Mrs. Mettle Moore, who is
:au:Ms - Xy., Mrs. Emma Stone, is
Mrs. Alice Jones, and Miss Arra Isirs. Chealey Farris, for a feW, Mr and Mrs. R. R. flicks had convalescing from a serious cold.
Hazel.
its
their
north
guests
last
Sun4a7
Mr.. and Mrs. Earl N. Wilson
visit
in
weeks'
1 Dunn.
, .,.. .., • ,
spent -Tuesday night with Mr. and
C. Cole is quite ill at his home' and Mrs. George Gray and
ters. Velma, Betty, Hilda. and -son Mrs. Ralph Clark and Faye..
$2.50
a few miles west of Hazel.
IMiseellaneatts Shower Given
Re,talar $4.00 Permanent
Mr. and Mrs. Toscoe Wilson and
Mrs. Jennie Cole Gowen and George Jr.. of Stewart cennaO,
-` -- -MLas , Baby Blakely
35c
Shrmpoo
children spent Sunday with Mr.
Miss Rileyey Blakely, who . has Mr,- Gowen. t. Louis. Mo., were Tenn.
50c
7
Mr.nicu-e
and
Mrs. Fate Wilson.
Mrs. Bertha Mason Maddox spent
just i..pmcd hp a beauty shop in called to Hazel Sunday because- of
Irvan Miller and Era efid Vera.
-Tbese soecielz may be nad ti thes. pr.;;:c.,5
i etereteirr the balcony ea - the:Turin' ',Ito serious'illnesi• ef their Sather, Tuesday m • Mnrray as the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Max Chur- Mrs. Zelna Farris and Dot spent
until Easter.
I bow Drug •Store. was- Riven a sur- Cherlic Cole.
Thursday with their aunt. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Sam Robertson of chill and family.
juise shaaver of useful gifts for the
John Farmer of Murray was in Lunie Clerk, who has been ill with
Murray were in Hazel Sunday
shop. •,,
a cold.
Hazel Tuesday on baseness.
These alrecent for th,. occasion afternoon visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark spent
H.• I. Neely was in Murray
Mrs. W. E. Steely IS quite sick
t I were Mrs. J. E. Littleton, Miss
Thursday night with Mr and Mrs
H4ZEL, KENTUCKY
'71Shei 'Paschall. Miss Eilene Pas- a a the Ficiine -of her daughter, Mrs. Tuesday afternoon on business.
Lunie Clark.
nail. Mrs. Roberta Brandon. Mrs. Harry Starks in northwest Hands Miss Imogene Underwood of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Vick, who reMrs. Ft. 0. Shellman and (laugh---Lekson. Tenn., spent Tuesday in cently lived here but are now at
-Bettie Clanton. Mrs. C. D. _Scruggs.
, Mrs. T.- M. Wilson. Mrs. Dick Mill- ,er. Clara Lee returned to Patin Hazel visiting relatives and friends. Detroit. Mich.. are the parents of
0. B. Turnbow and J. M. Mar- a daughter who arrived last week.
'_Mrs. ELK .White Miss Verna eah after spending several days
White. Mrs. Otho Farris. Mrs_ W. with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. shall were Paris visitors Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Nollie Wisehart and
afternoon.
W. Perry. Mrs. Clete Paschall. Mrs. 1:. M. Marehall,
Wanda were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr.
and
Mn,.
Mrs.
W.
A.
Nance
and
J.
M.
Jacob
Mayer,
Mrs.
tie Grubbs: Misses Maude WelMaaon Wilson Sunday.
a
Mayer
and
daughter,
Mr. and Mr& Brent Hart spent
ke .
a Perry. Robbie Erwin. Cooper of Paducah spent the week Andrew
. Moden
don, Geraldine Mil- and here. with her sister, Mrs. T. Gloria, of Mayfield. Ky., were Sun- the weekend, with Mr. and Mrs.
Jay visitors of their parents, Mr.- Hugh Osbron.
stead. Murre -JetaeIolii Fran- M. Mar4hall.
Joe Brown Wilson spent SaturMr. and Mrs. Oat Paschall of and. Mrs. Jake Mayer in east
ces Curd. Airt. W. B. '.1-stead. Mrs.
day night with Billie Joe Strader.
James E. Wbite. Mrs. Olga' Free- Murray were called to the bed- Hazel.
Miss Gurthal Mai Armstrong
Miss Lelia Craig spent Saturday
man.' Mrs. Paschall Clanton. Mrs. side of Mrs. Paschall's father, C.
:.pent Saturday and Sunday • in night with Mr. and Mrs. Curtiss
0. Osbeete W. E. L. Miller. Mrs: M. Cole.
Ciaig.
.
Mayfield
Mrs.
Millard
Phipps
and
visiting
Mr.
and
relatives and
H. I. Neely.. Mrs. Opal Blakley.
Mrs. Rena Clark and Mrs. Stella
Mrs 0. B. Turnbow. Mrs. C.. W. family and Charles Cole of St. friends.
f-•
Mrs. K. G. Dunn was admitted Wilson are much Unproved at this
Dendarn, Mrs. Claud Anderson. Louis arrived in Haael Friday
See Our Innerspring Mattresses
Ma Y Grace Wilcox:. Mrs Frances night to spend three weeks in So the Mason Hospital Tuesday writing
As'newsis scarce Will c. u. later.
Daily. Libbie James.-Mrst George and around Hazel Visiting relatives morning 'where she will be treated
for something like rheumatism.
Seri2s. Sady Nell Farris.
Mrs. and 'friends.
Rob Roy .Hicks of Quincy, Ill..
Mr. and Mrs. Less Holifield and
Beiley. Mrs. Orville Jenkins, Mrs.
I ,,wry Rains. Mrs. J. W. Denham. family -of the Story's Chapel com- spent a few .days the first of the
Neck
in Hazel with his parents,
Mrs. Ralph. Edwards, and Mr. WI munity, were guests of her father
e
ID Kelly. '
and mother. Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Mr and Mrs. R. R. Hicks,
The Woman's Missionary Society
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Shrader
Mrs. Guy Dunn'of Murray is as. Cole_
.ing Miss Blalock and invites
tuell Lamb of Albany. Ga.. ar- ef the .alothodist Church seal; meet were hi Murray last...aveek on basis
We
• . friends to visit the new shop. riv,ed in Hazel Sunday to .visit his ei the home of Mrs. T. S. Rerron nees.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Enid Lamb Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Lela Stiradee visited her
is a ti,ignitiecl basin:, but it no
Dr. Joseph Miller of the Louis- son., Aubra Shrader, and family
ft. rant Women Hold All-Day
and other relatives.
.
loner pompous. Here at Dees
aleetine At ChurchMr. -and Mrs. Paul Daily and ville medical college, came in of Hazel, this week. .
The nueriettly meeting of the family motored .over to Paducah Tuesday night to spend the Easter
•
nna e, cryosit• from the pres.ident on dov,-n
Mrs Tommie Shrader Is on the
-ntenar-es Misaionary socieoes of Sunday and were guests of Mr. sshdays with his parents. Dr. and
sick list this week.
Mrs.
anxiot.o, to serve you well. 'and genuinely inE.
W.
sisiter,
Mrs.
W.
0.
Ward,Miller.
ie.. lalood River Association of tile Daily's
- We Quote a Few PricesBert Moore was in Murray on
Wayne Ferguson has gone to
aptist .churches wilt be held and Mr. Ward.
terested in your-problems. Feel free to call
business 'last week.
Evansville.
'
Saturday
for
Ind.,
on
learsday.
March
Doherty
left
a
21_
Tom
ttodaya
business
at 10
trip.
ff
Mr. arid Mrs. Lester Johnston
a" aflrti'flt
a frietidlr,dise,ti:u of your
Mrs Bessie Smotherrnan Thomas
eleek
at
where
he will
the Haeel
Baptise Gleason..Tenn
were week-end guests of his sister,
who
has
visiting
his
been
weeks
in
spend
a
few
the
Mason
-hos.arairs. Were
ly.',:.experience to adMrs. Fred Gallimore, and family.
01 interest on the 'program will daughter. Mrs J. W. Lawrence, eital for several weeks returned
Cale Langston and Mrs. Lon
vise. on any type of financial problem.
home Sunday.
t .1 talk by adiss''Bettie Miller. and 'Mr. Lawrence,
Shrader were dinner guests of
leinticky field worker. - Special
Mrs. Carlos Scruggs is confined
pirs. Hobson Shrader last Friday.
usie - and oilier interesting .tatics us her room' with illness.
, Millard Phillips and family of
•
!....
_ill be - given.'
Bob Miller returned home SunSt. Louis. Mo.. are visiting In and
nare.' Our Calhoun McDaniel, day from Philadelphia where he
around Hazel_
's
ieerintendent will preside at the has been at the bedside- of his
Here we are just to let you
Walter Moore lost a fine cow
brother.,E. James Parker Miller.' know that hand-shaking and back- recently.
who has bee-at-mate ill for several slapping is in style again in Stew- , Homer Farris and Walter Moore
(4 to a customer)
Mrs. Sula 'Wyatt, cf Si. Louis. days. -but Bob reported ins core:li- art county, Tenn., this summer. transacted
business
in Murray
a; a guest in the home of Mr. nen some better.
Yeah you guessed it. it is election Thursday.
id Mrs. Jim Thompson last week.' Mrs. Flenna Meador had as bet neer.
•
Dr. John Atkins of Puryear
Flies Swur, of eastern. Ken- visitors recently
children.
her
'Member
Sorry
to
report that quite a was called to see a sick cow beEatablishetil
1916
.ckye was in Haael over the Mr. and Mrs.- Grady Meadeir of
longing
to L. A. Farris last week.
F. D. I.-C.
Cash Prices Only Allowed for Barter
. eels-end to ease his pareats, New Orleans, La.. and Mr. and. few are ill with flu at this writing
Owen and Lester Farris were in
on Cabin Creek.
Nashville.
aof
and
Charlie
Meador
Mrs.
S
Mrs.
on Groceries Listed Here.
Swor.
Murray
Friday.
as
0 13 Turnbow. Miss Eva Tenn.
Those that heard the all star
Charlie
Cole
of
St.
Louis,
Mo..
T
Mildred Patterson. • Mrs. Paul Hendrix and baby of atureball game at the home of Hill- is „visiting relatives on this route.
Litchfield ' Were here this last man Lyons Sunday afternoon were
Untie Lee" Myers and Mrs.
Dewelane
Milton,
and
week - visiting • her mother, Mrs. Delroy
myets.are Improved after being ill
Jesse Russell, .Gorden Greernm,
-Will Miller.
for several days.
Mrs.-ROb- Roy Hicks. Sr.. spent end Oscar Champion.
Orsie Martin was in Puryear
last Friday in Murray visiting her
Hillman Lyons was in Model Wednesday.
brother. Dr. R. M. Mason, and Friday night to see the picture
Rev. K. G. Dunn filled his apMrs. Mason,
show, "Four Pillows of Income."
pointment
at
South
Pleasant
Editor Waylun Rayburn of MurEstell Barnes and Edna Lyons Greve Sunday.
ray. was in. Hazel Menday on busi- were the Saturday night guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ervan,
ness.
Larue Barrett.
Mrs. J. - B. Ervan, Mrs. Tommie
Miss Edna Blackburn ana mothNow that the war isa over in Shrader and son. Gene, motored
Mrs. -Bennie Blackburn of Finland. Russia probably has conto -Paducah Monday.
Slurray. were in Hazel Saturday quered just about enought of FinMr. and Mrs. P. M. Shrader and
•
afternoon en business.
land in which to bury her dead. son visited his father, Alonzo
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. White and
Vernon Brigham of Clarksville. Shared, and family Sunday afterbaby and their guests. Mr. and Tenn., nas been visiting friends
noon.
Mrs. Pat Gilbect, motored over .to and relatives of this place this
Gme Langston Shrader spent
Concord Sunday whera, they were week.
Sunday night with his relatives, I
tmests -of their parents. Mr. and
Say Cries when are you going Mr and Mrs. A. Sktrader and Mr.
stes. T. E. Yarbrough.
to get that baseball team at Pine and Mrs. Cale Langston.
Plznninz, any ;miming or remodeling this trpring? You
Re's'. A M.''Hawley filled his Bluff started" Hurry up'and get
Elder Adron Doran preached at
appointment at the Baptist church. stalled for Jitterbug is getting in
tie. for apring'y the ideal time to beautify and
sessne
the Church of Christ both SunMeCatembeil's Grove, in Benton 'a hurry to sari practice.
improve year home. Hazel -Lumber to: Ill help you
day morning and evening hours.
only Sunday
Tense:. I read in last week's
Miss Inez Shrader visited in Pa- I
with
.advicr and plan, a very real help incited and
Mrr Bart ha ;tree, Paris, Tenn., Ledger & Times
where yod ducah last week-end.
LITTI(0' osvijh the neer . ary buildirt7 materials. too
• Sunday
ternoon with her thought that you were the first
Charlie Myers visited in Paducah
Our fain...her alt.: other materials i dependably high in
to get any cabbage set out over on this week.
5 blade, 10 inch wheel, 16 inch cut.
of
riier.
Well
just
and
your
side
he
prleed
'tY
to be may on your budget!
Mr. and Mrs. .Homer Turner
x
Other kinds priced accordingly.
Jitteraiug,hae already of Paris. Tenn.._ visited Mr. and
listen to
.
-'
--..... .t---.. --,
- ----------•'
Yeah, you Mrs. Make Erin Sunday.
had new cabbage.
'1
.....*. -,-,
,'
gteneed it, he bought them.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Mrs of Hop-',.Ira Lyons was in Dover one day kinsville visited homefolks on this
this week on business.
I route.
SEE US FOR AXES, WEDGES, SLEDGES, HOES,
-....- e.'--....„...
Lorene Barrow was the guest of
!Admirer •
ork • Flooring
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Cole of St.
..e••-(-.--- r>"- -(
',v
- -:‘',
RAKES, SHOVELS - FENCING WIRE.
Ruth
Lyons Saturday Louis, Mo., are visiting relatives
Bennie
tocfipg mattriAk • Blambing • r;VLOOd'a
night.
in
Hazel.
(•7,7pc.,it on Board • Lathing
We have a new teacher at St.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Myers will!
siding
• ;Sheathing- •
flashing
John School. Miss Hazel Dennis leave for Chicago -soon.
V..
'
.../ ''
„-. ""•./
'",..,,,.... I
from Tharpe. Tenn. We wish her
r,
Garters' • ` Drains
much success.
tETTFIR TO EDITOR
-"
, ri$- *..,
your newspaper goes.
4.
- /' ,
I am going to .the wagop, these
On Trade Day
.Cr we in Or phone for free estimates on !tater-int comb;
'.f..4 ,/„
- "March 16. 1940 Sincerely yours,
shoes are killing me.-Jitterbug.
.
,- •
Ite any'-1'e- of building ustirk. %V..
Ernest H. Canon, Registrar
, -guarantee the
or any other day:
--Mr. Waylon Rayburn, Editor,
Western Kentucky State i eachei
quality of tin products V.(' Sell
and ems can't buy
Murray Ledger,
- College, Bawling Green, Ky
/
eta aper anywhere'.
, ,
Murray, Kentucky.
t
Jimmie Hart, Murray, was elec- Dear Mr. Rayburn:
WHITLOCK NEWS
A
ted presiden oft the Beta Pi TheI have been intending for several
ta. French fraternity of Murray
• HIGHEST QUALITY MATERIALS
of Horse Collars and Mule State. College, at asnineting Wed- weeks to Write you to commend
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Wimberly.
the Murray Ledger on its attitucte son and daughter-in-law, Paul and
in nesday, March 13.
find
will
yob
Dressing
• DEPENDABLE WORKMANSHIP
Other officers elected for next regarding advertisement of spira- Nelda Joyce of near Springville.
We carry everything usually Calloway county., Bought yen':
Nancy Mellen. Murray, vice- l:111S keguors..lt is true that We can't
visited the former's sister,
TREE PLANNING SERVICE
found in a FIRST 'CLASS before the advance and will president: Annie. Lou Roberts, legislate morals_ into people, but a Tenn.,
Mrs. 0. L. Farris, Mr. Farris and
great
force
STORE.
money.
'cid.
ciarreepondinin
like
the
DRUG
secretary;
Ledger and family Sunday.
sure save you
MeYf
Este
,Ile Pickard, Paducah, trees- Times can do a lot in creating an
environment which will' give the .---Coleman Benil remains setiou:
utter.
Also Vulcan, Oliver, and
Hart. who tenthe only son of Dr. youngsters a more decent chanceto iy
Mr. and Mrs. Lois Vaughn and
Chattanooga PloWs at n d and Mrs. Reas. Hart. is a graduate be the men and women which they
baby isited the former's parents.
cf Murray Hrgh School where he want to be.
Repairs,
I sincerely congratulate yori upon Mr. and Mrs. }Word Vaughn. Suitook active part in scholastic and
the brave -stand which you took in day.
sports events.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deering..--of
- - _ turning down adve,ralsements of
s
•
this nature. knowing that doing so Murray were the guests Sateate-----Last month Perry county farm- resulted in a financial loss to your night and Sunday of Mrs. Deer-.
ers bcught 10.000 pounds of grass paper, but you materially gained ing's sist.g.. Mrs. Jim Ball, and Mr.
Hazel, Kentucky
KY.
PHONE
25
HAZEL,
seed. ineleding lespedeza. red clo- to the respect andconfidence of the Dail.
. .
ver. rgatop. timothy and orchard fine people of Callaway- County
Misses Virginia and Frances
and adjoining communities 'where Morris were in Pettis Saturday.
erase.
Mrs

and

Grover

Hazel Route 3

1- • ti A:I.E1. NEWS ' guests of Paris relatives

HERRON PRODUCE CO.
.

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

filiGHE8S1 MARKET PRICES

H. 1. Neely if Son

For FOULTRY,_EGGS and HIDES

Hazel, Kentucky
Offers the following thoroughlY
dependable goods.
Best Quality 9x12 Gold Seal Rugs $4.95
Best Quality 9x12 Crescent Rugs . $4.00
Mats, Throw Rugs and Yard Goods
priced accordingly.

HERRON PRODUCE CO

-

EASTER SPECIALS

*alga-

9•

HAZE BEAUTY SHOP

I

Lj

it

E-E

FRIENDLY bank,,_

Dad. that's
why_l prefer

Kitchen Cabinets
$16.00 to $27.50
Utility Cases
$4.25 to $10.00

$4.50 and up
$2.50 and up
$2.50 and up

Mattresses
Bed Springs
Bed Steads

DEE'S

BANK.

1

Hazel Route I

4ANKING

$1.25 to $7.00
Rockers
10 Gal. Marvel Cream Separators . $3.00
All Kinth Milk Vessels at Low Prices.
Have Everything for the Kitchen2c
HIGH QUALITY GROCERIES
AT LOW PRICES!
.

$4.95
100 Lbs. Godcheaux Sugar
25c
7 Bars Laundry Soap
13c
..
3 Bars Buds Toilet Soap
Washing Powders priced accordingly
10c
3 Pkgs. Arm & Hammer Soda
Best Grade Pink Salmon

Cabin Creek

DEES BANK OF HAZE!

Sour Pitted Cherries(No.2 can) . 10c
7c
Corn Flakes

Plow Gear, 7-10-2 Trace Chains . . 65c
90c
71/2-10-2 Trace Chains
Agents for Washington Stoves & Ranges
and New Perfection Stoves.
Farming Tools
Wayne Feeds Highest market prices for Hams,
Eggs or Cream

M E

for.every need!

•

k

-----ie,=: -_Z•-_-_-:- ,

-

WHEN YOU
COME TO
HAZEL

ALL BUILDING MATERIALS

1

Be Sure to Make
Our Place
Your Headquarters

-•

11111111M111111111111119131111111

Blue Grass Lawn Mowers

$7.00

Atkins 6 ft. Tuttle Tooth Saw .

$6.25

Hart Is Elected Head
of French Fraternity

LARGEST STOCK

•

HAZEL LUMBER Co.

TURNBOW
DRUG CO.

J. W. DENHAM
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Cedar Knob News

Ce

her Saturday evening on heft eggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Willis neer
Buchanan moved Thursday to their
new home five miles on the other
side of Paris.
Olive Oyl, I sure enjoy reading
your letter and all the others written, although I'm not acquainted
with you and some of the other
writers. I would like to see each
writer and see if any of them were
better looking than I am.
Mrs.' Wiley Hatfield is at like
Mason Hospital and remains very

Hello, everyene. Here I come
again! How is everyone enjoying
the good sunshine?
• Mrs. Mary McClure and
Miss
Annie Willis spent Friday with
Mrs. Ada Ellis, helping her with
hog 'ding.
"Uncle Bud" Todd was at Freeland Store Friday afternoon.
Clyde Mitchell, Hubert Dick and
"Uncle Bud" Tociel Were in Murray
Friday morning.
Miss Mary Mitel)ell was a Friday
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
afternoon visitor of Miss Mary Lu- Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and childcille SimMons.
ren were Mr. and Mrs. Brown Flood
Mrs. Tennie Duncan was a Friday and daughter of Paris Rt. 3. Afternight visitor of her sister, Mrs. noon callers were Miss Mary MitchOren Simmons.
ell and Wilford Duke.
Miss Isernie Mae Simmons and
Brother Blakeley of Buchanan
brother, E. H.. were Saturday morn- ,Rt. I filled his , appointment at
ing callers of -Mrs. Ada Ellis and
I'Macedonia Sunday morning.
Miss Annie Miller.
Mr. and Mrs, Martin Flood and
Jessie McClure and Annie Willis children were Sunday visitors of
spent Tuesday and Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs: Rudy Flood.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis helping
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linn of Paris
them strip 'tobacco.
Rt. 3 are the proud parents of a
Mrs. Wiley Parker and daughter tine bahy girl born March 10th.
and Mrs. Kelly Parker spent ThursMartin and Brown Flood burned
day afternoon helping Mrs. Rudy a plant bed Monday.
Hendon in quilting.
Wilford
Mitchell and
Mathis
Mr. and Mrs. Rainey Lovins were. Entre of Providence were Sunday
`Thursday night visitors of Mrs. vests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
I.ovins' grandmother Mrs. Fannie 'Mitchell at Macedonia.
.
Wisehart.
Decey Mitchell was a Saturday
Johnnie Simmons and son, E. H., 'night visitor of Mr. and Mrs. Guthwere Thursday, afternoon callers of rie Osbron.
Bob Allbritteel•
Pete and Bernice Wisehart, Huclay McClure, Jess Dick and bert Dick, John Williams, Clyde
Sims Garner were in Paris Friday. and Clifton and Mary Mitchell and
Kentucky Bell wants te say hello Joe Anderson were Sunday mornto my sister of Paris Ht.' 3, Like to ing caller of Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie
see you Macedonia aiay. ,
Osbron.
Joe Anderson of Detroit arrived
Miss Ruby Mae Blakeley is runFriday afternoon at Macedonia to ning a beauty shop now at Hazel.
visit friends.
.
Garvin Flood has purchased a
Miss Sue Simmons of""lovidence new car.
spent part ofo the week- with her
Joe Anderson and Clifton Mitchaunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Hu- ell were callers of "Uncle Bud" Todd
bert Lamb, near Blood River.
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Dick. Mrs. I know a little cottage
James H. Gibson and daughter
Where everything's just right;
were in Ceneord Saturday.
The windows bloom with tulips,
.Mr. and Mrs. Noah Maynard and, At dusk there's candlelight.
,children of Cedar Knob spent Sat- The knotted oak beside it
urday in Murray.
Is nubbed with ivy leaves,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Gibson And honeysuckle tangles
and daughter were Saturday night
In clusters round the eaves.
and Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. The friendly gate swings open
Jess Dick.
Against a low stone wall
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and child- Where quaint old fashioned blosren, Pernie Mae and E. H., who had
soms
the flu, are imProvinb.
Design a Paisley shawl;
‘,
Clyde Mitchell and Joe Anderson And up the winding pathway
were in Murray Saturday.
•
The stones with moss are grown
Henry and Robert Ellis spent I love that little cottage
Saturday in Murray.
Because it is my own.—Ky. Bell.
John Duncan -was in Hazel, Saturday.
Home improvements, Including
-Hello cousin Fannie Clark-. of kitchens and storages, are being
Murray Route. 4. The—ttaitie-,-pet studied by homemakers in Boone
pigeon went to setting ;lid' I set county.

•

4.95
i4.00
xis

!ts
30

Id up
ld up
ld up

$7.00
$3.00
'rices.
:hen

SPECIAL

Children
It takes all kinde of children to
make g world,
And every child is some mother's
boy or girl.
Now, let's not say I don't like
Nfary or John.
But love every child as God loved
His son,
yr t .1• •.•
r
The boys and girls whom you call
so wild,
Who don't live the life, you'd
want for your child,
Maybe they weren't so fortunate
to keep mother and dad.
I am sure they would have been
different, if they had.
Or perhaps their homelife would
make you so sad.
If you only could know their
mother and dad.
Don't censure too harshly the
youth of our land.
Its parents whom God has placed
command.
God is calling us parents, so let us
arise.
And recondition and streamline
our lives.
To conform to the standard that
God has given,
Then, we can lead our boys and
girls to Heaven.
Each mother and dad has a
world of their own.
The world is a garden, the children the seed they've sown,
We reap what we sow some way
or how,
How sad the cry, "If I had known
then what I know now."
Some of the greatest critics we
have ever known,
Are men and women with no
children of their own.
They will lecture long and loud,
On how to reform this unruly
crowd.
But when you go into their homes
you'll find
A poodle dogie, or some other
kind.
The love and care that should go
to a child
They prefer to lavish on an animal wild.
.
So ladies and gents who have advice to give
Let some orphan come into your
home and live,
And prove your theory is not all
talk,
By a living example, that can
think and walk.
.By Louise Covelli,
Care, F. M. Pea.
Murray, Ky., Route 1,
WHAT DO YOU LIVE FOR'
By John Wright Holsapple,
Temple. Texas

$4.95
25c
. 13c
igly
. 10c
12/
1
2c

.

FOURTH MONDAY
IN MARCH

Order of Reference
Eunie Fuller Admx. of Rip PuHer,
Plaintiff
Vs. Order of Reference
Neva Story, Et Al.,
Defendants
It is ordered that this case be
referred to George Hart, Master
Commissioner of this court, to
take proof of claims against the
estate of Rip. Fuller, deceased,
and all persons holding claims
against said estate will present
same duly proven, before this
court's Master Commissioner on
or before the 8th day of April,
1940, Or be forever barred from
collecting same in any other manner except through this suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk of
said court this 13th day of March,
1940.
OTIS LOVINS,
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court

Priced $5.00 and up. These sets are realbargains,

65c
90c
anges

come in and see for yourself while you are in town

Dols

Also, we have new radio battery sets, priced at
$24.50 complete.

Monday.

wHy suffer from Colds?

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE
COMPANY
South Side Court Square

For quick
relief from
cold symptoms
take 668
Liquid-Tablets-Salve-Nose

One Hundred Votes

My choice for Queen of the Movies is

Phone 56

Drops

$7.00
We Invite Our
Many Farmer
Friends to Visit
Our Modern Plant
When You're in
Town.

Observe Trade Day
But Don't Trade
Away Cows From
Calloway.

$6.25

HOES,
LE.

•

ristrar
ate ieachers
reen. Ky

We Can't Qualify as Farm Experts, But We-Believe
That Good Dairy Cattle Are—As Always—One of

IfEWS

•

the Greatest Assets in This County .
•

We recommend that you call for Sunburst Pasteurized Milk
when you eat in town.

mins serlou

Murray Milk Products Co.
—!Ace 191 —

Frances
ind
Saturday.

Address
Balloting Boxes have been placed in the following places:
Post Office, Court House (Sheriff's Office), National Hotel,
Bank of Murray, People's Bank, College Post Office and the Hut.

100

Contest Closes 6:00 P..M. April 13

100
•

100-0

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner,
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Potato planting time is almost
here. Records long kept at the
Experiment Station indicate that
for the latitude of Lexington it lies
between March 15 and April 10.
For the couties at the northern edge
of the state, these dates are one
week later, and for those along the
Tennessee border, 10 days to two
weeks earlier.
To plant potatoes before their
time is dangerous because of freezing risk, and if enough extra soil
covering is given to protect the
seed, the delay in coming up that
results, may easily put them behind
potatoes planted later but covered
More shallowly, the cold being no
longer a -factor,
On the other hand, if potatoes are
planted too late, their time for setting tubers may come after the
spring rains are over and the yield
vaill be light. However, the unpleasant consequences from late
planting may be lessened somewhat
by covering the seed pieces just
enough to keep sunlight off them,
filling the seed furrow at the first
cultivation. But; it does appear
that the potatoes planted on schedule give the more satisfactory
crops.
In discussing the features that
constitute satisfactory potato raising it is difficult not to become
superlative about each, for all are
important and interdependent, but
for this time only the soil is to be
the topic. The matter of seed, its
quality and treatment, and the rest,
will appear in later columns.
Ideal potato land is sandy loam,
with enofigh humus to keep it from
drying out and baking. But, "ideal"
land is not an absolute necessity,
as hundreds of acres of potatoes
annually testfy, whose soil runs
the gamut, from distinctly heavy
clay, up. It appears to be a matter
ofpl
lanagement, rather than of soil
ty
provided there is humus.
0 e way to start is to plow in
the fall to secure the benefits of
winter freezing, but turning under
a heavy coat of stable manure. Another is to break in February (six
weeks before planting), turning
under a generous coat of green
manure, a cover crop, or stable
manure.
Plowing should ,,ke deep, 10 inches or even deeper, to make reservoir for the moisture a heavy crop
of potatoes uses.
Breaking dene at a time when
freezing weather is soon to follow,
may be distinctly wet and "slick,"
but those whom such opportunity
has escaped must wait to "catch"
a time. Of these, this year, the
number is legion, for winter breaking opportunities have been few.

100

"WE'RE IN THE MOVIES"
QUEEN CONTEST'

I NOMINATE

Paris Saturday afternoon.
Mollie Downey visited Mrs. Maggie Burton Saturday night:
R. Hutson was in Calloway Saturday looking at homes for sale.
We were glad to hear that Etilos
Scarbrough is back at home and
trust she is much improved from
her recent illness.
Mrs. Bess Parks quilted some
for Mrs. Kasie Allbritten ecently
We are hoping that en gh children have moved near 4t. Pleasant to start the school iis year.
School was dismissed christmas
because so many childrek moved
Several gighildren
away.
front
around Mt. Pleasant missed many
days of school because the bus
that carried them to Buchanan
after Christmas couldn't make its
run on account of bad roads.
Marrelle Williams has been on
the sick list for several days.
—Sweet Pea

Letter to Editor
Oklahoma City, Okla.
March-I2, 1940
Dear, Waylon:
4 am mailing you under separate
cover a copy of this enonth's
Friendly News, a little paper we
publish and mail out to mow. customers.
Thought you might be
interested in seeing it. As you
will note, there are three of us
from Calloway county—Robert Barber. Ralph Jones and myself,
Red Burdette is out here playing with a professional basketball
team. He is doing nicely and still
dropping the old ball through the
hoop. .
Best regards.
.
Herman Broach

Puryear Route 2
William Green Shankle passed
away March 16. He was 89 years.
5 months and 11 days old. He left
a host of relatives and friends to
mourn his passing.
Clois and R. C. McCree spent
Sunday afternoon ifl the home of
Genie McFadden.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Roberts Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McCree and
children attended the funeral of Mrs. McCree's grandfather. Will
Shankle, at Oak Hill, Sunday.
Mrs. James Hart and Mrs. Clifton Evans visited Mrs. Alvin McCree Saturday afternoon,
Billy Stephens remains critically
ill at Nobles Hospital in Paris.
Claude Clark spent a few days.
with Elsa Stephens last week.
Frances McFadden of the Buchanan community is staying with
her grandfather, Guthrie McFadden, and attending school at Rowse.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

Bronchitis, acute or chronic, Is an
Inflammatory condition of the mucous membranes lining the bronchial
tubes. Creomulsion goes right to the
seat of the trouble to looserrgerm
laden phlegm,increase secretion and
aid nature to soothe and heal raw,
tender, inflamed bronchial mucous
membranes.Tell your druggist to sell
you a bottle of Creomulsion with the
understanding that you are to like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION

forCoughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

St

FOR SPRING
AND EASTER

PHONE 567

Sunny Tennessee
News
There were several plant beds
burned last week and if the weather is pretty there will be quite a
bit of work carried on this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlick Huts&
and children visited Mr and Mrs.
Grady Housden, Sunday.
Mrs. Noma Housden and- son
were visitors of Susie Oliver and
Gloria Ann Friday afternoon. Mrs.
Jim Simmons visited the Olivers
Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Petty. Pete
Hutchens and Henry Hutson were
visitors in the Vick home in Tennessee Saturday and Sunday.
Ivie Bishop, Grady Housden and
Truman Oliver were visitors in

We Make Your Suits
Look Like New!

JONES CLEANERS
Garnett Jones

—

Tom Redden, Mgr.

—

Wells Purdom

1000

MISS
•

Address
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QUEEN OF THE MOVIES
FOR

"WE'RE IN THE MOVIES1000

1000

Farm Notes

•

i. Eleering.,_df
.sts Satser-r Mrs DeerBall, and „Mr.

100

READ-TII6 CLASSIFIEDS.

• NEULE DAY
BARGAINS

We have several Radio Battery Sets - Good as new

Vaughn and
ner's parents,
rVaughn. Su)

The life of Murray will be par-!for the movie gu
. een is made availtrayed in the epic of the year in the able by the nominating ballot
moving picture "We are in the primed below. A thounind votes
Movies" which will ,e shown on will be credited to each person
April 15 and 16, at the College nominated for the movie queen
Auditorium of the Murray State contest. Additional votes may be
Teachers College.
secured from this newspaper that
The motion picture production, will run a printed ballot each week
which will be about two hours in until the showing "We are in the
length, is sponsored by the Lions Movies." A large number of enClub of Murray, under the direc- trants have already been nomintion of Arthur W. Cole, represent- ated. After clipping the nominaing the John B. Rogers Producing tion ballot from this paper, either
mail it to the Lions Club, National
Company of Fostoria, Ohio.
.
Mr. Cole, in an interview Tues- Hotel, or place it in one of lie folday, stated that the actual filming lowing locations: Post Office, Court
of this production
begin House (Sheriff's Office), National
would
about March 25 under the super- Hotel, Bank of Murray, Peoples
vision of their own professional Bank, the College Post Offce, and
cameramen, who will shoot all the Hut. Not more than one nomtheir pictures on the streets of ination credit will be•given to each
Murray and in the local business contestant.
The girl receiving 'the largest
houses, who are participating in
helping to make this production number of votes will be crowned
queen
of the movies, with her
possible. Shots will be made off
court, by mayor Geo. Hart at the
the local cjvic clubs, the mayor and
his 'council, churches, on the Col- premiere showing of "We are in
lege campus. Additional shots will the. Movies." Chairmen of the
be made in which the locations movie queen Contest for the Lions
will be announced at a later date. Club are lArold C. Curry and M.
G. Forster. Anyone wanting addiThe Lions Club ia sponsoring tional information, contact
the
this production for the benefit /of chairmen or any
member of the
their Blind and Sight Conservation Lions'
Club.
work, proceeds of which will be
All contestants for the movie
spent in furnishing glasses to un- queen
contest are requested to atderprivileged children. They are tend an informal
meeting at the
also planning to take pictures of National
Hotel Wednesday evening
the students of the high school, at 7:30 p. m., for
additional explaTraining Schoot end College. ._,
nation on the movie queen contest.
Mr. Cole has made arrangements Refreshments will be furnished by
to interview applicants who wish the Lioni Club.
to take part in this production at
The rules of the Movie Queen
the National Hotel Friday after- contest are as follows:
noon, 2 p. m. If you would like
I. All contestants must be from
to be "in the movies" or if you Murray or local vicinity.
know of anyone whom you thk
2. All girls must be 16 yeers of
would be Hollywood material, send age or over.
their, name to Mr. Cole or any
3. Only one 1000 vote nominating
member of the Lions Club.
credit will be given each girl.
It is pi:(im(d to have the first
4. A coupon worth 100 votes will
shots made Monday, March 25. bet- be in each issue of the Ledger and
ter known as "Mule Day". Pictures Times until the close of tie contest.
of all the visitors, both human- and
5. Ballot boxes have been placed
animal. When you come to town in the Bank of Murray, Peoples
Monday, look for the cameraman, Bank, Post Office, Courthouse, Naand be sure you get your picture tional Hotel, College Post Office,
in "We are in the Movies.- Pic- and the Hut.
tures of prize winning mules and
6. Contest closes April 13, 6:00
horses will be made.
p. m.
Plans are being laid now to reThe following have been nominceive invitations from Hazel. Kirk- ated by their friends and relatives
sey, Lynn Grove, and Benton to and each have received 1,000 votes
take scenic shots in those localities. to date:
.Eleanor Gatlin, Kathleen Winter,
Who will be the queen of the ,Dorothy Schultz. Sue Farmer. Jane
movies in the Lions Club motion Seay. Mary Frances Johnson, Patpicture production."We are in the ricia Mason, Charlotte Burns, Nancy
Movies"? That is what all Murray Norris, Isabelle Waldrop, . Madge
wants to know. You don't have to Patterson,.Mary Nee Farmer, Labe beautiful, or shapely. or wear nelle Siress, Nancy Whitnell, Franbathing suits, but you have the op- ces Sledd, Louise Shackleford,
portunity to act in this epic of our Mayme Ryan, Jane Veale, Jane
community. A popularity contest Sexton, Rebecca Robertson,

"I live for those who love me,
I live for those I love.
I live for God above me
In whom I live and move."

10c
7c

L. Wimberly.
aw, Paul and
• Springville.
rmer's sister.
r. Farris and

Lions Club to Sponsor Motion Picture
of Murray With Movie Queen Contest

of fact, the trees that are left unpruned are the ones that become
beautiful trees over a long period
of years.
"The soft or water maples are
the trees most generally pruned
on account of the belief that they
must be headed back every year
or two. While it is true that this
tree is rather soft, nevertheless
when left alone and not pruned it
grows into A rather large beautiful
tree. Look around, and plenty of
them can be seen that never have
been pruned."

County Agent John T. Cochran
announces farm meetings to be held
according to schedule given below.
All farmers and their wives are
urged to be present.
Friday. March 22
Blakely, 1:30 p. m.; Kirksey, 7:00
p.
Tuesday, March 26
Brooks Chapel, 1:30 p. m.: Stone
School, 1:30 p. m.; Faxon, 7:00 p.
m.; Hazel, 7:00 p. m.
Wednesday, March 27
Palestine, 1:30 p. m.; Backusburg.
1:30 p. m.; New Concord, 7:00 p. m;
Lynn Grove, 7:00 p. m.
Thursday, March 28
We miss the grades very much,
Taylor's Store, 1:30 p. m ; Pottertown, 7:00 p. m.
although we shall be busy the reFriday, March 29
mainder of the- term, and feel that
Vancleve, 1:30 p. m.: Murray
we shall ever be thinking of them.
(Agent's Office), 7:00 p. m.
We certainly feel proud of our
SAYS SHADE TREES
student body and faculty, as we
NEED NO PRUNING won first place in the county on
our music events.
We ranked
N. R. Elliott, landscape specialist second
in the county in all speakat the University of Kentucky Col- ing
events.
lege of Agriculture, advises home
owners not to prune shade trees. ' We are preparing for the district
For the most part, he says, shade meet which will be held' at Mur,
trees around the home are what ray March 22 and '23.
might be called self-pruning.
Our debate team, composed of
"Altogether too common is the Nell and Josephine Suiter, won a
belief that shade trees must be victory over Murray High School
mutilated every spring," says Prof last Friday.
Elliott. "All one has to do is to do
The seniors have completed the
is to look around to see trees that order
for their invitations and
have been so damaged that they
caps and gowns.
can never recover. One see stubs
The pictures have been made for
that were once beautiful branches.
Around the cut ends are a flood of the Almo yearbook.
Members of the sophompre class
small limbs, and often decay has
set in, and in a few years the tree are working on the filay, "Good
Gracious
Grandma," which will be
wiii be'dead.
"Every spring men go about com- given March 29. Miss Jones is
munities convincing home owners coaching the play.
Mr. Lassiter has changed the
that their trees should be pruned.,
Such men measure the effectiveness class schedule so that we can get
of their work by the amount of' out an hour earlier in the afterbrush they remove. As a matter noon.

We Are Ready
To Serve You
With A Complete
Line of

Almo High School

NEW METHOD

Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Etc.
We are pleased to announce we are now carrying a complete line of Guaranteed quality New Method Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Stains, etc. We believe
we are offering the most outstanding Paint values in quality- and price ever
known in this community. The New Method Paint Company and ourselves
doubly Guarantee your satisfaction with these Paints or your money will be
refunded without argument. Come in and let us figure your Paint needs—
you'll find quality products at reasonable prices.
Ask About the New Method Time Payment Plan

On Your Pointing Needs

Sexton Bros. Hardware Co.
Murray, Kentucky
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"Aunt Missouri" Wilson is imMrs. 0. T. Paschall, Mrs. Oche
• Morris. Mrs. Maurine Pasc•h,il!
proving at this writing.
Miss 'Mildred Rogers attended' and Mary Catherine Morrie e
the singing at Sinking Spring in the home of Mrs. Ben
last week /assisting her in quilt.
Hello to all! We are on the
The - sitIging convention which Sunday. •
mg.
air again.
'eras held at Sinking Spring Bap- -0.- T.. Paschall Purchased and Thole on the sick list down our
- wt. and Mrs. turtle Holley and .
tist Church Sunday was a splen-',hauled some corn Tiiesday.
way are M. C. Guerin, master
son. triank. visited Mrs. Holley's '
did success. It was a -fine, sunDr. Jones was called to see M- parents; near Conyersville, Sun- I
James H. Steele and Miss Mildred
shiny day and a lot of fine sing- ale Miss Bobby Nell Jones 'TuesElkins, Lowell Steele is in a
ers—quartets, duets, solos—filled day who was ill with bronchitis day.
hospital at Richmond, Ky., having
Holton Byars burned a plantbed
the program. And 1 must cOrnpli- .and asthma.
his eyes treated.
!tient Miss Ruth Byars of Fulton, . Mrs. Je55 Holly was a guest in Saturday.
Roy Scarbrough' visited his wife,
Robbie Jones, Oat Paschall and
Ky., for the piens • solo, also the the home of Mrs Christene Smith
who is in a hospital at HopkinsBen Byars went to mill Saturday
duet sung by her and and her lit- Monday afternoon'
yule, last week-end.
tle sister. I learned by getting
Golden Lock was glad to see lit-, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Paschall
Bro. Tillman Taylor filled his
acquainted with her that she is a tle Bobby Lynn Key in Murray a and baby boy spent one night last
week in the home of ,Mr,.and Mrs.
appointment at. Pleasant Valley
cousin of mine. Miss Byars gets few days
o.
John
second
Jones
and
family.
ability
oreompliments
Sunday at 11 a. m. and at
her
on
a lot
Mrs. Dalias Lassiter and Mrs.
730 p. m,
ry to learn of the illneas of
as a pianist. She will -be at Mur- Gleaner Byars have been has* torc
Wilbu'rn Lewis. Mope he improves
ray at. the big singing iii the near quilting for the past few daysBro. Lloyd Wilson was at Pine
I
feture.
Bluff last Saturday and Sunday.
- Glad Unlearn Mr. and Mrs. Dal- rapidly..
Rubye
and
Barbara
Jean
Orr
las
Lassiter
Nance
Mrs.
Clore
are new -subscribers
and
Miss
Most all the farmers- have sold
cough,
. Gaither Hall were all day visitors to the Ledger' &
r-cion't have whooping—Golden
their tobacco and money is,klentiLeek
'áfMrs. Martha- Paschall' Sunday. think any •one would make ti miss
ful around here nbw.
"Aunt Jennie" Jones and Mrs. Sake in subscribing fur this grand ,
A large crowd attended the
Luther Farris celebrated a birth- weekly newspaper.
funeral services Sunday, March 10.
day, March 15. fterelr--"ttielaing - Doyce Morris was a Sunday
of -George Elkins. He was 93
them many more happy birthdays. afternoon- visitqr of Joe 'Thomas . Well, we are having some. nice
years old and lived most of his
Master Bonet! Key is minus a Foster Sunday, March 10. Mr. and sunshiny days which makes us
life in the southeast., part of this
nestetiat as some one, through mis- Mrs. August Wilson were guests think Spring will soon be here.
county, -but at the time of his
take *I'm sure. took &melt's hat in the Fcster home -the same day. The men have been busy burning
delth was living in Marshall counin place Of their own. Bonen - Mr.'and Mrs. Virgil Paschall pliutibects, sowing grass and Jap
ty.
Burial was in the Fakes
would like for the finder of his were guests in the home of Mr. seed. The women are busy gathgraveyard.
hat to return it to him. He. is the and Mrs. Elmer Paschall Monday" ering up eggs and setting hens.
Eleanor Poe ell and Fred Astaire in -Broadway Melody of 1940"
-Well, at last the bridge at Braneldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert dight.
George Miller is still confined
Today and Friday at the Varsity.
don's Mill is in again, so. now we
Key. '
Otley Paschell visited little Miss 'to his bed. He has been ill with
are on the map once more and
Paul Gargus tests .cream Wed- Bobby Nell Jones, who ia ill. Tues- flu and pneumonia. •
Hale returned home with them for still located at the east end of
.
nesdays. Saturdayn and fourth -day.
-Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Richardson
Highway No. 280, so Come' on
s•isit.
Mondays in 'Murray
Mr. ane Mrs. Jesse Holley and are rejoycing over the arrival of a
&
Carson's grtscery and at Wiswell Mr. and "Mrs. Rudy Hall were new girl baby.
Mr. and Mrs. LUbe Brown, down and 'see us. We think ait is
.every Tuesday and Friday. lie is Sunday. guests .of .Mr. and Mrs.
Charles ,Humphreys and Mr. and the !lest place in the world.
A large crewel attended the
I can stand in my yard and see
-back on his route of gathering Earl Paschall of Lynn. Greve.
Mies Hester' 'Hugh Brown were
singing
convention at
Sinking
s• • cream and ecerning just as near' From what I hear about Mrs. Spring church last Sunday afterMrs. Sarah Srriotherman visited dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. the grounds and buildings of four
-ea,ch home as Possible. When the Lala Miller's- new garden.she will noon.
Several visiting quartets with Mrs. Perry Armstrong Fri- Will Phillips Sunday and visited churches and three schools, and
roads permit he will .make the I soon be having plenty to eat.
'heir
mother and grandmother, can see Pine Bluff with all its
took part in the singing and some day afternoon and spent
the night Mrs. Vick Miller
same reuse -he- did 14st year..4 -Mrs._ El•onie Passehall waited Mrs. good class lenth.t'S irony-out-ofin the afternoon. green pines. I can also see the
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Story.
Miss Connie Lamb spent' most of !Lewis Cosby and Miss Connie county v,tre ,also. present.
United States lights on the river
Miss Carrie Hart of Murray. is
Mrs.
Story
is
one
of
Mrs.
Smotherlast week with her stater. Mrs.' L.!Lamb for ,a while Thursday mornMrs. Clara. Todd is on the sick man's
spending a few weeks with her any time at night.
former
students.
-Mrs.
W. Cosby.
ing.
list.
.
Smotherman also visited with Mr. mother, Mrs. Nera Hart and fam- -- And soon you will be able to
hear the rap of a "fair" hit baseRalph Richardson- and 'family and
Mrs.
Bunk
•••••••••••••••=....m...••••••=4...ma...m...m....m.••••••••••=.•••••
Clark.
Mrs. ily.
have moved to the place owned Snaetherman is
Mrs. John Story who has been ball_ which is the sweetest music
planning to move
in the world 'to me. But now to
by Mrs. Pepe Pate.
to her home this week after spend- in poor health for some time, was
the sad part. The United States
The., roads are getting so that ing the past three
months with greeting friends at Sinking Spring says
we must leave all this and
cars can travel them again in this Mrs. S. V. Miller.
We regret Sunday.
go somewhere else—we - know not
.community after being so -isgel
seeing her go.
Nemo Kay, little daughter of Mr. where.' But
since Christmas. We are still hopwe have
another
The Calloway County Singing and Mrs. Ruel Clark, of Murray. is year or two, so let's make the best
ing to get the PWA road from
pendi'ng'
Convention
which was held at this
a few days 'with her of that while we can.
Harris Grove to Providence church
efinrch Sunday..was 'a grand suc- .aandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Bunk
So, if you want_10 take a day
graveled this spring.
cess. A gc,od attendance in Sun- Clark.
off, .come to .the Bluff—the pest
So-long, will see you later.
•School
.
The
day
After
Wortian's
Sunday
Missionary,
School
Society place in the county to spend an
—Beetle Bug
good singing was enjoyed until 11 met at This place Mardi the sixth outing and Jesse McCage will
o'clock.
Then
Bro.
Lawrence' to conduct its regular .program. have a fish if you wish to take
preached a great sermon on There were 18 present. This group one home with you and Cullie
"What Think ,Ye of Christ." The nas added four new members in and Lowell will always have a
N. G. Pace was carried to the largest crowd that ever attended the last two meetings. They also smile for you.
Mason hospital last Tuesday. His aervices at this place was present. met last week for the week of . This is enough of this as one
condition seems to be- growing Tour loud speakers were erected oaryer.
• can't live on dreams so we will go
worse,
for the convenience of the petiole
to work and cut some stovewood
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Johnston of who couldn't get inside. Good
so we will be able tei fill a few
Murray were recent guests of Mr. quertets form various parts of this
of the orders we have on hand.
and Mrs. J. V. Alford.
state and Tennessee were on pro—Old Crip
Because of the rainy' season, it
The local Eastern Star_ -Chap- g-r a in.
Among t hem w,e r e
ter met ,Tuesday..'March .12. for its Vaughan's Sacred Four - •Quartet looks like plantbeds are going to
rczular meeting.
and Duet. Rock Springs Quartet, be late this year except those
R. M. Gardner. rural carrier. Sugar Creek Quartet The Ken- ;duct_ weze burned last fall.
and Mrs. Lewis Paschall and
In memory of Gertha Eamon
has been ill for several days but is tucky
Quartet. Parks 'Quartet
and Clovis Bradley who departed this life March 17,
now able to be out again.
Kirksey Quartet. Armstrong Quar- baby. A.
N. A. Lawrence' and family cele- tet. Byars Sisters Duet. Wilkerson spent last" Sundayas the. guests 1939.
One year, ago today was indeed
heated a' birthday occasion Sun- Sisters Duet. Adams Duet, and- a of their aunt, Mrs. Mabon Myles
sad,to us for, Jesua took our dearday. March 10. at- the home of lot of good class songs leaders. Ru- of BOydsville.
Ado/phus Paschall is very .ill est- one away to peace and rest.
Weldon Lyles and family near dolph. Howard was elected presiet
"No one knows just how we miss
irkeey.
dent and Orfeltey seeretary of the with head trouble.
Mrs. Jimmie Paschall has been
her,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Clark returned Calloway—Singing Convention to
•
quilting
for
the
past
tv
4#o
weeks. Only those who have had the trial.
to Hardin last week from Missouri succeed Dave Parks and Miss.. Zera
Laropkins
and
Clovis
Others
Shirley
To
okalorget
the
where they have spent the winter. Parks, respectively. sorrow
J. C. Edwards. locaf hasher; has 6 We wish to send-Penally thanks Bradley visited in the home of And soon meet you with a smile
been on..thea sick list for several Flair the beautiful basket of flowers John Paschall Wednesday night But,, we never will forget her—
days. and hie plaie at the shop is sent by Mrs. A. 0. W,00ds to the at whieh times games furnished She 'is always on our mind.
entertainment.
Not until we reach heaven
being filled by Dock Nentnio.:
convention. At her securest they
Mr.- 'and --Mrs.- Lewis Paschal No such friend will we find:
Miss Lerline Ross visited her were . sent `after
the ,services to were Thursday night guests
of But some day we'll be united
sister. Miss Edna Ross, in Padu- some of the people who were unthe former's uncle. John Little- In that bright' and happy land,
cah fla.et week.
able to attend the convention. They ton.
Never more to say goodbye.
A community quilting Was held were sent to *Mrs. Della Starks.
THIS is a ,ezt,:on for fun. Be young-, be gay . ..
Mrs. Ruth Paschall. who has been But to walk the golden strand."
at the school building last Tues- Mrs. H. S. Wilkerson.
George on the sick list for the past several
Written by Father and Mother.
enjoy-the birds.- the .bees. the fresh Spring air, for
day week. Some 15 or 20 women Windsor, Mrs. C. W. Lawrence. ,
days is improved.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Egmon
were present and quilted three
it's a lovely Spring and meant for enjoyment. Put
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harmon were
Want 'to say hello_ to all the
quilts for the benefit of the school:
on your best clothes and stroll in the sunshine, tir
weekend
visitors
with
Mrs.
Har- folks around Protemus and also. A cattle Improvement program in
Mrs. Katie Covington. of- Murhop in the car 'for a spin in the budding country.
ray 'visited MT. and Mrs. Guy mon's parents. Mr. a,„114rs. Hale to Mrs. Ander Armstrong. So Livingston county includes testing
'Alm'.
of
near
Mffs
Catherine
long,—Brewn Eyes.
for disease.
Whatever you choose to do, though. Superior vill
Ira-an last week.
Rev. W. T. M. Jones and Mrs_
help you do it. We perform the important task
Jones. and Mr. and --Mrs. Sartergel
of 'imiki-r.g your clothes match spring in freshness
Nanney of Olive attended a MethoT
"WE THOUGHT WE VOCLDN.
and cleanliness.
dist district -meeting at Dresden.
AFTORD
Bt-r oNt
Tenn. last week.
01 THE LOWEST PRICED CARS
Marvin Jones was in Paducah
Wednesday morning on- business.
I

Around Paschall
School

Pine Bluff News

Harris Grove-

Sinking Spring
News
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TAKE A FLING
THIS SPRING!
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ONE
BIRD
to
By MARTHA GARDNER
One pretty day like Sunday was "How did you like it?" most of
will bring all the ladies to the real- them say, "It was really good", or
ization that gardening - must•be "I liked it a lot". Then every few
started at once. Daffodils are al- days you hear someone tell some
ready making bright spots in the little incident that impressed him
sheltered spots on lawns and in deeply or someone asks if you regardens. For the person who needs member when Scarlet did this or
a tall plant to use as a screen be- that or another person points out
fore an old fence, or building, or, that Rhett's expression at a certain
just for the beauty of it, there is time was very unusual. It strikes
the Mexican sunflower. It grows me that it closely resembles the
even taller than our ordinary sun- plight of a soldier who has seen
flower and the blossom is that Mex- active service In war—he doesn't
ican red with a green genter and is talk voluably on the subject but
about three or four inches in dia- it's an experience that will live
meter., This flower makes a lovely .with him always and come out bit
bouquet, too, especially when used 'by bit.
in a vase the color of the center.
The stem is quite porous so it natNothing gives a boost to the lagurally demands plenty of room and ging appetite this time of year like
lots of water when used in a bou- a good crisp salad which adds a
quet.
touch of spring to any meal. The
following recipe for such a concocThis is a spring of excessive cos- tion is easy to make and on the Intume jewelry. No suit lapel should expensive side, too.
SPRING SALAD
be without its decoration of some
1 cup uncooked macaroni
sort and usually the more elaborate
1 cup shreddeet, cabbage
the piece the more chic it is. Flow1 cup cubed American cheese
ers are used in profusion—on hats
and as nosegays. The color com- Se cup chopped sweet pickles
unpeeled large red apple, diced
binations are riotous. Don't let
Boiled salad dressing.
anyone tell you a certain color or
Cook macaroni in boiling salted
style is "the best" for the season,
for there are solids, prints, plaids, water until tender. Drain and rinse
stripes, in dark shades and pastel in cold water. Chill. Meanwhile
colors. There are big plaids and combine cabbage, which has been
little checks, wide stripes and nar- crisped in cold water, with the
row! In fact, which ever looks cheese, pickles and apple. Add the
best on you and suits your type best salad dressing and toss. Serves 8.
will be most stylish for you and
Call for REELFOOT BRAND
there is something for every type.
Pure Pork Sausage. There is none
Have you noticed the effect on better. Made by—
those who saw the picture "G011e BRYNCiLDS PACKING COMPANY
UNION CITY. TENNESSEE
With the Wind..? To the question.

Hardin and Vicinity

1

Cottage Grove Rt. 2

Dress-up and
go Forth to
enjoy Easter

PHONE
44

In Metnoriam

1

'We cordially invite you to take advantage of our
family laundry service throughout the year. Shortcuts resulting filom our long experience and scientifically operated plant help to make our service
economical. AT YOUR SERVICE ALWAYS.

1
.1

•

,

Murray Laundry
PHONE 303

ItstfOLDSMOBILEI

SUPERIOR

Laundry & Dry Cleaners
"Send Your Cleaning With Your Laundry"

We Call for and Deliver

The reason REELFOOT SAUSAGE ie better than other sausages
Is because of the special attention
given it in using choice cuts of
pork, and the uniform seasoning
and grinding puts it in a ciass all
by itself. Made by—
REYNOLDS PACKING COMPANY
• UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

FOR ONLY A FEW DOLLARS MORE!

.g5
-BET WHEN WE WMPARED PRICES.
WE FOUND WE COULD EASILV OWN
THIS BIG,BEACTIFTL OLDSMOBILE!"

Fitts Fits You and
Your Pocketbook!
Leather
••••••

WORK SHOES
Ball Band

A Close Out

TOBACCO
CANVAS,

'MEN'S 8-oz.

Good Quality
Good Selvedge

OVERALLS

YD.

e.
MEN'S

2c

UP

PRINTS

DRESS I-10ES
& OXFORDS

Sanforized

98`
CRETONNES

5'10`

in New Spring
Colors.

$1.98 &"

COMPARE OLDS WITH
LOR7g.TTPRICED
CARS.FOR ONLY A
PEIV DOLLARS'
IlV COST.OLDS'
MORE
GIVES rou A SVEL4Ljr
OP A LOT MORS
12V
RVE'RITEIIIVO
* Olds prices
for Sedans, begin at $807 for Coupes, $853
delivered at Lansing,
Prices include
Michigan.
Bumpers, Spare Wheel
Tube, Dual
Tire,
Trumpet Horns,
Hood-Lock,
Instrnment Panel
Automatic Choke Vacuum
Pump,Safety
Booster
Gla is. Chrome
Window Reveals.
Tranapoetatton
local taxes (if based on rail rate5. state and
any), optional
equipment aqd
accessories—extra. Prices
subject to change
iv,tbout notice.
A

SHIRTINGS

5` 8v2c 10`

W. S. FITTS 81 SON
A Dollar Will Go a Long Way. With Us

E. Main

WOK IFFIAT YOU GET
FOR ONLYA FEW .
DOLLARS MORE

Everyone's talking about Oldsmobile's
stunning style!

OLDS SM..' Any way you mea-

You get more dynamic performance than
other low-priced cars can offerl

OLDS POWER P Power in the Oldsmobile Sixty is stepped up to 95 H. P.

OLDs QCALITY"I Oldsmobile gives
you dozens of features usually found
in the higher priced cars only. As an example, 1500% Full-Pressure Lubrication.

O,JJtIRZSTIGSP Oldsmobile

sure. Oldsmobile is• really HIG car. Its
overtrall length it 10 inches!

OLDS compact.I' Oldsmobile is

has beanlamous for leadership in style
and engineering for over forty years. It's
• car you're proud to drivel

OLDS Sri%IF: 1' Long the•Styleader,
Oldsmobile is known'again this year as
"the best looking car on the road."

die only car with the Rhythmic Ride—
the lowest priced ar in America with
modern coil springs all around.

Algae .ECON0.11fIr THAT
COMPARES' 147ro fiit EMS?

01410S1127HIE

• azox 7ge Road"

eot-

GENERAL MOTORS
VALUE
Help promote
sorety..-clim your lights
when patting!

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

103 East Main St.,

St*

Murray,.1iy.
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your last chance to get the Lednight with Mr. and Mrs. D.
of his father, Irvan Cochran, Sunger & Times two years for only
day.
13
'
14'
one dollar. This splendid, illusRobbie Steele spent Saturday
John
Paschall spent Sunday
Rain.
more rain, plenty of rain!
As "Red" has been absent for a
— trated newspaper is worth many
.
night and Sunday
with Edith
night as the guest of Mr. and
Thunder and lightning, too! .
The wind Month of March is times the price, fur your wife and
few weeks she will try and write
Thompson.
Mrs.
Francis
Deering of Paris.
•
Hello everybody! This is my
here with its changeable attitudes. children. We once had an unedufew lines.
a
Quilting is the order ,of the day
Ruble Thurman :s reported seri- With
Parvin Jones was in Murray on
?That Watkins Girl!"
Birds are arriving from Dixieland cated neighbor. Just because he
There is ofiite a lot of sickness first time to write for the Ledger
the women. The men, who
We
ill
hope
at
this writing.
& Times.
And what a girl! We shall not ously
by the thousands. •liguring on himself could not read, he refused
in this neighborhood.
have not already done sue- are business Saturday.
It has been raining so much
raising large families, and the to allow -a newspaper in his home, describe her, but-we invite you to for him a speedy recovery.
Shirley Lampkins, Mr. and Mrs.Dick Vinson of Dill's store neighburning plantbeds and hoping that
mourning doves are singing their which was equivolent to a crime. Sec 'That. Watkins Girl" Saturday
Mr. aria Mrs. Johnnie Steele weather conditions
around here that anyone hasn't
will permit Tom Lampkins were in Lynnville borhood, has double pneumonia.
night,
March 23. at this school. spent Saturday night with Mr. them to get tsarted on their year's Saturday en business.
doleful stags. Yes, and Horace Gone with the wind!
Clifton 13arrett's . boy, Thomas, had a chance tu plant their gar•
This junior play, a 3-act comedy- and Mrs. Lynn Ferguson.
Churchill's
cray(craw)fish, a re
Mr. :MCI Mrs. Albert Harding was carried to the Mason Hospital, dens. Piecing quilts and quilting
It is remargably strange how &arta, sponsored
by Mrs. Doherty,
Neva Ferguson spent
screaming in sloughs and quagEva
and
is the Order cif the day with the
The sunshine would be real nice visited the former's parents, Mr. Murray, Sunday morning.
astronomers can foretell precisely will be an
viorke
evening's entertainment the weekend with Edith Gibson.
mirett in great multitudes, ancl like
Frank Miller's folks of this creek women.
on Mrs. Martha Paschall's baby and Mrs. Utley Hardin, last weekwhen and where an eclipse of sun chuck full of
the Hebrey children, hanged his
merriment. The cast
Izetta Knight was a caller of chicks.
nave the flu. They are some betend.
Miss Maud Ross is on the sick
or moon will occur. On this of characters
harp on the weeping willow tree.
follows:
Tillie Eldridge Sunday afternoon.
Jimmie Paschall and son, Elisha terat
list at this writing. We hope she
at 2:30 p. in, the sun
7
Apra
These
helping
Mrs.
Reva
and
Luther Pogue will preach at
Lubie Roberts visited Robert
Dr.
thiswr
o
f
Dover,
Crow,
wasicalled
Dan
Watkins,
an
old
were
timer
in
in
Puryear
Sunday.
recovers soon.
will be turned into darkness. Are
Mrs. Martha Paschall quilt last
to see 'Maudie Lou Carr last week. -• Mrs: Charlie -Fennel spent the
mining, Barkley Jones; Sourdough Bucy Sunday afternoon.
Friendship Sun- you lisiening?
Mildred Lassiter left Sunday week were Mrs. Erma Jones, Mrs.
Ma
udie
has
improved
some.
Pala
an
old
Dan's
pal,
-Euminer.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Howell
Robert
Carney. head-man at
day at 10:45 a.
Quitman Key, Mrs. Leroy Key,
Mrs. D H. Boyle of Byrd's Creek Starks and •family last Friday.
gene Jones; Tommy,-Dan Watkins for Nashville, where she is to atand Mrs. John Paschall,
m. and at Cold- "Light & Power" said lightning daughter—a
tend
college.
was carried to the doctor last Fri- Mrs. Raymond Starks and childtomboy, Grace Wilwater at 230 p. struck a high power post out son;
Floy Laycox, Brownie Barrow
Adolphus Paschall is suffering
day night.
Jerry Haghes, young mining
dren were afternoon guests in
wt. Also Garvin Eagle's way and rent it asunder
Mr.
and
Mrs.
with
spent
a
and
James
Saturday
Robbie
Lloyd
Steele
severe
head
trouble.
JackThe young folks of this creek en- :he Starks home.
engineer, Robert Lee Kelly; Mrs.
Curd
is
to frwn top to bottom. See irve Buliver -Stratton - Smythe, society evening with Mrs. Vaughn Elkson visited Mr. and Mrs.. Jim joyed a party at Will Barrow's
Those
assisting
Mrs.
Ruth
PasMrs. Howell Starks and three
preach at Alm° BreWor and Rex Diuguld of who's lady.
call in quilting recently were Mrs. Merrell Saturday night and all at- last Friday night.
from Boston, Evelyn Miller; ens.
daughters put in 'a quilt last SatSunday at 10:45 what.
Pete Laycox has purchased the Lula Orr, Mrs. One Kuykendall tended the fiddler's contest at BucBro. Henry Hargis filled this reg- urday afternoon and started quiltThelma Smythe, Mrs. Smythe's
a. in,
"Ole • -Two awful old gents in front af daughter, Karma
ular appointment at Azotus ing Monday morning 'and finished
Hutchens; Carol Dixie Cafe. We hope Pete saccess and daughters. Bernice and Sylvia, hanan school.
Eagle" has been Bailey Jewelers shore' did cause, Marlboro.
in
his
maw
business.
and Mrs. Herbert Orr, Mrs. FleetSeveral in this community wege Church of Christ Sunday.
Thelma's chum, Ann
it before the day had passed.
reposing in his "Ole Eagle's" feathers to fall flat
Mrs. F. H. Spiceland and sons, wood Paschall, Mrs. Carlene Pas- in Paris Saturday..
Mrs. Jenny Whitford of Tharpe
Lou Rogers; Mr. Denton, Mrs.
We regiae to hcar that Mr. and
den fur the past as a flitter. Said I looked to be
Cecil
and
Bobbie
visited
Mrs.
Bell
chall and Mrs. Lewis Neal PasSmythe's lawyer, G. W. Woods.
Marshall Clayton and daughters is visiting Mrs. Henry Crutcher Mrs. Jonah Pace will soon move.
three
months, 20 years older than they. Shades
Herndon
Saturday.
week.
chall.
Debate
We wish for them good luck and
visited Sunday with Waymon Jackmore or less, because of ole age(?) of ,.darkness, leapin' lizzards!
Eugene Smith visited Gentry
this
VernonBrigham and two friends want to invite them back to visit
The debating team, composed of
Tuesday night guests :n the son and family.
must have been old Pharoa
The
and inclement weather.
Thomas Friday night.
from
Maurita
Clarksville
Morris
anytime.
were
dinner
and
Barkley
Jones,
us
Buron Rogers, Mason Barnhill
Mrs. Patfline Oglesby and Bever- home of Mrs. Martha Paschall
A decrepit old lady got up in seven plagues.-a"Eagle".
coached by Mrs. Jeffrey, successCharlie Fennel has burnet4 his
were Mr. and . Mrs. L. W. Pas- and Misses Brenda Maye Clayton guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Milly
and
church and said: "I'm an insignifi011ie
Massey visited Mrs.
fully participated In the annual
plantbed and sowed it to be the
were Sunday evening guests of ler Sunday.
chall.
'
cant worm of the dust wiggling
Mrs.- Frank Miller and daugh- 'first one completed around here.
high school debate tournament W. T. Steele Saturday.
his Miss Dorothy Jacksdn.
Grover
vlsited
Deering
around without chart or compass.
News
is
scarce
excepting
for
held at Murray College. March15'
I will try to write MOM. next
Conway Jackson purchased a ters, Frances and Daphine, and
I want you all to pray for me."
visiting and ole Eagle says that is grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Deering.
also Hobert Miller were Sunday time. So long. everbody!
and 16.
R. F. Bltensklp, Pastor
not news, so -I'll ring off and try one day last week. She has'taiut new 1949 pickup truck.
Listen to me. parents, DON'T
—puading Face
Of the 20 teams catering the to be there at this
Miss Edna Mae Wilson visited evening guests of Mr. and Ites.
allow your children to go romping
time next been so well fur the last few days.
Murray Carr.
last
week
tourney,
11
were
with
eliminated
Mr.
and
March
Mrs.
Jim
Guests
in
the
home
of
Mr. and
around with matches in their pockweek.—Topsy.
We had our second quarterly
Recent guests in the home of
Mra,Roy Paschall Monday of last Merrell.
ets. I recall to mind three awful conference at Kirksey last Sun- 15 by not winning as many as
Twenty-six McCracken county
Mr.. and Mrs. .Willie Clark, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. George Barrett were
week were Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuydisasters caused by such foolish- day with every church on the cir- three of the four debates schedMisses Ruth, Estelle, and Marga- farmers were honored by the Lions
kendall and sisters, Misses Lena and Mrs. Chester Canady,.Mr. and
ness. A new law at Frankfort cuit represented. Our reports were uled that day for each team. Only
Club for seeding all their cultiMrs. George McFarland and little ret Barnes, and Conrad Carr,
and Ettiel Kuykendall.
has a penalty of $10 to $100.00 very encouraging which indicats nine teams advanced to the finals,
vated acres to caver crops.
Mrs.
Otis
Steele
of
Model,
who
daughter,
Betty
We
May
all
of
were
which
Sunwon
three
'are
out
sure
of
four
having some rainy., Shirley Lampkins and Miss Clo;against setting fire to field and a fine spirit among our officials
tell
and
broke
her
leg
recently,
is
day
visaeree
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
B.
weather.
debates.
It
We
congratulate
our
seems
team
that
people
are vis Bradley visited John Paschall
Tv uocita nd.
and members. We had the Rev. J. upon
improving rapidly.
being one of those nine nct going to get their plantbeds and family one night last week. Boyd and family.
T_ Dewitt Talmage had for a Mack Jenkins and Mrs. Jenkins teams
James- Lloyd alaeltson healed to- . Several in this community
advancing to the finals and prepared.
-Mr. and Mrs. Olin Sheridan were
subject: "Behold how great of mat- and Mrs. Tucker with us at the only
Due to tire in Taylor Building.
Mr. and Mu. Ervin Clayton and visitors in the Paschall home one bacco for Herschel Sykes Monday. burned tobacco beds.
being eliminated the last day
Announces New Location of Offices
ter is a little fire kindleth." Old lunch hour. They had been invited
Darrell Wilson has been assistAs news is scarce in this comof the tourney by Tilghman High children, 'Maxine and
Tommye
night
last
week.
Nero had his slaves to set fire by the pastor.
•
ing Herschel Sykes cut wood the munity, Red will close for this 309-11-13 Guthrie Building
Franklin and Estelle, were Sunday
School of Paducah.
Mrs.
Paschall
Dave
Lee
and
to the city of Rome and played
The next quarterly conference
Paducah, Kentucky
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Can- daughter, Fay, visited her father, past week.—Whipper Will. ,
ttiate."Red"
Picture Is Shown
the fiddle during the terrible con- Will be held at Cole's Camp
Monday • night, the laternational ady and the Canadys accompanied Irvan Cochran, one day last week.
flagration! Sec how this world Ground.
John C. Paschall and Adolphus
Harvesters gave a picture show thorn home to spend Sunday night
has made a change!
Mt. Carmel
.
Paschall were in Mayfield Mabeh
displaying
modern
implements with Lee Warren Fox put water in an
Next Sunday: Church School at
Well,
Whipper
Will,
how
are
you
14
where Adelphus received treatsuch as plows, tractors, and trucks.
image of a clay, baldheaded pic- 10 a. m.
This program was sponsored by getting along? What are you do- ment for sinus trouble ,of which
ture of a man, then put grass seeds
Preaching•service at 11 a. m.
Sexton Bros. Hardware Co. of ing this rainy weather? Jay Bird he has been stiffering for the past
in the water. Now has green hair
CaMp Ground
is staying in the house.
Murray. .
few weeks.
aplenty, two inches high. I hope
Church School at 1:30 p. m.
Those visiting in the home of _ Jimmie Jones and son. Pereira
First District Meet
that Lee will not try his ingenuity
- Preaching service at 2:30 p. m.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Most
Clayton Sunday attended the kale at Mrs. Lovie
Contestants are making preparaon his Pap's (Ira) head.
Fabricated from
Ycu are invited to worship with tions, to
participate in -the First were Mr. and Mrs. Tolley Clay- Kuykendalls Thursday of last
Next 4th Monday, March 25, is
ton
and
children,
Mr. and Mrs. week.
District Interscholastic meet, which
is to be held at Murray Friday Elisha Clayton and family, Naylor
Leroy Key and son, Herschel
Clayton, Chalmous Clayton. and loaded tobacco Wednesday of last
and Saturday.
Bun Clayton.
•
Grade Department
week.
A fiddler's Contest was held at
The grade departruana completed
Quitman and Leroy Key were
its seven months. with_the., follow Buchanan Saturday night.
guests of Charley Cole 'one day
Mrs.
Harold
Ray and
Mrs. last week.
ing record:
Erected on the Graves of Your
James Ray went to see the new
Last month's honor roll:
Jimmie, Fleetwood, and Daniel
baby
bob
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
•'''..e.'
.
4
;
"
I
'
:
1
'
:
1
First grade: Kenneth Murdock.
Loved Ones Will be
Paschall have been very busy
Swann Edward Parks, Rob Brown, Mrs. Keys Well. They sure have working on plantbeds for the last
.
1
Gene Suinmers, Phillip Howard a fine son.
few days.
Bro. Boykin will fill his reguMurdock, Evonne Bredlove, and
Parvin Jones is suffering with
lar .appoinarnent at Mt. Pleasant a severe tootache.
Rachel Brandon.
Sunday evening at 2:30 o'clock.
John•Pasehall and James Miller
Second grade: Bobby. Eaker,
Everyone is invited to attend this Deering were- in Paris Saturday
Marion Morris, Jackie Myers, Isaserviee •
afternoon.
bel Kelso, Jartet-laey, Jerlene LasMr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clay-ban
Now is the time to place your order for a suitable stone. Come in to see u.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Deering
siter and Barbara June Parker.
spent Saturday night with Naylor visited the former's grandmother.
Third grade: Martha Lou Orr, Clayton arid family.
today
and let us help you plan an appropriate memarl for your loved one.
Mrs. Sarah Deering, over the week
Billy Paul Howard. Doris Hugh
As news is scarce I will gel with
Ray, Bonnie Sue Hall. Sue Lock- the hope to be with you again end.
guaranteed.
All materials, carving, and workmanship,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie .Jones at_
_
hart, Joe Milton Brandon, Edna next week.—Jay Bird.
tended church services at North
Tinsley. Dorothy Jean Hutson.
enjoyed
Sunday
a
good
and
Perk
Eulalia Lawrence and Conrad Lawsermon.
rence Willis.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Paschall
Fourth grade: aunior White, Jeswere Sunday dinner guests of their
sie Mane Ford, Jimmy Crouch.
son. 0. T. Paschall, .and Mrs.
Uncle George Windsor and Mrs.
Marion
Workman, Martha
Paschall and family.
Ett Myers, Mildred Cochran, Billy Windsor were Saturday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Waldrop
Bryan Story, Moyna Arnett, be- dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tom visited relatives. in Bell City SunWilkerson. • Mr. Windsor has 'been
nella Mae Hart.
day.
Fifth grade: Bradley Miller, Bil- in very poor health for sblne time.
—TELEPHONE 121—
Ray Orr purchased a new pickGlad to learn Will Cooper has so
ly ,Max Paschall, Billy Redden.
You can get an appropriate
up truck.
Wanda Sue Howard, Harry Ed Improved in health that 'he could
VESTER ORR
grave marker for
Luther Deering recently traded1
Rogers, Charles Pogue, Lennith be in Murray Saturday.
Manager
pickup truck ,
as little as
Bro. K. G. Dunn filled his reg- for a
Rogers, Charles Ed Rogers,
\
John B. Nance was the Sunday,
appointment
at Pleasant
Kelley, Willie R. Cole, Anna aye ular
:•7%.41.,D
bl
Ma130
11 .1
Miller
East Depot St.
Grove Sunday but we missed his afternoon guest of .James
Miller. Lynn Wilkerson.
Deering.
Sixth grade: Charles
Butter- wife who was on the sick list. Bro
15
Paschall spent SunLewis
Neal
••
', ----Eir ,
Murray, Ky.
worth, Billy - Jones,
ne Miller. Dunn will preach at Pleasant day night as the guest of his
Harry Junior ,Wilk son, Naomi Grove fifth Sunday morning in cousin, L W. Paschall,
Broach, Bobby
h and Bela March.
George Cochran was in the homel
This community was well repreRhodes.
Seventh gr e: Norella KelsO, sented at the fine singing at SinkSUe
CHILDREN
100
Samuel Bea n. Mildred Rogers, ing Springs Sunday.
OBILDILEN
Our sympathy is extended to
Ruth ,Sp
Earlene Cochran,
ADULTS—Balcony, Matinee Except
BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Mr.
and
Paschall
Mrs.
Glenn
Ed
Jean Ga °way. Mary Jo Farmer,
16c
Sundays and Holidays
27c
Holidays
The West's ate hero turns secret agent
Thom
Brown, Marie Jones, Mary who lost their home near CrossLower Floor, Matinees, Except
land which burned Saturday after- LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays,
Alic
to snatch gam and grit with a reneamara
.
27e
Sundays and Holidays
33e
amid Hnlidays
ose making the honor roll noon.
ged* band beaded by a female wikkeil
Farmers aa-e rejoicing that there
cry month are:
•••
First
grade: Swann.. Edward was some weather they could
work on farms last week.
Parks and Rob Brown.
Next Sunday is Easter. Hew
Second grade: Bobby Esker;IsoMETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Presen.s
bel • Kelse, Janet Key, Jerlene, thoughtful we should be not only
on Easter but each day to rememj/mekes mongs•
Lassiter.
Thirff grade: Doris Hugh Ray, ber,we must be born again: a gift
.Bonnie Sue Hall, and Martha Lou froniaGod's Son to all who repent and, in faith believe. "For
\
Orr.
'FOurth grade: Junior White, Jes- God so loved the world that he
sie,' Marie Ford and Jimmy Crouch. gave his onl?..begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in Him should
grade: Lennith •Rogers.
not perish bet have ever lasting
Sixth grade: Naomi Broach.
Those receiving certificates of life." John 3:16.
attendance are:.,
NOTICE OF ANNEX/MOB
Charles D. Butterworth, Bobby
George MURPHY.Frank MORGAN • kin HUNTER
PROCEEDING
Enoch. Joette Rogers, Billy Joe
Florence RICF Lynne CARVER
Jones, Hugh-- Frank Miller, Lera
ii
trahaeGS:ory
Notice is hereby given that on
Nelle Hughes, Billy Max Paschall,
LOILDON *.a GEORGE O•otN*Eimrp
Scteen Ploy by LEON ,
a
1940.
Stetsnee4:u.beci"
February,
the
29th
day
of
James Cook, Phillys Howard Mur•
-••Mo., by Col* Pott••
•
eour
dock, Jimmy Helen Miles, Janet petition ex parte was filed in the
Key. Donnie Darnell. Jackie My- Circuit Court for Calloway County.
Old SO,Fad
ers, Bonnie-Jones, BilljbPaul How- State of Kentucky, seeking annexa50,5
!told. R'^g
0
ard. Junior White, Jessie Marie tion to the City of Murray, KenC4.47.4
"
.Rx"
adjacent
territory
certain
tucky
of
129 401:19A
Ford. Bronzie Nell Tidwell. Sadie
T•,.• 0•1 ea"
immediately
••••••• 1
"
."
Frances Norman, Annette Butteee and contiguous to and
present
South
brathe
West
and
Ohl
5
•
0
.."
"'
worth. Bobby Lee Jones, Joe Milof the present bound;in Brandon, Don Stokes, Sue .boundaribs
aries of the City,
7 ?•
Lockhart, Glen Crawford, -Billy.
*•*
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
The territory preposed to be art:—
Kelley. Willie Cole, Charles Pogue. nexed consists tatelusively of what
THEAD KENTUCKY
LILL .1071vs
is generally known as the Murray
ON OiL•aurf
State TeacaerY gaillege District. lyHE
ing along a portion of the Western
4,13.7jCs7
JD
"la"
boundary of said City, and also a
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
41bod*•••,..
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Kimbro strip 250 feet wide lying along a
and Eule Lee spirit Saturday night portion of the Soutaern boundary.
and Convenience of the
with Ma and Mrs. •Edwin Kimbro and the object and rbrpose-bf such
proposed annexation, the ordinance
of Murray.
W. C. Elkins trailed Troy Steele providing for same, and of the
petition,
are to annex said territory
Saturday night_
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Steele and and make same an integral part of
the City of Murray, Kentucky for
son. Billie Joe,.Mr. and Mrs. Har- all
_
purposes.
ley Johnson and
Harrel •Gone,
Said petition was filed in the
spent Wednesday with Mr. and
Thousands
of
name
said City of
and
on
behalf
Mrs. Jehrinie Steele.
Acclaim It One
Murray and seeks judgment of the
the Great Motion
of
Edith Thai-raison spent Tuesday
Court at its April term, 1940. adPictures Of All Time!
with Robbie Steele.
judging 'that said lands shall be
Mrs. Ella Evans spent the day annexed to and become a part of
with Mrs„ Emma Kimbro Satur- said City.
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-tlate in All
day.
This February 29, 1940:
-A
Appointments and Most
in KIPLING'S
Mrs. Roy' gearbrough is home
CITY OF MURRAY
Reasonskble Rates
from -Hopkinsville where she has
By John G. Ryan,
been taking treatments.
City Attorney.
Mr. and Mrs' Aubrey Willougaby
certify
I
that the above mentionNractad hy
Screen
14,0, WALTER HUSTON
Write TURNER MILA:M, Manager
spent Saturday night with Mr. and ed petition was filed in my office
LESLIE MHO*
a..Ploy by
Dudley Disuses • IS. Lupine
Mrs. Loman Thompson.
' on the 29th day of February, 1940.
for Reservations
.
Laurence
MivektlAngelus • Ernest Cosier,
Produced by
Mr. and, Mrs.. Clyde Steele and
4411-4.1111:11114111
OTIS LOVTNS,
101.Ore*ouni PIC,•40
I EDWARD 01000110V
ALSO
Billie Joe Woodroe and Robert
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court.
D9pos OPEN
"CRIME DON'T PAY"
a Filmy of Nashville spent Saturday Mar-7-3ti
-*

Stella Gossip

High

Lynn Grove
School

Bad Road News

Byrd's Creek Chatter' Esquire. R. Airline
Road News

I

Puryear Route One

Kirksey Circuit

Buchanan Route 1

Dr. H. A. Massey

—

THESE MEMORIALS

.........:00..
........

.

MARBLE AND GRANITE

a ,

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

-4- THE

of our
Short:
d scienservice
YS.

24131111ITE 115

S. Pleasant Grove

BOB LIVINGST-ON
RAYMOND HATTON
DUNCAN
-t RENALDO

.yea

ry

LASTING TRIBUTE to Their Sacred 'Memory
_._

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS

-

It.CCIAlin: WELLS

Hilly

"
IL"W'cf""""— ',ea

FOURTH MONDAY

CASSIDY'S FIGHTING FOR
THE LAW.. AND HIS LIFE!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

9,Asiallif ruffiku.
BONN MELON of 194ir

• Fifth

SATURDAY ONLY

1

Steele's Store NeVia-

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

RONALD ,COLMAN loot

I
I

1

"'kill lit thatfailed

DOLORES DEL RIO

•••

e'r
•

141
••••••

Ahar••••••6■01.1100
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..*
Sally Wear, Mr. and Mrs. Wm, H.
at 2:451.p. m., Prayer Meeting at
735 ie M.
Curd, Sarah A. Ryan. Joel H.
for
ladies
Faiday: Bible class
Curd. Wm. H. Cutchin, James MarBy
meets with Sister Collins at 2:30
tin; Mr. at *Ars. Isaac Baldwin,
(Continue from Page 1, Sec. 2)
p. mi
Abe Thompson.
JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLI
"Five Great Spiritual Empires"
There was a Methodist church in
will be the topic at the Sunday.
Old Pool Town before -Murray Mcirris, "Luscious' Lou Walters,
morning hour of worship.
I see from "Ole Eagle's" recent was located. It should be remem- "Dainty" Downey, Joe "Babs"
"Blood and Remission of Sins" communication to your
paper that bered that Pool Town was the Baker, and "Peaches" Mitchell, is
will be the topic at the evening
his recollections of early days in name of the little village just the outstanding feature of the
service. .Calloway go nearly as far back as above the spring across the street
dancing choruses. The dances are
church
kingdom
or
Jesus built a
my own. The old stone lamp of from the present Murray
Mill.
weigh is • different from anything which he speaks was quite com- This organization was perfected in being directed by Miss Carrie Althe world had known or Will ever mon there in by hoyhood days. the residence of Rev, Isaiah P. tison, Norma Billington, Jackie
upon When I was there. a few years ago
know. It was established
Clark, a n d
Adams, Marianne
Pool. It „lest its identity and orprinciples which originated in the I went to Pottertown. purcbased
ganization during the Civil War; Charlotte Byrn.
was
mind of God. The atonement
one of those lamps and brought but in 1879 it was reorganized by
Special acts on the follies proa stumbling block to the sign-seek- it to Texas with me o show my
B.H. Risenhoover and erected gram are "Side-Walks of New
ing Jew and foolishness to the ra- children the kind of light by Reve,
a house of worship acriits the York" and "One Man's Familrk",
tionalizing Greek. Christ's kingwhictr we read at night. I also re- street from the present Firet Bapthe shortest one-act _play on rec- f those who have
dem coneisVoKi
member that we had no matches-in tist church.
Its existence has
made clean by
been wash
eternal trithose days. We kept fire by cov- continued but the location of their ord. It features the
His blood. •I his be not true the
ering it with ashes.
When fire second building was the old Cherry angle murder, and all the trimBible 'is unintelligible.
mings in one act 1 6 seconds). Also
C. L. Francis, Minieter. went out in our home we would Corner where it is now.
showing is "She Done Him To A
go to the nearest neighbors and
-r
borrow. In fact borrowing was
Turn", with society's scapegoats
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
HOW TO PREPARE BLUESTONE
a major part of neighborliness.
Brenda and Cobina enacted by
' Sunday. March 24, 1940
AND LIME MIXTURE
George Speth and Bill McMurray.
I was quite surprised when I
guest read in your paper recently that
Mr Chester Swor, our
1. Fill a clean 50-gallon barrel or "Ten Years From Now", will be
speaker at the Youth Revival, will there is not a mile of Government oil drum three-fourths full of water presented by the senior "M" Club
speak morning and evening. We paved highway in Calloway. You strained through a cloth.
members. Music for the follies and
urge earnestly that every person should keep on agitating that mat2. In one container thoroughly the minstrel will be furnished by
in Merray and all the surrounding ter until you have at least two - mix 4 pounds of commercial hyddance band.
county hear this very euccessful one from north to south and one rated lime. in 3 or 4 gallons of Steve Latanation's
A free show will be given the
worker with all people for years, from east to west.
strained water. Hydrated lime is
afternoon of March 29 for the high
especially young people . Mr. Swor
Speaking of. highways _reminds the powdered' lime in paper sacks school visitors on the campus.
is a teacher in Mississippi College
dealers.
by
lumber
commonly
sold
located at Clinton. Miss. He has me that where the pilblic roads
3. In a separate container, preftaken one year off from his duties crossed the streams there in an
erably a wooden bucket or crock.
there as one of the teachers, to de- early day were bridges which were
dissolve 3 pounds of powdered
vote hirrisqf to this very important used principally when the streams
bluestone in about 4 gallons of
work. Every morning he will be were too deep to ford. Drivers
water. If powdered bluestone, which
"The AnUcs Of Andrew"
heard at 7 o'clock and in the even- usually wanted to water their
dissolves
readily, is not available,
The freshman 'class under the
ing at 7:30. You will hear every teams and wet the rims of the
crystals into a fine powder sponsorship of Mr. Walston is
beat
the
time he speaks a message of profit wagon wheels. iThe tires- would
before trying to dissolve them. presenting "The Antics of Anand pleasure.
get loose in summer and this
Hardware dealers can get powdered drew," Friday night, March 29.
The Church School and the Train- was a means of making the felines
blustone for you.
This farce-comedy will be preing Union will have their services swell.)
Before bridges spanned
9. Pow the lime paste into the
acts by the folat the usual hours and places.
all the streams there were some barrel or-water and stir eitorougy. sented, in three
lowing cast!'
The church_ extends a most cord- ferry boats used. I read of a ferry
time additig, the blueat
the
same
Petunia, Charlene Tidwell; Anial invitation to everyone to•hear on Clark's river between Wadesstone solution slowly.
drew Brown, Edmond Alexander;
this gifted visitor in our midst for buro and Eggner's ferry.
5. Add enough water to make 50 Jacques, Cody Adams; Willie Walthese few clays, whose life and
There comes .to mind an undo? Gene Cole: Harold Hadley,
messages have helped so many peo- usual scene that I saw many years gallons.6. Stir the mixture each time the Jackie
Thorne,
Trease: Althea
ple in so many ways in so many ago on a hill just south of Bensprinkling can is filled. CAUTION. Lorraine Jarnesi Juli
Boynton,
Sth(g)ls.: . colleges. ',churches and ton. It was a kind of sink hate
The
water,
barrel,
and
other
conDean Bazzell; Betty Boynton, Aglarge gatherings of various denom- or little lake. It
always had water tainers should be free from bits of
inational workers such as Ridgenes Greenfield; Dean Socrates Boyin it in those days and was bottom- material which will clog the nozzle
crest. Va.. and Clear Creek Springs,
nton, Charles Lamb; Isaac Zimmerless so far as the boys who visited of the sprinkler. The nozzle should
Ky , in the mountains.
man, Baron Palmer: Miss Prunella
it knee,. We never used it for be easily removable for cleaning.
Mary Lee Perry; O'Flarity,
Thorne,
•
7. Dry Bordeaux mixtures is not
swimming purposes, however. The
Edwin Greenfield; Rayle, Junior
recommended.
water was not inviting.
Bazzell; Reverend Doolittle, James
How to Apply
We did have a fine swimming
Calvin Paschall.
hole, however, in the flat woods ,The mixture ix applied to the bed
—
back of Vancleave's orchard. Boys without removing the cotton cover.
The FFA boys are preparing for
H. L. Lax. Pastor
used to congregate there by the An ordinary 10-quart sprinkling
meeting.
Parliamenijhe Sharpe
The pastor will preach at Sul- hundreds on holidays. Does a boy can is used. Logs or boards used
tary procedure is the chief interphur Springs next Sunday at 9:45. ever get so old he forgets "the old to frame the bed should also be
est.
at New Hope at 11 o'clock. at Mar- swimming hole"? I remember the sprinkled. A 50-gallon container
The boys have been engaging in
tin's Chapel. at 1:30. at Goshen at Miller boys, the-. Beal boys, the of the mixture will treat 200 square fistic
encounters with their new
CHURCH OF CHRIST NOTES
3 o'clock and at Lynn Grove at Futrell boys. the Nowlin boys. the • yards, or AZ linear yards of bed 9 boxing gloves.
Sunday. Mardi 24. 1940
7:30.
Cutchin boys. the Fergerson. boys,*feet wide: or 50 linear yards of bed
This week the entries in the disServices at New Hope will be et at infinitim. By the way I• saw 12 feet wide. This is at the rate of trict
tournament are
preparing
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45 followed by the
1 quart per square yard.
tornmunion of the a grey bearded' gentleman in my
for
the meet, Friday, March 22.
a. m. Worship at It45,4.- m. and
CAUTION. Bluestone-lime does
Lord's Supper. At Goshen 'there audience in a Texas town some
7:15 p. m.
not injure plants so do not attempt
The Bath county sheep pro, Wednesday: Bible class for ladies will be an egg hunt for the chil- years ago who kept eyeing me to wash it off after applying. Do
dren following the preaching ser- with a friendly look. He finally not mix
nitrate of soda with the tettive associatioh aid all losses
vices.
introduced himself as Bill .Nowhn bt uestone-lime.
and had $315 left for 1940.
Young People's Meeting at Lynn of that neighborhood.
No one
Grove at 7 o'clock.
who ever navigated the Nowlin
Lame
county
certified
seed
lane in winter could ever forget
growers have organized to sell 300
FIRST PRE/MITT/UL1A/0 CHURCH that muddiest piece of road in Calbushels of hybrid corn.
loway county.
We wish to thank our friends
16th and Main
From an old document on my and relatives for their kindness
DELHI
Howell M. lorry, Pastor
, desk I see that men were ap- and sympathy shown us during
Sunday services-10 a_ m., Sun- pointed in March 1823 to build a the sickness and death of our litday School for all ages; College road from the Tennessee River to tle darling baby. Sandra
Ervin
Bible Class. 11 a. m., Worship Ser- Wadesboro the then empty seat.,'Washburn. Especially do we thank
vice. 7 p. m., Westminster Fel- An order of the court established the doctors and nurses of the Wil600
lowship.
a ferry across Clark's River at liam Mason
Memorial Hospital
imui up
A hearty welcome is extended Davis' Ford the same year. This staff. the Churchill Feneral Hume,
to all.
same old document says the first donors of floral offerings and cars
minister in the county was Henry and the Rev A. V. Havens for his
Darnall, a. Primitive Baptist. The kind
words and the
beautiful
have, our sb-cortiortsame document says he organized songs -The Family.
the first church in the county at
able opcn:roe shoes
For Economy and Qiillty Have
Nearly all de• Quite a few have the flu in this Soldiers Creek.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
this sea-on. Hui all),
nominations of that day soon had
Your Shoes Repaired at
community at present. a difference. Our new Air etv. Easter is just around the corner organizations. The first house of
FOR 1 Oc
and look out for the big dinners 'worship erected in Murray was for
eill rhoa you pea ehilts I•M211 ill
on that day for there surely will the Christian Church. It stood on
light-and -airs is se's, AirSler-. %I'll
Basement Elmus Beale Hotel
be some, some place, some how. the lot occupied by the residence
rtniember. are the -hoes Miih
Miss Velma Lax of near Mace- of the late Nat Ryaziat the time of
donia and the Brandon sisters of his death. By the way, I ,have a
pasement•conditioned Magic eele.
near Hazel. and several boys at- printed history of that congregathousand- of tins air cell- that 1.110,
tended the show at Murray Sun- tion which says only two preachers have ever gone out from that
!. OUT feet and lilt %Will' Tints
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruth Maynard of church-myself and W. L. Butler.
Cedar Knob. Bob and Sip Williams Said congregation built a meeting
PRUNLAX I. peculiarly adapted to
and Robert Ellis were among the house the same year the town was
step right in and give relief from
North 4th Street
established. 1843. Later they erectthe ins •rid di•comfort• brought by
number at Murray Saturday.
the sluggish and irregular action of
ed
a
house
where
the
present
First
Linda Simmons and grandson,
the intestinal tract.
Christian
Church
stands.
Major
Brooks, of near Macedonia spent
Pure California Prune Juice rendered
Sunday afternoon with her sis- W. H. Cutchin donated the lot. A
laxative with Cascara and Senna are
West side Square
Phone 106-W
efublished history of the congrega- ; this active ingredients of PRUNLAX
ter:
. Mrs Cleave Lax. , which prove so beneficial in acting
Miss Susan Lax who has been tion gives the following -list of , immediatery, even in those cases
which have proved most stubborn
staying with Mr. and Mrs. Rob charter members of the original
You'll find PRUNLJJC easily adapted
Lee of Murray for a few months, organization. viz: Peyton Cater.to the roost delicate system, and you
has returned to the home of her back, Rachel .0. Utterback, and
will appreciate ft. Mild Easy action.
Rain: Everyone likes the taste ot FAUN.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Lax their sons. Albertus; and
, LAX and children actually insist on
of Hazel.. We are glad to have John Trimble, Racheol 0. Trim- ' repeat dose•. Ask your druggist for
ble. Henry B. McCarthy, Caroline • regular 60 cent bottle today. Once
her back in our neighborhood.
you use it you'll never be without it.
McCarthy, Mrs, Eliza Green. Mar•
--Curly Top
Johnson,
Martha
Johnson, For sale at all druggist..
tin
James and Martha McKnight, David and Eliza Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. David Douglas, James CaldChiarRigei;
well, Mr. and Mrs. Jonah Shultz,

Spme Early History 1

Sunday-school.
it1
The young people meeting each
i
ISM
Sunday evening will welcome your
“41
son:, and daughters to their meetNM
ings.
.Come with us on Easter Day to
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
the House of God.
J. Mack Jenkins. Pastor
• Sunday. Mareb U. 19441
,
The women of tire Missionary
Our choir has Made • special
Soeikty will serve a lunch at the
preparation to give you stilendid
church on Monday, March 25.
music on Easter Sunday and you
being foiirth Monday and mule
will enjoy the anthem by them.
day In Murray Sotne_of you khow
"Praise ye the Father'' by Gou- I
what that means. Come at noon
nod. They always give us some- ;
to the church and get a good meal.
thing worthwhile. -114s_ offertory •
will l3e by - the string quartet from
FIRST CHRISTIAN - CHURCH
the ccllege, led by Prof. William,
.
V. Havens. Mster
Fox.
At the morning worship
hour the pastor will preach on
Easter Sunday will receive an
"The Resurrection", the theme of elaborate observance at the First
_Easter. and will invite those who Christian Church. next Sunday. Beso desire to come into the church. ginning at 9:30, the children's dePossibly mere. people join the partment. under the supetvision of
churah on Easter Sunday than on *Mrs. Ira E Morgan, will present
any other Sunday in the year. an Easter program before the SunSome of you have been waiting a day School.
long. time. 'The Effect of Easter:: will be
At the eveerng worship hour. the sermon subject at the Sunday
It is so
church service.
morning
7:30 o'clock. the pastor will preach
on A False Estimate of Life, front ease." said Mr. Havens in announcthe text: -A Man's life consisteth ing the sermon. "to make of these
nol...cg the baundance • -øf things speciaUreligious observances mereceremony.
which-he possesses" Some 9f us le, a matter of foren and
Special observance is given to them
work as though that was the center
of their significant meanbecause
and aim of all life. Neither else
ing to human life. This sermon."
seeking nor the 'finding of wealth
Mr. Havens stated. "will seek to
is any guarahtee of happiness.
-.apply the meaning of Easter to the
The Sunday-scheoi still patient- process of daily living
'
ly pleads with you to come . and
Special Easter music will be prebring the members Of your house- seined by the chorus choir. directhold to this means.-of grace. You ed/by Prof. L. FL Putnam. The
utiful organ prelude will begin
.could do no better thing for your
omptly at 10:50_
children then to brire ewe, to
At the Sunday night church sersice, which will begin at 7:30. the
choir will present the great can- tate;"Death and Life," by Harry
Roe Shelley. The entire service
will be devoted to the presentation
ot this magnificent work ed music.
The Christian Endeavor Societies
'will ,teleel.at 6:30, Sunday:evening.
WeidneSday night at 7 o'clock.
there will be an inforrnal'Tea-Talk
the young people. at the
•
home of Ole minister at 1303 Olive
Blvd.
The Christiazt Fellowship League
will have a dinner meeting this
evening IThursday, at 6:30. in the
church dining...Morn. A fine fellowship program has been arranged
and a delicious nienu. All men are
invited.
. The Service Circle -will hold- a
rummage sale, the 23rd and 25th
of the month, in the Elmus Beale
Building on. East Main street.

qttiRG-I ES

M CLUB FOLLIES

- A.

Kirksey High School

MRS.'HOUSTON ON STAFF

Coldwater School
Coldwater school closed Friday,
March 8. We celebrated with a
picnic last Thursday.
The following children made all
A's and B's for the entire year: Dorris Adams, Clystia Finney,
Ima Jean Kirkland, Patsie Ann
Wilson, Juanita Hargrove,- Evelyn
Lou Kirkland, Dwain Adams, Martha Sue Kirkland, Charles Rob
Adams, June Carlin Adams, and
Jean Evelyn Darnell.
The following made all A's and
B's except one C:
Gene
Finney, Bobby
Clifton
Wilson and Linda Sue Stone.
mention
deserve
These children
for good work done in spelling:
Clifton Finney and Linda Stone in
the second grade, Bobby Gene Wilson and Martha Sue Kirkland in
the third grade, Jean Evelyn Darnell and Charles Rob Adams in the
fourth grade.
The following were presented attendance certificates:
Ima Jean Kirkland, first grade:
Earl Adams, Emma Jo Adams,
Hollis Easley and Linda Stone,
second grade: Dwain Adams, Evelyn Lou Kirkland, Martha Sue
Kirkland and Bobby Gene Wilson.
third grade; Charles Rob Adams,
Jean Evelyn Darnell. and Billy
Gray Turner, fourth grade.

Mrs. Hugh Houston, wife of Dr.
Hugh Houston of the Houston Clinic, is doing part time teaching in
the home economics department
for the remainder of the semester.
Mrs. Houston js a graduate of Murray.
Bell county farmers plan to order
400,000 pounds of triple superphosphate during the spring.

— See -JOHNSON-FAIN
for Maytag
Washing Machines
GUARANTEED

RADIO REPAIR
—SERVICE—
Next Door to H. B. Bailey

0

PHONE 35

Gordon Damron

It pays to read our Classifieds.

Ii

GOOD NEWS
FOR TOES
Ther-re ont
shoes'b

4

-

Antique finish

Murray Circuit

Card of Thanks

sis

A
S40° I)

Ale4
/
BUR:NV.1
11(7W BY

HARRY AISTON
Nem.r

A

3,PHOTOS

On Saturday and 4th
Monday in March

LOVES STUDIO

ADAM fa;
BRowtom SHOE sr.z.-,rit.

AGGRAVATING
CONSTIPATION
RELIEVED

"YOUR FEET ARE WORTH FORTUNES!"

STIOES

nnouncing

I
t

4

Outlet PurnitureCo.
Now Open for Business!

7147
Beau ti:jult
Resilient
Durable
Easy to
Keep Clean
Onis

BLACK TOM
Star-lite Jack

$2.25

LEDGER & TIMES
•
Phone 55
•

Dutch's Shoe Shop

l

LET
KLUGE
DO IT!

Theres untold satisfaction in- buying
something-where your approval is the
final reward._ Printing, like other things,
depends so much on the'human element.
More than this, it is necessary to work
with the best equiPment to get the best
':result... We stand -ace-high- on every
point! All we ask a fair trial.

Graham & Jackson

Hill Billie News

DIAMOND
DICK
Coach Stud

fb-rhe

new Goodyear WingrOof
Flooring meets the most exacting
requirements of a suitable floor-7'
-moderate price.11 fine appearance.
Song life, style and fresh cleanliness.

_

An ideal floor for
KITCHEN lir
BATH
SUN ROOM
MALL
•
OFFICE
SIMS

S•• Has beautiful new rubtserfloor--.11 ingot our 'sore.

,MURRAY
LUMBER CO
— Phone 262 —

WILL STAND THIS SEASON AT THE
SA-ME PLACE AS LAST YEAR
At Five Points on the Coldwater Road

AUCTION: SALE
We Will Offer for-Sale March 26, 7:30 p.m.
Eight Pianos such as Kimball,Steck, and other well-known
makes. Terms: 1-3 Cash and Balance on Easy'
Monthly Payments.

SEASON $10.00

del Furniture -Co.

COLT GUARANTEED
Will Have Colt Show

JESS & VIRGIL GIBBS

A

Theatre

East of Ca

Main Street

Murray, Ky.

E. Depot St.

•••••

•

, .

sesto4Prx.,•grawkr.-•

....0010,1•••••••sr,

rotra..-r,
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